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A n A bstract o f  the D issertation o f

Randall Jam es N ichols for the degree o f  Doctor o f  Philosophy

in the School o f  Journalism  and Com m unication to be taken D ecem ber 2005

Title: TH E GA M ES PEO PLE PLAY: A PO LITIC A L ECO N O M IC AN A LY SIS OF 

V IDEO GA M ES A N D TH EIR  PR O D U CTIO N

In recent years, video games have becom e increasingly significant, but little 

attention has been given to the nature o f  their production. This study exam ines the video 

game industry and the relationship betw een labor and production in order to better 

understand the forces, or logics o f  production, which drive the creation o f  the video game 

com m odity. It uses the fram ew ork o f  critical political econom y in order to better 

understand the com m odity nature o f  video gam es to better explain the benefits and the 

draw backs o f  the rapid adoption o f  video gam es in society. In keeping w ith this, it 

situates video gam es as a form  o f  com m unication, capable o f  conveying m eaning and 

ideology. A t the same tim e, it uses the video gam e industry as a gauge for understanding 

the developm ent o f  inform ation industries in order to determ ine w hether the rhetoric 

surrounding these industries holds true in practice.

Particular focus has been given to the historical forces which formed the industry,
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shaping it into som ething more than ju st a high-tech segment o f the toy industry. Rather, 

this study shows that video games have long been seen as devices for com m unication and 

are currently one o f  the m ost dynamic forms o f technology usable for comm unication. In 

addition, it examines current ties and new developm ents between the video game industry 

and other m edia industries in order to better dem onstrate just how  significant the reach o f 

the video game com m odity has become. Finally, attention is given to the industry’s 

attempts to court a larger audience for its products. Through the com bination o f  its 

growing audience base and its willingness to experim ent with m edia convergence, the 

industry has earned legitim acy in a relatively short time.
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CHAPTER I 

VIDEO GAMES AS A CULTURAL INDUSTRY

Video games have arrived.

In 2004, video games began to earn more than Hollywood’s domestic box 

office. Moreover, a number of major media and communication companies began to 

use video games as vital parts of branding and advertising. Among the media 

franchises which have benefitted from video games are “Harry Potter”, “Lord of the 

Rings”, “James Bond”, and the NFL (Bloom, 2001; Bloom & Graser, 2002). Even 

pop-star Britney Spears has a video game based around her pop-stardom. The 

industry, which has tried to follow the Hollywood film system throughout its history, 

has even created its own hall of fame and the “Walk of Game” in San Francisco (R. 

Harris, 2005).

Video games have become a part of political scandal, as when a Norwegian 

representative was caught playing games during a major policy debate (CNN, 2003). 

Special “serious” video games have been created for a number of political campaigns in 

the U.S., and the ability of video games to energize the youth vote has led a number of 

experts to predict they’ll soon become a mainstay of most political campaigns (Foster, 

2004b). Video games are being used as a part of medical treatment (Johnson, 2004). 

Video games have been the focus of debates about youth violence (AP, 2005c, 2005d;
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"Com puter Game Banned for Repetitive Violence," 2003; ESA, 2001). And industry 

studies show that video games are less and less toys for kids (ESA, 2002b, 2004,

2005a). Increasingly, they ’re facing the same questions o f  intellectual property 

ownership and piracy as the recorded music and film industries (Chazan, 2005; Vciga, 

2004).

M oreover, the pedagogical value o f  video games has become so widely accepted 

that a school district in M ichigan has begun to check out PlayStation 2's to students to 

help them take advantage o f educational software (Laskowski, 2005). Even the U.S. 

military has shifted its long standing use o f  video games into overdrive. The U.S. 

Marine Corp begun to use video game first person shooter “Doom ” to help teach its 

recruits tactics (M cCune, 1998). And the U.S. Army has spent millions to develop 

and m arket its own video game to help teach potential recruits about Army life 

(Brickner, 2004; W adhams, 2005). M ost tellingly, an increasing number o f 

universities around the world offer courses in video game studies and even programs in 

video game design (Barlett, 2005; Carlson, 2003a; Foster, 2004a).

W ork in the video game industry has come to represent a major new hope for 

professional training in universities. Jobs in the industry have been described as,

“some o f the best jobs the Am erican workplace has to offer” (Richtel, 2005b). And yet, 

increasing numbers o f  employees are leaving the industry or filing lawsuits citing unfair 

labor concerns {EA: The Human Story, 2004; Followup to EA: The Human Story, 

2004). Understanding how the industry works becomes one o f the paramount 

concerns for the field o f  video game studies, especially because o f  the increasing
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attempts to offer professional education.

But there are other reasons an understanding o f the industry is needed. 

Understanding the forces which produce video games which are violent or have 

questionable portrayals may help provide solutions to those problems. And because 

the video game industry is seen as a desirable field to be employed in, an understanding 

o f  how different the video game industry is from other industries is needed.

The Field o f  Game Studies

The formal study o f  video games is ju st beginning. As journals such as Game 

Studies begin to emerge, so do fundam ental concerns arise. M any o f these concerns are 

not new. Educators and academics have recognized the potential value o f games as 

teaching tools since the first game prototypes were developed in the 1960s. Similarly, 

concerns over potential negative effects from too much time with video games or from 

playing violent games has dogged the industry since at least the early 1980s.

M ore recently, video games have come under the lens o f cultural and textual 

analysis, research which insists that video games can have legitimate artistic value 

because they can -  though not always do -  maintain complex narratives and design 

elements. M ore than simple entertainment, video games have become texts to be 

unpacked and analyzed.

The ability o f video games to serve ideological roles has resulted in their 

reevaluation by policy makers. Governments around the world have begun to ask 

questions and seek solutions to the problems and potentials raised by video games.
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Even seem ingly unlikely institutions such as the U.S. Army has increasingly integrated 

video games into its recruiting efforts (AP, 2002). But beyond the ideological and 

pedagogical potential for video games, there are other concerns which, until recently, 

have received less attention. First, a num ber o f  European countries and Am erican 

states arc actively working to subsidize local video game production because the 

industry is seen as fast-growing, highly profitable, competitive industry. Second, 

questions dealing w ith software piracy and intellectual property are posing problem s to 

the industry, but have received little attention.

Because o f this, it is surprising that the production o f video games - the 

understanding o f how the industry is structured and why - has been a question left 

largely unaddressed. Since the concern o f  researchers, consumers, and policy makers 

is that video games have profound ideological implications, it is ironic that they have 

largely ignored questions o f  how and why the texts o f  concern are actually created.

This lack o f  attention is, in some sense, due to the lack o f respect given to the cultural 

comm odity o f  video games and o f the industry that produces them. Long considered a 

m inor sector o f  other more important industries, it was not difficult to excuse video 

games as inconsequential toys for children.

Video games have become more than ju st a subset o f the computer or toy 

industries. Video games are produced by an important industry, worthy o f 

consideration on its own merits. The industry’s level o f concentration and its relations 

betw een labor and m anagement should both be taken into account when thinking o f  an 

industry as m ore or less desirable.
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This study examines the production o f  video games in order to better understand 

the industry and what Bernard M iege refers to as the “ logics o f production” (Micge, 

1989). These logics include the rules o f  the distinct m arkets in which video games arc 

made and sold, labor patterns, and methods o f production, distribution, m arketing and 

retail practices which bring video games to the point o f  consumption. Such logics 

suggest not only the ways in which a particular industry or institution works but also 

the reasons why it m ust work in these ways. The logics o f the production o f  video 

game commodities in some way dictate the messages and ideologies conveyed. Key 

to any industrial logic is an understanding o f  the m arkets and consumers -  in this case, 

audiences -  which will consume a product. As this study shows, the m arkets and 

audiences for video games are more significant and varied though still very well defined 

than they arc often given credit for.

Video games are cultural commodities -  the products o f  a cultural industry 

organized through the capitalist exchange o f goods. M ore so than many other 

commodities, video games have ideological influence. In part, the decisions about how 

video games produced and the forces they m ust respond to impacts the ideologies video 

games convey. In order to better understand these decisions, this study examines not 

only the industry as a whole but also the individuals and institutions which produce 

them. It places video games into a historical context and supplies a motivation for the 

particulars o f  production.

How video games are produced has helped place them as a m ajor media industry 

in its own right. As with other m edia industries, the video game industry’s status owes
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to its successful courting o f  a highly diverse group o f  consumers. But it also relies on a 

high degree o f concentration, tight control over the industry’s products and who can 

produce them, and on m aintaining its control over content rather than on outside 

regulation. These factors have heavily impacted the relationship betw een labor and 

managem ent within the industry as well as how video games are tied to other media. 

This has played out in two m ajor areas: convergence o f  technology and the rise o f 

advertising.

The Significance o f the Video Game Industry

The developm ent o f  video games as a distinct industry geared toward production 

o f cultural commodities is only one reason why comm unication scholars should 

examine the industry more closely. A significant body o f literature, discussed in depth 

in Chapter Two, already exists demonstrating the effects o f video game m essages on 

players, particularly children. W hile the specific messages o f a video game arc hard to 

pin down, it is clear that video games function as a form of mediated communication. 

W hatever the message, it is both constructed and contested. These characteristics alone 

place the study o f  video games firmly in the realm  o f  comm unication scholars.

But there are a number o f other significant reasons communication scholars 

should be concerned with video games. First, video games have become a highly 

profitable industry, linked with other comm unications industries. Video game industry 

profits already rival the film industry in reach and revenue. M oreover, video games 

have becom e a significant part o f  m edia synergy plans. Hollywood has already
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recognized the ability o f  video games to not only dramatically increase the 

merchandising revenues o f a media product but that also increase the recognition o f  a 

brand (Bloom & Graser, 2002). It is telling that leading video game software publisher 

Electronic Arts has recently announced plans to establish the first video game studio in 

Hollywood. The impact o f  these industry ties are two fold and a mixed blessing. It 

means video games represent a significant potential revenue stream. But it also means 

that video games are drawing audiences away from other media.

Second, the video game industry represents some o f the most determined work 

towards convergence in any media industry. Because video games arc relatively 

unham pered by the legal concerns o f  telecommunications and broadcasting industries, 

video game platforms already dem onstrate significant aspects o f convergence. Sony’s 

PlayStation 2 console is capable not only o f  playing video games but also o f  playing 

CDs and DVDs and o f accessing the Internet. M oves have also been made to allow the 

Nintendo GameBoy to play m usic as well as games, doubling as an MP3 player. Thus, 

while many media industries are still struggling to come to agreement on how best to 

proceed towards convergence, the relatively new video game industry is already 

defining it for consumers.

Third, the market for video games is more varied than it was even ten years ago. 

The m arket for video games has expanded from the adolescent male m arket to include 

significant numbers o f  female consumers as well as increasingly higher numbers o f 

users over the age o f  35. Industry forecasts indicate that video game penetration in the 

U.S. m arket may surpass the VCR by 2005. This suggests the messages and ideologies
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must now be considered in relation to a much w ider possible audience. The industry is 

also experiencing an impressive growth in sales world-wide, a fact which is not often 

reflected in video game research. The governments o f  both Great Britain and A ustralia 

are beginning to examine w ays to foster the video game industry because o f the rapid 

growth and profit potential.

Finally, video games represent an industry only now being recognized by the 

academy. In the last three years, at least two universities have launched program s that 

train game designers. Such programs are problem atic because there has been little 

system atic examination o f employment within these industries. Further, the production 

o f heavily value added, information products like video games is in a precarious 

position. Such products have proven rem arkable targets for piracy. Currently the 

controls on production and distribution both at industrial and governmental levels -  

commonly referred to as intellectual property -  are being reconsidered. The impact o f 

digitalization and o f easy means o f  duplicating and distributing information products 

has rocked other industries, particularly the music industry. How the video game 

industry will deal with these problems is uncertain but needs to be considered. M any 

legal scholars and industry insiders believe software will be the next major battlefield 

for these issues.

Video Games as Commodities 

The commercial video game industry has a more than 40 year history (Kent,
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2001; LaPlante & Seidner, 1999). Prior to their emergence as part o f a for-profit 

industry, video games were created and shared as free goods, created during the heyday 

o f  the U.S. governm ent’s A dvanced Research Projects Agency and its extensive 

networks o f researchers. But video games became more than idle entertainment, they 

becam e commodities.

W ith this shift to commodity, it seems surprising that the industry’s institutions 

have received so little attention. The video game itself has a history which spans more 

than three decades. M oreover, the video game commodity has been consistently 

profitable for the better part o f  the last decade. In 2002, the video game industry earned 

more than $10 billion in revenues, more than half from the sale o f  software and the 

rem ainder from the sale o f hardware (NPD, 2003b).

A cursory study shows that industry sales in both software and hardware have 

been highly concentrated. In fact, in the hardware sector, which brought in $3.8 billion 

in revenue in 2002, one company dom inates sales -  Sony ("Top Video Game Console 

M akers," 2001). It should be noted that there are a num ber o f categories o f  hardware 

sold in this sector: consoles, such as the Sony Playstation or M icrosoft XBOX; 

portable game systems, such as the Nintendo GameBoy; arcade games, such as the 

“PacM an” or “Pole Position” games common in the 1980s and early 1990s; personal 

computers, such as the M acintosh or Gateway brands; and a miscellaneous category 

that includes joysticks and memory cards.

The software sector follows a similar pattern to that o f hardware. At present, the 

software sector mirrors the hardware sector, with production constraints originating
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from the platform or platform s a video game is to be used on. However, it is comm on 

for one game to be re-engineered to work across a num ber o f  hardware platforms. 

Presently, five companies account for a substantial majority o f  software sales across 

platform s ("Top Video Game Com panies, 2000," 2001). One company, Electronic Arts 

(EA), accounts for almost one-sixth o f all video game software revenues or one tenth o f 

the entire industry’s com bined revenues (EA, 2003). Electronic Arts owns a num ber o f 

smaller video game production companies, including M axis and EA Sports, and is 

responsible for a num ber o f  best selling games, including “The Sim s” brand, the 

“M adden Football” brand, as well as a num ber o f video game tie-ins with major films.

Even as profits within the industry have risen, its relations with other 

communications industries are notable. In the last two years, video games have become 

increasingly important in the business plans o f  a number o f Hollywood films. The 

recorded music industry has also taken notice. In 2003, it released a song by a 

successful rap artist on a video game rather than on radio or a music video. The links 

between the video game industry and other communications industries only 

underscores the need to understand video games as a particular form o f cultural artifact 

produced by the cultural industries. Like any subset o f  the cultural industries, the first 

imperative o f  production -  w hether video games or any other cultural artifact -  is its 

profitability (E. M eehan, 1991). For this reason, this study begins by examining video 

games w ithin the setting o f  industrial capitalism, by examining the institutions and the 

production processes that create video games as commodities. Only then can broader 

questions o f  social im p a c t-  instances o f hegemony and resistence, clashes o f
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ideology, and cultural significance -  be truly understood.
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Basic Fram ework and Research Questions

An exam ination o f the video game industry as a part o f  the cultural industries 

must take into account the ideological function o f  video games. Thus, a purely 

economic examination does not go far enough. As a discipline, economics has 

attempted to avoid questions o f  ideology and cultural meaning (Dowd, 2000). 

Economics is neither able to consider the industry in a historical context nor docs it 

allow for any critical assessment o f the industry, its products, or its processes.

In contrast, a political economic study allows not only for an economic 

examination o f  such an industry, but also insists on illuminating its relations to a larger 

historical context, the society in which it is grounded, and to the potential ideologies 

suggested (M osco, 1996). In its earliest form, political economy can be thought o f  as 

the study o f “wealth and the allocation o f resources” (A. Smith, 1993). Mosco, 

however, suggests that we think o f  it in even broader terms: “the study o f  power 

relations in a society”(M osco, 1996). M oreover, political economy m ust be thought o f 

as a holistic and historical stance, concerned with gaining an understanding o f the 

relationship between capitalism  and social good (Golding & M urdock, 1991). As a 

discipline, political economy is inherently and explicitly concerned with the way in 

which pow er is distributed and exercised in society. The shift from the study o f wealth 

to the study o f  power has served to broaden political economy -  and in particular, the 

political economy o f  comm unications -  allowing it to step away from concerns o f
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economic determinism and to allow for the possibility o f resistance (Gandy Jr., 1992; 

Garnham, 1990; E. R. M eehan, M osco, & W asko, 1994). Such a possibility answers 

criticisms often aimed at the political economy o f comm unications from cultural 

studies.

Taking these definitions and applying them to die realm o f  comm unication, a 

political economic examination begins with the acknowledgm ent that the 

comm unication industries -  the industries Nicholas Garnham indicates arc concerned 

with “m odes o f  cultural production” -  exist w ithin a capitalist fram ew ork (Garnham, 

1983). The comm odities produced by these cultural industries are, in one sense, 

informational commodities intended to reproduce the ideology o f those in control o f the 

means o f  production. Am ong the industries o f  concern are those directly concerned 

with information content -  such as newspapers and televised news -  but also o f  equal 

importance, those industries concerned ostensibly with the production o f  entertainment 

-  including film, televised entertainment, recorded music, and video games. To exist 

w ithin this framework in the institutions involved must all be fundam entally concerned 

first and foremost with profit in their production o f commodities (M urdock & Golding, 

1974). In this way, a political economic examination o f communications must be 

thought o f  as concerned with the relationship between the industries, products, and 

processes involved to a broader social totality (M osco, 1996).

It should be noted that much o f  the work concerned with the political economy 

o f  comm unications (PE/C) has worked to expressly address the need for critical 

assessm ent o f the means o f cultural production (W asko, 2004). PE/C, then, is able to
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address many o f  the assum ptions and weaknesses found in positivist work. As such, it 

has worked to broaden conceived notions o f how audiences interact with commodities 

by insisting that even the m ost seem ingly innocuous comm unication commodity can be 

both entertaining and ideological. It is this ability o f comm unication commodities that 

makes their understanding so vital.

Beyond these prescriptive concerns, PE/C is also concerned with several 

particular areas o f  research interest. Am ong these are the commodification and 

com m ercialization o f media, media diversification, forms o f m edia integration 

(horizontal and vertical), synergy, concentration o f  ownership and power, and 

media/state relations (W asko, 2004). W hile these areas can be examined at a variety o f 

levels -  industrial, international, even the micro-economic level o f  the individual -  this 

study focuses on the industrial level, with examinations o f  particular institutions and 

markets in the video game industry.

Just as PE/C has resisted criticisms o f  economic determinism, it has worked to 

dismiss notions o f technologic determinism  as well. The role o f technology in the 

economy has been widely debated. This study relies on a view which allows technology 

the capability o f  benefitting society and its economy or o f damaging it. This view 

posits that technology is best viewed as a means o f  “opening up social potentialities” 

(M osco, 1996). Technology, then, can make change possible or ideologies more 

pervasive, but it must not be assumed to ensure either case. Such an understanding is 

vital in the realm o f video games, which too often have been dealt w ith as monolithic 

technologies forcing children to violence.
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As has been noted, the video game industry did not emerge in a vacuum. The 

video game industry functions, first, as a part o f the computer industry but also similar 

to industries dealing with entertainment. In many ways it is a technological extension 

o f other cultural industries. For this reason, this study draws on existing frameworks to 

help understand how the video game industry functions. Among these industries are 

the film and recorded music industries.

In her book How H ollyw ood Works, W asko describes the film industry as one 

which centers around production, distribution, and retail. In addition, however, the film 

industry requires extensive marketing and retailing arrangement (W asko, 1982, 1984, 

2003). The video game industry seems likely to rely on similar functions. It has 

adopted a similar system o f small producers who rely on giant transnational distributors 

for a wide variety o f  functions. Indeed, m any o f  the distributors used by the video 

game industry are also involved, via their parent corporations, in film distribution.

Studies o f  the recorded music industry also offer useful suggestions for 

understanding the industrial structures o f  the video game industry. Both industries have 

experimented with a variety o f  distribution avenues for their products. One such 

avenue is that o f  cable television. In recent years, both Sony and Nintendo have started 

explorations o f  television channels as a means o f  both distribution and promotion. In 

the recorded music industry, such an exploration led to the successful creation o f  M-TV 

(J. Banks, 1996; J. E. Banks, 1991). For this reason, an examination both o f the music 

industry’s structures and practices serves as the primary focus o f this study.

Finally, the video game industry relies on many o f  the same controls as the
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general computing industry. Am ong these are what Frith terms problem s o f  “storage,” 

“retrieval,” and “occasion.” Video games rely on very specific forms o f licensing, 

methods o f controlling piracy, and concerns over availability and pricing. W ith this in 

mind, this study incorporates Frith’s m odel with studies o f the computer industry to 

help explain similar controls in the video game industry.

It can be seen, then, that a political economic approach to video games allows 

research to avoid many o f  the pitfalls hampering earlier research. By shifting the focus 

away from a monolithic technology or ideology to the industry that chooses to produce 

the technology and the m essages carried by it, it becomes apparent that different 

processes are at work. It becomes possible to consider proactive solutions to questions 

o f violent content, dangerous effects or questionable use o f stereotypes. U nder this 

framework, video games are commodities produced by distinct institutions. And under 

this framework, it is possible to ask who decides what content goes into a video game 

and what compels them  to make those decisions. It is hoped that in this way, some 

meaningful suggestions m ight be offered in answer to the concerns levied against video 

games and the industry that produces them. Drawing on the existing literature and on 

the theoretical framework o f a political economy o f comm unications, this study 

examines the current state o f the video game industry.

Research Questions

Based on the theoretical framework -  particularly the concerns raised by a 

political economic approach to video games -  this study examines the following
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research questions:

R l)  What is the structure o f  the video gam e industry?

R2) What is the relationship between the video game industry and other
comm unications industries?

R3) What are the commodities produced  by the video gam e industry?

R4) What markets are involved in the video gam e industry?

R5) What is the production, distribution, and prom otion process involved in the
comm ercial video gam e industry?

R6) What is the role o f  labor in the production o f  video games?

These questions address the fundamental economic nature o f video games as part o f  the 

cultural industries. Just as the theoretical fram ework suggested particular questions, 

these questions, in turn, suggest particular m ethodologies best suited to answering them

Scope o f  the Study and Chapter Breakdown

Because a systematic understanding o f  the video game industry is needed, this 

study is first a descriptive examination o f how video games are produced. It examines 

how the various video game commodities are produced, marketed, and distributed, who 

participates in these decisions, and w hat the m arkets are for these commodities. It also 

examines what the ties are between the video game industries and other 

comm unications industries. Based on the research questions, the study is organized 

into the following sections.

Chapter 1: This section consists o f  the overall goals and description o f  the study, 

including the significance o f  the research, as well as how the manuscript is organized.
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Chapter 2: This section details the theoretical framework, including a review of 

literature, m ethodology and research questions for the study.

Chapter 3: This section reclaims the history o f  the video game industry, by 

showing how the industry emerged in terms o f ties to other media industries and in its 

views o f  the audience. It provides an explanation o f the origins o f  the industry, the 

evolution o f its economic structure, and its relationship to other social institutions and 

industries. In keeping with the contextual focus of this section, relevant court cases, 

legislation, and labor disputes is discussed here.

Chapter 4: This section describes the current economic structure o f  the industry, 

including the key markets, and the primary players in each market. This chapter also 

details how the industry deals with distribution and promotion o f its products.

A ttention has been given to describing die industry’s attempts at technological 

convergence and to describing the current audience for video games.

Chapter 5: This chapter focuses on placing the video game industry into the 

larger m edia/com munication context. It examines ties via licensing and ownership 

betw een video games and film, recorded music, and advertising.

Chapter 6: This chapter applies the framework o f information labor to workers 

in the video game industry. Focus is given to recent lawsuits involving EA and Sony 

as well as to studies by the industry examining employee satisfaction in order to 

examine obs in an information industry.

Chapter 7: This chapter presents conclusions o f  the study, including an overview 

o f  the state o f the industry and the state o f  labor. Future directions for research and for
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the industry and labor are suggested here, while limitations o f the study arc also 

discussed.

Limitations

Some discussion o f the lim itations o f  this study have already been given. The 

ch ief difficulty faced is that o f bias by the sources involved. However, this has been 

addressed by incorporating a variety o f m ethods in order to better examine the 

structures in question. By building in overlap in how the industry is examined, it is 

hoped that this difficulty is minimized.

Owing to the state o f  the industry and its power relations, interviews with labor 

were difficult to obtain. M oreover, because much o f  the study focused on labor and 

production, more attention into the role o f  m anagement is needed. To help with both 

concerns, docum ent analysis provided other examples o f  the views from labor and 

m anagement.

Because it is impossible to study all companies and laborers w ithin the industry, 

choices have been made about which institutions will provide the most and best 

information. Typically, larger, successful companies have been selected for a num ber 

o f  reasons. First, they have existed longer as institutions. Second, they are better 

prepared to survive future downturns in the industry. Third, because o f  their size, they 

arc more likely to exhibit control in the various m arkets being studied. Thus, while the 

industry is described and the pow er relations within it become apparent, there is still 

room for disagreement.
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In addition, the model for the labor process that this study begins with is drawn 

from other examples in the cultural industries, particularly film and recorded music. 

However, these models are not likely to match exactly. Because o f this, it is 

conceivable that by basing labor on these models, some information may be missed.

This study examine the institutions and processes o f production and distribution. 

As such, it says very little directly about video game content beyond how and why 

decisions m ight be made by the producers. Similarly, while the study can discuss how 

the industry views audiences and does discuss the demographics o f video game users, it 

is not audience research. This study, then, does not offer reasons for video game use, 

for audience satisfaction or distress. Finally, this study says nothing about the possible 

nature and extent o f  video game effects.

W hat is provided by this study is a model o f  how video games arc created as 

commodities. Institutional constraints that affect other areas o f concern -  effects, 

audiences, and content -  can only be understood by taking the factors o f production into 

consideration. In addition, a model o f the industry and its markets, o f  how it produces, 

distributes, and prom otes its commodities is gained. Such a model can only illuminate 

questions in these other areas. Finally, this study provides a context for the video 

game industry’s ties to other cultural industries, to those industries and institutions not 

involved in cultural production, and to the overall culture. Because o f  the 

pervasiveness o f  video games in society, this study offers provides a useful context for 

a variety o f  fields o f  inquiry.
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Chapter Summary

This chapter has demonstrated the significance o f  video games as a field o f 

study and has provided the initial justification for undertaking a critical political 

economic examination o f  the video game industry. The research questions which have 

guided the study and provided the basic organization o f  the study.

Chapter Two examines the current state o f video game studies by reviewing the 

relevant literature. It then lays out the theoretical fram ework used for the study, which 

adopts a critical political-economic view o f the video games industry as a part o f the 

cultural industries. It also provides a critique o f  video game studies and discusses 

theory and m ethods o f this study as a means o f  addressing an important gap in the 

field’s understanding.
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CHAPTER II

FRAM EW ORK FO R STUDYING THE VIDEO GAM E INDUSTRY

Chapter One situated the video game industry as a cultural industry producing 

cultural commodities. This chapter examines the context o f video game studies, 

including a review o f  the literature and most comm on ways o f  studying video games. It 

then lays out an alternative framework for the study o f the industry which draws on 

critical political economy. It places the video game industry solidly within the realm o f 

the cultural industries and defines the key theoretical terms and considerations which 

guide the rem ainder o f  this study. Finally, it concludes with a discussion o f  the 

m ethodologies used for this study.

One o f the m ost enduring ways o f  conceptualizing study in the field o f 

communications can be stated simply: “who says w hat in which channel to whom with 

what effect?” (Lasswell, 1948). This study is concerned chiefly with the “W ho” o f 

that question. As is discussed later under the review o f  the existing literature o f  video 

game studies, who produces video games (and how and why they are produced) is a 

question which has been ignored. This study begins with the view of video games as a 

product produced by what has been termed a “cultural industry” . It is not concerned 

with the meaning o f  video games or their effects, though those these issues cannot be
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entirely avoided. Indeed, this study serves as a critique and a suggested starting point 

for these other areas. By examining the rules, processes, individuals and institutions -  

in other words, what M iege terms “the logics” o f production -  involved in the 

production o f the video game commodity, a path to meaningful solution to the concerns 

raised by effects researchers and by cultural critics can be seen (M iege, 1987). In 

seeking an institutional understanding o f  video games, this study has adopted the 

fram ework o f  critical political economy. A more in-depth discussion o f  critical 

political economy can be found in the theoretical framework.

Because an institutional understanding o f  video games has not been undertaken 

in any systematic m anner, the review o f the literature serves not only to provide a map 

o f the field o f inquiry but o f weaknesses within the area o f video game studies which a 

political economic examination can address. Once these concerns are raised, a 

framework capable o f addressing them and a discussion o f the best m ethodologies to 

address them can be addressed.

The Current State o f  Video Game Studies

As noted, there has been little systematic research o f the video game industry, 

but that is not to say that video games have escaped the notice o f  researchers.

Currently, video game research can be placed into four categories: technological 

histories o f  video games, effects, video games as educational tools, and the cultural 

study. It is worth noting that m ost feminist work on video games falls into the fourth
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category. Once these areas have been covered, it is then possible to examine the 

foundational economic w ork in the area o f  video game studies.

The History o f Video Games

As the theoretical framework shows, a critical political economic analysis 

requires an understanding o f  historical context. To begin a study o f  the existing work 

on video games then, the histories relevant to video games must be considered. There 

are two broad areas o f historical inquiry that shed light on die history o f  video games: 

the history o f  science and technology and the history o f  the commodification o f  culture.

Because video games are not a new phenom enon, it is not surprising that there 

has been considerable effort to catalogue them and provide a sort o f genealogy o f  their 

existence. However, while there are certainly many works that have focused on the 

evolution o f  games, they have offered little in the way o f  analysis about the processes 

and interrelations that have shaped the video game com m odity’s development.

The reasons for this difficulty are two-fold. The first centers around the 

question o f  who gets to tell the history. As John Staudenm aicr points out in his analysis 

o f the history o f  technology as a whole, most technologies have had to deal with 

competing versions o f history. Researchers, media professionals, governm ent officials, 

and industry insiders among others each have their version o f the history o f  a particular 

technology (Staudenmaier, 1990). Second, and more significant, histories o f 

technology are often written without links to external context. In other words, histories 

o f  technology tend to focus only on the m oments when a technology changes rather
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than on the events that prom pt these moments.

It is also worth noting that academic historians in the United States have tended 

to focus on technologies which are more established and which, according to 

Staudenmaier, are view ed as more popular. Thus, electricity is given considerable 

examination while more recent technologies have been much less examined. This has 

left the history o f  emerging technologies to be told by the industries which create it and, 

to a lesser extent, by the media (Staudenmaier, 1985). In contrast, historians outside the 

United States have gravitated towards technological histories o f still older periods, such 

as the Enlightenment (Hindle, 1984). This has resulted in many new technologies being 

told in an uncritical, decontextualized method.

Another difficulty faced by the historians o f technology has been the tendency to 

polarize how technology is portrayed. On one side, technology is viewed as an artifact 

which obeys rational economic laws. In contrast, the other side portrays technology as 

entirely contingent, though on what it cannot be agreed. What the history o f 

technology lacks is a middle ground that is able to interweave the economic impetus 

and impacts o f  technology with the uncertainty o f  how it will be received 

(Staudenmaier, 2002). Sibley expresses this differently, contending that the history o f 

technology has almost inevitably been tied to utopian goals (Sibley, 1973). In other 

words, the history o f technology tends to be told in relation to w hether it brings society 

closer to or farther from a utopian ideal rather than in relation to less extreme social 

conditions.

Exam ining video games from the space o f media history results in many o f  the
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same difficulties. M ichael Schudson has argued that media history tends towards a 

variety o f determinism  as well. W hile much o f  his discussion is geared towards 

journalism  historians, there are two assum ptions o f interest for comm unications 

researchers. The first is that media (used here in a broader sense than he discusses it) is 

central to historical processes and events. Second is the view that the history o f media 

and comm unications is all too often reduced to basic technologic or economic 

determinism (Schudson, 1997).

The history o f  video games has fallen prey to almost every one o f  these 

concerns. As discussed in Chapter One, video games are only now becom ing an area o f 

concern for comm unication scholars. This ambivalence has extended to historians as 

well. This has meant that those histories which have been offered are drawn prim arily 

from the views o f  the industry and institutions which were involved. M oreover, many 

o f the existing histories have drawn heavily on the utopian dichotomy discussed by 

Sibley. M any histories focused on the presum ed effects o f video games on children. 

W hile video games have been a perennial hot topic o f  debate for media and governm ent 

alike, the concern over the effects on children has resulted in a willful ignorance about 

other social impacts. For this reason, the existing histories may best be described as 

technological histories. Because they provide little more than a record o f  names and 

dates without any attempt to interpret or suggest any context, this type o f  research is 

inherently limited.

Perhaps the best example is Steven K ent’s The Ultimate H istory o f  Video 

Games. W hile K ent’s work is exhaustive, detailing the rise o f  video games from the
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days o f  arcades to present day consoles, it does little to connect video games to any 

industrial or historical forces. Because o f this, video games become cultural artifacts 

that seem to exist solely on their own merits, free o f  criticisms, processes, or impact.

K ent’s w ork is not the only history o f  video games. Other examinations offer 

similar histories and represent sim ilar problems. B erger’s (2002) Video Games: A 

Popular Culture Phenomenon  does little more than suggest that video games have had 

an effect without suggesting what that effect is. B erger’s work signals researchers that 

something is, in fact, happening and should be noticed and studied. Other histories with 

similar intent include H erz’s (1997) Joystick Nation and the edited collection Game On: 

the History and Culture o f  Video Games (2002), both o f which discuss video games as 

an im portant phenom enon with a strong but unknown hold on today’s youth.

Am ong the popular histories, there are also a few examples o f  studies that 

provide a cautionary tale to unwary businessmen. Because the video game industry 

underwent a protracted slump during the m id-1980s, these books serve to illustrate the 

hubris and poor business practices o f some o f  the fledgling companies in the industry. 

W hile these presage the intent o f this study -  an economic examination o f the video 

game industry -  they suffer from a sort o f historic myopia, which allowed them to 

largely dismiss the industry’s importance and longevity based on the failings o f 

particular companies. The two best examples are C ohen’s (1984) Zap! The Rise and  

Fall o f  Atari and Provenzo’s (1991) Video Kids: M aking Sense o f  Nintendo.

There is a second area o f history which is useful to consider here. Because this 

study begins with a view o f  video games as actively produced cultural products, the
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history o f the com m odification o f culture is also o f  concern. Here video games m ust be 

considered as works o f  authorship (though not, in most cases, by one individual).

There is an extensive history o f  this com m odification and the controls by industry and 

the State on such works.

Them atically, the two areas are linked through discussions o f  information. 

Perhaps m ost crucially, it has been dem onstrated that while computer hardware (and 

this includes video game hardware) has followed a relatively direct trajectory in line 

with the developm ent o f  other communications infrastructures, software has not 

(Chandler Jr. & Cortada, 2000). The shift in discussion is important because it 

recognizes the importance o f  the creative process in contrast which results in 

technology instead o f the effects o f  technology’s manifestation. Software itse lf is seen 

as the next major battleground for intellectual property and has begun to attract 

attention from scholars in a variety o f  disciplines including comm unications and law 

(Boyle, 1996; Lessig, 2001; Litman, 2001).

One pitfall o f  this area has been the concern with “creative autonom y” as 

requisite for a cultural com m odity to be considered worthy o f protection (W oodm ansee, 

1994). Objects worthy o f consideration, it suggests, m ust be the work o f  “genius 

individuals” working in an environm ent free o f any imposition, industrial or otherwise. 

W oodmansee cautions that such a view prevents many interesting m oments o f  cultural 

critique but also serves to naturalize comm odification for those products deemed 

unworthy o f  protection.

A second excellent history in this area examines the creation o f copyright as a
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means o f  ensuring protection o f the author (Rose, 1993). W hile R ose’s examination 

focuses only on copyright in relation to 18lb century written work, it offers several 

salient points. Prior to copyright’s establishment, virtually all profit from a work went 

to the publisher rather than the author. Copyright facilitated the creation o f an area o f 

work previously only possible for those with wealth or connections to it.

R ose’s examination has been furthered by the work o f Ron Bettig. B cttig’s 

work dem onstrates how radically the policies o f  intellectual property protection have 

shifted since their inception. Copyright and other controls have evolved even from their 

limited forms o f protection for authors into a system o f  control which allows 

corporations to consolidate cultural capital (Bettig, 1996). Copyright, once thought o f 

as a means o f protecting creators while encouraging more creation, can now be seen as 

a system o f  rules in which cultural production occurs prim arily through the actions o f 

the institutions which have accum ulated the most cultural commodities.

Finally, there have been recent attempts to m arry the various strands o f  historical 

research. These studies tend to w ork towards two ends. First, the attem pt to address 

current conceptions o f  video games in the popular consciousness, and, second, they 

attempt to bridge theoretical chasms in hopes o f  m aking a unified field o f  video game . 

studies.

M cCallister (2005) makes the strongest case for a unified version o f  study. 

Owing to w ork in production as well as to critical theory, his work acknowledges not 

only the ideological aspects o f games, but also the institutional practices and rhetoric 

which have shaped so much o f w hat the industry and its products have become to
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researchers (M cCallister, 2005).

W illiams offers a more limited view, exam ining how perception o f the industry 

has moved from vilification to redemption, in large part due to changes in video game 

audiences (W illiams, 2003). However, as discussed later in Chapter Three, the industry 

and its audience have actually been much more consistent than research and media 

portrayals tend to suggest.

Yates and Littleton, in contrast, offer an approach which focuses on the 

audiences, attempting to marry psychological views o f  uses and gratifications with the 

critical underpinnings o f cultural studies. W hile the article raises some good questions, 

the areas it neglects are considerable. M ost striking is their focus on the audience that 

does not place the audiences as consumers (S. Yates & Littleton, 1999)

In contrast to these views, Chapter Three offers a history o f  video games 

focused on production and consumption, on the industry and the audience. It suggests 

that the industry has not only recognized itse lf as both commodity and ideology, but 

which has also recognized that its best audience was made up o f  something more than 

adolescent boys.

Video Games and Effects Research

Perhaps the largest body o f literature with the longest history is concerned with 

video games and violence. This body o f research has some similarity to literature on 

“video games and ideology,” but differs slightly. A m ajority o f the work on video 

games and violence has come from Psychology and Education, but there has been
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increasing interest seen from Sociology and Communications in recent years. Not 

surprisingly, research into the relationship betw een video games and violence tends to 

reflect both the biases and the weaknesses o f effects research.

The m ajor body o f  w ork in this area, which is quite extensive, has focused on 

whether video games -  like virtually all media forms before them  -  result in violent 

behavior in children. A num ber o f  meta-analyses o f the literature and results exist, 

reflecting the shifting nature o f  this area o f research. As Anderson and Bushman 

(2001) indicate, early research tended to show a higher tendency o f  violent effects 

produced by video games. M ore recently, however, a more limited system o f  effects 

has been demonstrated. An excellent example o f this can be seen in the work o f  Sherry 

(2001). Sherry’s study, a m eta-analysis o f  existing studies, suggests a correlation 

between aggressive behavior and video game use. In contrast, Bensley and van 

Ecmyk (2001) paint a much more reassuring picture, though still cautioning that it is 

only in some cases that any effect can be seen from the use o f violent video games.

Smith, Lachlan, and Tam borini (2003) examined 60 o f  the most popular video 

games for the year, played them for 10 minutes, and then analyzed the content o f  those 

ten m inutes to determine the level o f  violence. Their study focuses on console games, 

ignoring the huge popularity o f PC and handheld games. M orever, it modeled its 

analysis on a TV ratings system, ignoring the rating system in place for video games, 

and concluded that games targeted at mature audiences were more likely to have mature 

themes and violence in them (S. L. Smith, Lachlan, & Tamborini, 2001).

A second area o f  effects research has risen to prominence, focusing on w hat is
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term ed “telepresence” in violent video games. In this literature, telepresence is viewed 

as a sort o f  over-identification with the characters in video games. In effect, a video 

game player -  still almost always presum ed to be a child or an adolescent -  becomes so 

identified with the video game that they are actually in a video game environment. 

Taken to its ultimate extent, such a shift would result in video game players acting out 

video game behaviors -  particularly violent behaviors -  in real world situations. A 

num ber o f  examples o f this type o f  research can be found in the work o f Ron Tam borini 

(2000, 2001). As in the research concerned with violent effects, research into 

telepresence has focused on children and adolescents. Likewise, telepresence can only 

be said to be a lim ited effect.

It is worth noting that at least two valuable shifts have occurred in research on 

violence in video games. First, researchers have become increasingly interested in 

ways o f  assessing the actual amount o f  violence in a video game, e.g. Lachlan, Smith, 

and T am borini’s (2000) “Popular Video Games: Assessing the Amount and Context o f 

Video G am es.” This shift is notable because it not only offers a more detailed system 

o f  understanding video game violence by asking what is considered violence, but also 

because it begins to acknowledge the potential for a positive effects.

There is one other noteworthy shift in effects research. This shift concerns 

itself with entertainm ent and pleasure derived from video games. This move towards 

uses and gratifications models has been valuable, if  only because it has moved research 

to consider a broader range o f  reasons why individuals m ight play games. As Sherry, 

Lucas, et al (2001) shows, not only is the predom inant reason for using video games a
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desire for entertainment, but seeking a means o f escaping the non-virtual world might 

be positive. Finally, studies o f  the uses and gratifications o f video games forces the 

acknowledgm ent o f  video game players who are not children or adolescents.

The final type o f  effects research has often been done outside o f the academy. 

Both governm ent studies and privately funded research have been conducted, focusing 

on video game rating systems. The video game industry, like the film and recorded 

music industries, has received pressure from consum er groups and governm ental 

organizations to better control the types o f  content available to young consumers (CNN, 

2001). Like the film and recorded music industries, the video game industry has opted 

for voluntary regulation via a system  o f game ratings. Both consumer groups and a few 

members o f  the academy have attempted to gauge existing ratings and, in some cases, 

to provide their own (D. W alsh, 2001; D. A. W alsh & Gentle, 2001).

Video Games and Education

As ju st discussed, recent trends in effects research have begun to consider the 

positive possibilities o f video game use. This has led a number o f researchers to begin 

to examine the potential offered by video games as educational tools. Research in this 

area differs from cultural analysis in its view that technology is neutral and unvalued. 

Here, video games are merely tools, and no concern is given to the imposition o f 

meanings. Again, however, the vast m ajority o f work in this area has focused on the 

use o f  video games in the education o f  children.

The first examinations in this area attempted to determine whether video games
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affected academ ic performance at all Some correlation between game playing and 

poor academic performance has been found, it is unclear whether this is due to 

decreased time studying or other mitigating factors (M. B. Harris & W illiams, 1985). It 

is interesting to note that while early research on video games and education took an 

unabashedly negative view, recent work has become much more positive.

An excellent example o f this can be seen in the work o f futurist public 

intellectuals. Among these are Nicholas Negroponte and Donald Tapscott, both o f 

whom  have extolled the virtues o f technology for society and youth. In their view, 

technology is again a neutral force, but a deterministic one which opens up endless 

vistas o f  possibility (Negroponte, 1995; Tapscott, 1997). Both authors have been 

heavily criticized for their overly optimistic view o f  technology but have enjoyed a fair 

amount o f  celebrity in spite o f  it.

M ore critical examinations o f video games and technology with children have 

been undertaken. Concerns over whether w e’ve let a sort o f technophilia come to 

dictate educational policies have been raised (Facer, Sutherland, Furlong, & Furlong, 

2001). Typically these examinations have come from outside the United States, but 

their influence is beginning to be seen in U.S. educational policy and scholarly 

research.

It is in these discussions o f  technology as educational tool that the first true 

criticisms can be seen. Analyses o f  software design has raised concern over what ways 

o f  thinking are being ignored (Friedman, 1993; M orris, 2002; Selfe & Selfe Jr., 1994).

A similar, but less focused exam ination can be in the work o f  C.A. B ow ers’ Let Them
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Eat Data. Offered as a polemic on the dangers o f technology to everything from 

education to environm ental sustainability, the questions asked cannot be answered 

because o f how much ground needs to be covered (Bowers, 200).

Fem inist critiques o f  technology also exist, primarily dismantling an almost 

mythological view o f how technology can be used to help disadvantaged individuals 

and countries (Kramarae, 1998). Though focused on Internet and networking 

technologies, K ram arae’s work suggests limits on the educational uses o f  any 

technology being considered, whether for individuals or for com m unity and global 

development.

In the video game arena, this plays out in two ways. The first focuses concerns 

over how video games educate us to treat people, based on sex and gender. In contrast, 

the second attempts to deal directly w ith portrayals. Scharrer (2004) notes that there is 

a consistency in violent portrayals in both video games and in their advertisements. Her 

study, a content analysis o f more than 1,000 advertisements found that while violence 

was often a theme o f ads, with high numbers o f weapons shown, that violence itself was 

not as closely tied to gender as may have been expected (Scharrer, 2004.

Unfortunately, this study neglects context for the num ber o f violent game sin the market 

or for other forms o f content.

The second major strand o f  research has come to focus on similar questions -  

the hyper-fem iniization or m asculinization o f  video game characters. A lm ost w ithout 

fail, one character recurs over and over again in this body of research: Lara Croft, the 

heroine o f  the “Tomb Raider” game franchise. Croft, more M adonna than the singer
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these days, has become the preferred site for feminist debate in video games. In the 

more interesting o f these studies, Croft is recognized as a virtual stand-in for all identity 

-  she is what we make o f  her {Mikula, 2003 #1194). In other cases, the character 

becomes a cipher for one side or the other, a political tool used to continually 

appropriate then reappropriate what it may mean to be feminine (Rchak, 2003).

Such discussions have led inevitably to questions about the usefulness o f 

computers in school (Neill, 1995). Such critiques have suggested that the educational 

values o f  computers and technology must be carefully considered. In addition, they’ve 

provided a groundwork for the consideration o f  the values encoded in technologies.

Video Games as Cultural Texts

The last major area o f  research has focused on the ideological impact o f video 

games on players and society. Drawing heavily on cultural studies, this type o f 

research has concerned itse lf with negative stereotypes -  that frequently have been 

related to concerns over violence in video games -  as well as portrayals o f race and 

gender. In these studies, video games are cultural texts to be broken down into signs 

and significrs, as well as sites o f hegem ony and resistance.

The earliest cultural examination o f  video games dealt with the role o f  the 

M ilitary-Industrial-Entertainm ent Complex in the emergence o f  video games. Tolcs 

(1985) points to the developm ent o f  video games and their use by the U.S. m ilitary as 

one m ajor source o f ideological input. W hile further research examining the modern 

industry in light o f Toles’ w ork has not been done, it seems warranted -  particularly in
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light o f  the U.S. A rm y’s recent launch o f  its own publicly available video games.

M ore commonly, however, textual analysis has concerned itself with the 

representation o f characters in video games. Perhaps the most examined character in 

recent years has been Lara Croft from the “Tomb Raider” video games (Carr, 2002; 

Grieb, 2002; Schleiner, 2001). These analyses have focused on the nature o f  gender 

roles in video games and questioned not only portrayals but subversions o f  typical 

gender roles. Lara Croft, in these examples, is viewed as a problem atic set o f signifiers 

who, on one level relies on the view o f  “wom an as sex object,” while simultaneously 

existing outside the category o f wom anhood because o f her reliance on characteristics 

viewed as male. Concerns over the industry’s use o f gender and racial signifiers have 

been especially prom inent o f  late. Games such as “Grand Theft Auto: Vice City,” one 

o f the best selling and m ost controversial video games o f recent years, has been heavily 

criticized for its use o f violence against wom en and o f damaging racial stereotypes.

Another m ajor area o f games research drawing on cultural and ideological 

understanding focuses on understanding the semiotics o f video games (Poole, 2000). 

Such studies seek to understand the limits on game design historically and the ways in 

that these elements have been advanced. By allowing video games a distinct system o f 

semiotics, the study o f games has progressed, allowing video games to be seen as 

unique artifacts ju st as worthy o f  study as literature and film. Not surprisingly, similar 

methods to those found in Literature and Film Studies are brought to bare on video 

games. It has been suggested that such studies have been instrumental in allowing 

game studies to develop as its own field o f  inquiry (Kinder, 1991). It is also worth
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noting that this shift in how games are viewed has also spawned a field o f  professional 

study that seeks to understand the nature o f  video game design in order to better train 

students as well as those already employed by the industry (Shafer, 2001).

Finally, cultural research on video games has also been useful in expanding the 

understanding o f  players themselves. Too often left out o f the popular histories while 

given only minimal voice in effects research, cultural research has provided a space for 

players to be more than the passive dupes o f  violence studies (Southern, 2001). Even 

though the focus is still prim arily on the youth market, the advances provided by this 

type o f  research have been important for the study o f  games.

It is clear that the majority o f  video game studies has focused on games as 

cultural texts. Recent works in the area o f game studies have focused almost 

exclusively on games as texts and on the mechanics and semiotics o f  game design 

(King & Krzywinska, 2002; W olf, 2001). W hat is consistently left out o f these 

analysis is an examination o f  the economic base which makes these texts possible.

Video Game Economics

Although limited, there has been some examination o f  the economics o f video 

games. One o f  the earliest economic examinations o f  video games provided an 

excellent linkage between their production and the W estern m ilitary-industrial- 

comm unication complex (Toles, 1985). Little attention has been given to these ties 

following Toles’ work, but in his work the foundation for a critical understanding o f  the 

video game industry.
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M ore recently, economic examinations o f  video games have focused on the 

portrayals o f economic system s within video games. A number o f video games, in 

particular online games such as “Ultim ate O nline” and “Everquest” , have developed 

peculiar “virtual econom ies” which have begun to spill over into the real world 

(Castronova, 2001, 2002). Typically this has occurred as a result o f  the accumulation 

o f virtual property which is then sold to other players in the real world.

Others have m oved beyond this to suggest that the study o f video games needs 

to use a more accurate portrayal o f  the audiences being targeted (J. Newman, 2002).

This call is one which is be discussed in more detail in Chapter Four as part o f the 

analysis o f the current industry structure. The audience commodity is crucial to the 

video game industry and has fallen, as have m ost areas o f technology, into gendered 

categorizations (E. R. M eehan, 2002). This is a dangerous precedent and must be 

avoided because, as is discussed in Chapter Four, the audience for video games has had 

to shift in response to evolving logics o f consumption.

One move to understand video games as an economic force emerges from the 

industry and related sectors. These studies recognize video games as entertainment but 

also as m arketing and policy forces that can be understood, controlled, and/or exploited. 

On one hand, these studies seek to deal with the implied danger o f  m arketing violent 

content to children as in Anders 1999 study. Ultimately, her examination suggests that 

the industry has to tow a delicate line on the issue o f violence, though she docs not 

address the overemphasis o f  violence in video games in media and research (Anders, 

1999).
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Thomas Hem phill attempts to address the problem  of violence in entertainment 

industries, including video games, by suggesting better issue m anagem ent techniques 

and ways entertainment m edia can take better advantage o f political views w ithin the 

United States. W hile his work does not focus explicitly on video games, his suggestion 

and concerns are m irrored through the literature -  particularly in the news media 

(Hemphill, 2002)

M ore recently, however, researchers have begun to acknowledge the similarities 

and differences between the video game industry and other media forms. Dmitri 

W illiams lays out an initial structure to the industry, consisting of publishers, 

developers, and hardware manufacturers. He also acknowledges the role o f  retail and 

advertising in the economics o f  the industry. W illiam s’ work, however, exhibits little 

concern with the level o f  concentration in the industry. M oreover, he does not address 

the problem atic labor situation or any o f the tricker matters o f property control within 

the industry (W illiams, 2002).

In contrast, N ick Dyer-W itherford offers a critical view o f  the industry’s labor 

practices, noting that the industry is increasingly taking advantage o f transnational 

labor. He also points out that the labor in the industry is highly gendered (N. Dycr- 

W itherford, 1999b). His later work begins to suggest a class structure w ithin the 

industry which tends to fall along income and educational lines in addition to gender 

and nationality (Dyer-W itherford, 2002). His work, however, focuses on the console 

part o f  the industry, ignoring, in particular, the impact o f  handheld games on the 

industry.
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The industry also exhibits a particular set o f labor practices which rely on the 

work o f  consumers. M ost notable o f these is the concept o f “m odding” or the creation 

o f  game expansions by fans, which tends to occur particularly in the action and RPG 

game areas. Initial studies o f  this suggest the way in which fandom takes on the 

peculiar function o f labor in the industry (Postigo, 2003).

Along sim ilar lines, Klang examines the struggles o f ownership between fans 

and the industry. Drawing on ideas raised by Castronova, Klang examines the ways in 

which “avatars” -  or the representations o f  players in games, particularly RPG and 

M M ORPG areas, becom e contested zones o f  intellectual property (Klang, 2004). 

Raising more questions than it answers, K lang’s study suggests a num ber o f interesting 

directions video games may force the ongoing intellectual property debates plaguing 

comm unication industries.

Perhaps the most in-depth examination o f  the industry focuses on the battle in 

the European m arket between 16-bit consoles in the mid-1990s (Hayes, Dinsey, & 

Parker, 1995). W hile prim arily a historical study, a number o f  illuminating features o f 

the industry are first discussed here in the economic literature. As is discussed in 

Chapter Three, Europe has historically been treated as a secondary market for video 

games, with hardware lagging roughly a generation behind. I t’s in the period 

examined by Hayes, Dinsey, and Parker that Europe begins to emerge as a primary 

market w ith its own systems o f  production and distribution. But the authors also 

discuss the use o f  planned obsolescence as a m arketing tool, something acknowledged 

in earlier (primarily industry) literature, but not examined.
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The recent book Digital Play examines sim ilar issues, drawing on political 

economic concerns as a means o f discussing the marketing o f  video games as a cultural 

force for audiences to respond to (Kline, Dyer-W itherford, & De Peutcr, 2003). W hile 

providing some excellent frameworks for understanding the overall layout o f  the 

industry, little attention is given here to the system o f production itself. Rather, video 

games are treated as cultural texts which m ust be understood in terms o f  their messages 

and m arketing as a system for audience response and understanding.

Finally, the nature o f competition internationally within the industry has raised 

the question o f  territorial lockouts. Territorial lockouts occur when the industry creates 

products which only work in particular geographic m arkets -  for example, DVDs which 

will play on m achines made in A m erica but not in Europe or Japan. The video game 

industry also creates products with these lockouts in mind. Ip and Jacobs attempt to 

examine reasons for such a practice within the industry, concluding that the video game 

industry seems unsure o f  the practice, but has tended to follow it for almost traditional 

reasons: to protect from piracy and to spur creativity (Ip & Jacobs, 2004). However, 

their study suggests that both consumers and producers arc increasingly skeptical o f  the 

practice. Such a practice also raises important concerns in regards to cultural 

imperialism that go unaddressed within the study and the industry.

One contribution many o f  these studies offer is that it is important to think o f 

the video games as more than an Am erican product. Like the film and larger computer 

industry before it, the video game industry has gone global, incorporating not only 

global audiences but global forms o f  production as well (Kerr & Flynn, 2002). In
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addition, the video game industry has cem ented ties and borrowed forms from other 

industries, m ost notably the film industry (Howells, 2002). This trend has continued 

and is reflected in the current structure o f  the industry discussed in Chapter Four.

The field o f video game studies is one that has grown considerably in recent 

years. It is imperative that this field understand the institutional nature o f the 

commodities and texts being studied in order to better ground their understanding 

(Douglas, 2002). The study has progressed to being something more than ju st toys for 

adolescent boys. Video games are now viewed as unique cultural artifacts -  both tool 

and art -  that can be used in a variety o f  ways for a variety o f purposes. And video 

games are capable o f both reinforcing and subverting ideologies and stereotypes. 

However, what the field o f video game studies is lacking must also be considered.

As m entioned in the introduction, with the field o f  game studies growing little if 

any work has focused on video games as part o f the cultural industries. In order to do 

so, an in-depth, systematic analysis o f  the video game industry within its historical 

context needs to be undertaken. Based on the existing literature discussed above, a 

num ber o f  important trends warrant examination at the institutional level. First, the 

continued concern o f the effects o f  video games requires a consideration o f  how games 

arc produced. Though there has been some public concern -  and even State interest -  

in video game effects, the policing o f  video game content has been left to the industry. 

Second, the rise o f video game studies as a field o f academic interest has resulted in the 

creation o f  Game Studies program s at a num ber o f universities in the United States. 

These program s have focused largely on professional development. I f  only for the
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pragm atic reason o f understanding the industries that such programs are training 

students for, a systematic study o f  the video game industry is needed. Third, histories 

o f  the video game industry have managed to present the industry in a largely ahistorical 

and acultural fashion. Some attempt is needed that considers the industry in relation to 

the events, institutions and culture surrounding its development. Finally, the shift felt in 

both effects and cultural research regarding who uses video games and to what end calls 

for a more thorough understanding o f  the practices used by the video game industry in 

directing its activities: to whom are video games targeted and how docs the industry 

target them?

Theoretical Framework

As seen in the relevant literature, there are a number o f  concerns about video 

games which need to be addressed. Because o f the concern over the effects o f  video 

games and with the messages encoded in them, the question o f  why these games arc 

produced needs to be addressed. However, as the debates over the history o f 

technology have shown, concern must be taken towards a middle path that avoids 

economic and technological determinism while at the same time insisting on particular 

contingencies. Finally, attention to the creative process and controls is needed to 

further the field’s understanding. All o f these concerns are addressed by an 

understanding o f  video games as a cultural comm odity and can be studied best through 

a critical political economic examination o f  the production process.

An exam ination o f the video game industry as a part o f the cultural industries
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must take into account the ideological function o f video games. Thus, a purely 

economic examination is o f  only limited use. As a discipline, economics has attempted 

to avoid questions o f ideology and cultural m eaning (Dowd, 2000). Economics is 

neither able to consider the industry in a historical context nor does it allow for any 

critical assessm ent o f the industry, its products, or its processes.

In contrast, a political economic study allows not only for an economic 

examination o f  such an industry, but also insists on illuminating its relations to a larger 

historical context, to the society in that it is grounded, and to the potential ideologies 

suggested (M osco, 1996). In its broadest form, political economy can be thought o f  as 

the study o f  “wealth and the allocation o f  resources” (A. Smith, 1993). M osco, 

however, suggests that we think o f it in even broader terms: “ the study o f power 

relations in a society”(M osco, 1996). M oreover, political economy m ust be thought o f 

as a holistic and historical stance, concerned with gaining an understanding o f  the 

relationship betw een capitalism  and social good (Golding & M urdock, 1991). As a 

discipline, political economy is inherently and explicitly concerned with the way in that 

power is distributed and exercised in society. The shift from the study o f wealth to the 

study o f  power has served to broaden political econom y -  and in particular, the political 

economy o f  comm unications -  allowing it to step away from concerns o f economic 

determinism and to allow for the possibility o f  resistance (Gandy Jr., 1992; Garnham, 

1990; E. R. M eehan et al., 1994). Such a possibility answers criticisms often aimed at 

the political economy o f  comm unications from cultural studies.

Taking these definitions and applying them to the realm o f  comm unication, a
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political economic examination begins with the acknowledgm ent that the 

comm unication industries -  the industries Nicholas Garnham indicates arc concerned 

with “modes o f  cultural production” -  exist w ithin a capitalist fram ework (Garnham, 

1983). The commodities produced by these cultural industries are, in one sense, 

informational commodities intended to reproduce the ideology o f  those in control o f the 

means o f production. Am ong the industries o f  concern are those directly concerned 

with information content -  such as newspapers and televised news -  but also o f equal 

importance, those industries concerned ostensibly with the production o f  entertainment 

-  including film, televised entertainment, recorded music, and video games. To exist 

w ithin this framework in the institutions involved m ust all be fundam entally concerned 

first and foremost with profit in their production o f commodities (M urdock & Golding, 

1974). In this way, a political economic examination o f  communications must be 

thought o f as concerned with the relationship between the industries, products, and 

processes involved to a broader social totality (M osco, 1996).

It should be noted that much o f  the work concerned with the political economy 

o f  communications (PE/C) has worked to expressly address the need for critical 

assessm ent o f  the means o f cultural production (W asko, 2004). PE/C, then, is able to 

address many o f  the assum ptions and weaknesses found in positivist work. As such, it 

has worked to broaden conceived notions o f  how audiences interact with comm odities 

by insisting that even the m ost seem ingly innocuous comm unication commodity can be 

both entertaining and ideological. It is this ability o f  comm unication commodities that 

makes their understanding so vital.
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Beyond these prescriptive concerns, PE/C is also concerned with several 

particular areas o f research interest. Among these are the commodification and 

com m ercialization o f  media, media diversification, forms o f media integration 

(horizontal and vertical), synergy, concentration o f ownership and power, and 

media/state relations (W asko, 2004). W hile these areas can be examined at a variety o f 

levels -  industrial, international, even the micro-economic level o f the individual -  this 

study focuses on the industrial level, with examinations o f  particular institutions and 

markets in the video game industry.

Just as PE/C has resisted criticisms o f economic determinism, it has worked to 

dism iss notions o f  technologic determinism  as well. The role o f  technology in the 

economy has been w idely debated. This study relies on a view which allows technology 

the capability o f benefitting society and its economy or o f  damaging it. This view 

posits that technology is best viewed as a means o f  “opening up social potentialities” 

(Mosco, 1996). Technology, then, can make change possible or ideologies more 

pervasive, but it m ust not be assumed to ensure cither case. Such an understanding is 

vital in the realm o f  video games, which too often have been dealt with as monolithic 

technologies forcing children to violence.

The N ature o f  Cultural Industries

The first term o f concern in such an analysis o f  video games is that o f  “cultural 

industry.” The term “cultural industry” owes its origins to the work o f  Horkheim er and 

Adorno, who discussed the dangers o f mechanical reproduction to culture. Through
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m echanical reproduction, art and, thus, culture, were subject to monopolistic control 

sim ilar to that predicted for agriculture and industry (Horkheim er & Adorno, 2001). It 

was their argument that under a system o f mass production, culture in all aspects 

becam e m onolithic with no one artifact or commodity more important, useful, or worthy 

o f  criticism or accolade than another. Both culture and the industry that produced it 

becam e m onoliths, and the distinction between high and low culture was blurred if not 

completely erased. Further, through the contam ination o f reproduction, what once was 

art could now only be commodity. Thus, no medium involving mechanical production 

-  or reproduction -  could be considered art.

One o f the key distinctions betw een Horkheimer and A dorno’s “culture 

industry” and in the current view o f  “cultural industries” lies in how technology is 

considered. Since the concept’s introduction, it has been modified to view the realm 

o f  culture as something less m onolithic. It has since been realized that there are a 

num ber o f  cultural industries that, while often interrelated, m aintain separate modes o f 

production and underlying logics (M iege, 1989).

Similarly, one o f  the chief dangers presented by a culture industry was that o f 

technological reproduction, which was thought to lessen the value o f art and culture in 

all circumstances. Technology -  such as the photograph or musical recording -  were 

viewed as necessarily degrading. This is a view that even Horkheimer and A dorno’s 

contem poraries disputed, as seen in the work o f  W alter Benjamin, who recognized the 

possibility for artistic accom plishm ent even w ithin a system o f  mass production 

(Benjamin, 2001). U nder this view, technology becomes something more complex. It
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is not deterministic, but is merely an expression o f  potential (M osco, 1988).

This change in stance allows for the possibility that new art forms could develop

-  such as photography -  while still allowing for concern over the social dangers posed 

by the wholesale reproduction o f  high culture (M iege, 1989). Thus, the cultural 

industries model allows for the study -  and even the possibility o f positive social effects

-  from areas that m ight otherwise be brushed aside as “low culture.” Such a possibility 

demands the examination o f  the cultural industries that focus on entertainment, such as 

the video game industry.

Just as the cultural industries are distinct from each other, they do have some 

comm on characteristics which distinguish them from other more traditional areas o f 

production. First, the cultural industries deal with semi-public goods that have a high 

costs for initial production but that are much more affordable to reproduce 

(Hesmondhalgh, 2002). For example, in the video game industry, there is a high cost o f 

production for both labor and time to produce a single game. But once a game has been 

produced and sold to a consumer, they can pass the game to their friends or, with the 

right equipm ent, make copies o f  the game to give to multiple friends. As a result, these 

industries m ust seek to create and enforce scarcity, to control distribution, to control 

m arketing in order to attempt to create demand, and to find ways to offset high 

production costs. For m ost o f the cultural industries this has meant the cultivation o f 

catalogues o f  content, in which the high profitability o f one comm odity offsets the 

losses o f  less successful ones or ones which have slipped out o f  the controls o f  the 

industry. Further, those institutions that have been able to cultivate the largest
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catalogues have tended to gain comparative advantage in other sectors o f the industry.

A political economic approach to a cultural industry finds itself concerned with 

“the social relations, particularly pow er relations, that mutually constitute the 

production, distribution, and consumption o f resources” (Mosco, 1996). It is possible 

to analyze these relations on a number o f levels including industrial, institutional, and 

even in terms o f  a single product. By examining video games in this way, a set o f 

forces which influence production is illuminated. First and foremost among these rules 

is the necessity that any product made under current systems o f  production must be 

potentially profitable (E. M eehan, 1991). Only after this question is answered will a 

product, such as a video game, be made available for consumption.

As has been noted, the video game industry did not emerge from a vacuum.

The video game industry functions, first, as a part o f  the computer industry but also like 

industries dealing with entertainment. In many ways it is a technological extension o f 

other cultural industries. For this reason, this study draws on existing frameworks to 

help understand how the video game industry functions. Among these industries arc 

the film and recorded music industries.

In her book How H ollyw ood Works, W asko describes the film industry as one 

which centers around production, distribution, and retail. In addition, however, the film 

industry requires extensive m arketing and prom otional arrangement (W asko, 1982,

1984, 2003). The video game industry seems likely to rely on similar functions. It has 

adopted a similar system o f small producers who rely on giant trans-national 

distributors for a wide variety o f functions. Indeed, many o f the distributors used by the
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video game industry are also involved, via their parent corporations, in film 

distribution.

Studies o f  the recorded music industry also offer useful suggestions for 

understanding the industrial structures o f  the video game industry. Both industries have 

experimented with a variety o f distribution avenues for their products. One such 

avenue is that o f  cable television. In recent years, both Sony and Nintendo have started 

explorations o f television channels as a means o f both distribution and promotion. In 

the recorded music industry, such an exploration led to the successful creation o f  M-TV 

(J. Banks, 1996; J. E. Banks, 1991). For this reason, an examination both o f  the music 

industry’s structures and practices is necessary.

Finally, the video game industry relies on many o f the same controls as the 

general computing industry. Am ong these are what Frith terms problem s o f “storage,” 

“retrieval,” and “occasion.” Video games rely on very specific forms o f licensing, 

methods o f controlling piracy, and concerns over availability and pricing. W ith this in 

mind, this study incorporates Frith’s m odel with studies o f the computer industry to 

help explain similar controls in the video game industry.

The N ature o f  Cultural Commodities

I f  the first concept o f  concern for this study is the cultural industries, the second 

must be the cultural comm odity itself. Generally, a commodity may be thought o f  “as 

the form products take when [a society’s production] is organized around exchange” 

(Bottomore, Harris, Kieman, & M iliband, 1983). Thus, at its simplest a video game
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could be thought o f  as a product produced in hopes o f exchange for capital. But in 

M arxist political economy, a commodity goes further. M arx him self saw a commodity 

as “congealed labor tim e” (Marx, 1995b). Here then, a commodity -  even a video 

game -  becom es a social relation, the embodiment o f  the work and efforts o f an 

individual or individuals. This is significant because it suggests that video games need 

be considered in terms beyond their effects or their messages. This gets at the heart o f 

what it means to be a cultural commodity: a product is created for exchange which is 

actively produced to provide experience and knowledge o f a culture. In other words, 

the acts and information which make a society possible, its culture, becomes 

comm odified (M iege, 1989).

It is also important to note that the commodification process can occur at a 

number o f  levels w ithin a single product (M urdock, 1978; Smythe, 1977). For 

example, within the game “The Sims O nline” there are a number o f  commodifications 

occurring. First among these is the creation o f  the video game commodity. Second, 

there is the reliance on the subscription o f  each player. This is an effective way to 

comm odify the leisure time o f the game players: active playing time takes the audience 

away from other activities, including production itself. But the game makers have been 

clever, introducing advertising into the game in the form of M cD onald’s food carts and 

virtual products for purchase by game players such as an “ Intel Pentium Com puter.” In 

so doing, they arc able to profit from the comm odified time o f  the individual player.

This is not surprising. The nature o f  capitalism  is, after all, to expand (Marx, 

1995a), and so any industry cultural or otherwise will seek new m arkets and ways to
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control them. An exam ination o f  the institutional environment that produces video 

games shows an industry that has developed along similar paths as the global film 

industry (W asko, 1994). Companies w ithin both industries began first and foremost as 

businesses, and then once established, began to seek out artistic recognition for their 

products. A t the same time, the video game has adopted a market structure sim ilar to 

that o f the film industry, with the major focus o f industrial activity revolving around the 

control o f  production, distribution, and exhibition.

Finally, there is not one form o f commodity. Miege breaks commodities into 

three categories: unique products, reproducible products, and non-material 

performances (M iege, 1989). U nder his categorization, a unique product which 

enables cultural production but which does not carry a overt message or set o f 

messages which can be passed from one individual to another, such as a camera or 

video recorder. In contrast, non-material performances carry overt messages but which 

cannot be reproduced because the message is m utually constituted by the 

producer/perform er and the audience/consumer. A lecture is but one example o f  this 

type o f cultural commodity. The third type are reproducible products. Here, the 

physical form -  such as a cd or video game -  is an embodiment o f the messages 

produced and are easily reproduced and redistributed. The ability to easily reproduce 

such cultural products is a ch ief source o f  difficulty for the industries which produce 

these commodities. In Game Studies, it has been poorly addressed largely due to the 

limitations o f  the dominant m ethods o f  research conducted.
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Theories o f an Information Economy

Because much o f  the focus o f this study is on the production o f video games 

within the contest o f their highly skilled, highly valued nature, a b rief discussion o f  the 

idea o f the Information Age itse lf is necessary before considering labor and production 

with those confines.

W hile exact definitions o f  what it means to be in an information economy can be 

difficult to pin down, there does exist a substantial body of literature surrounding it. It 

should be noted that for purposes o f  this study, the U.S. is assumed to be only one o f  a 

number o f  societies exhibiting characteristics o f an information economy. A t the same 

time, it is also assumed that there is no example o f a country which exhibit only those 

characteristics to the exclusion o f  other types o f  economies (for example, industrial or 

agrarian).

W ith those proviso in mind, the origin o f the U.S. as example o f  an information 

economy can be traced to the 1970s, when a m ajority o f  the firms in the U.S. shifted 

from industrial production to service production. Since this time, a num ber o f  other 

factors including pushes for international free trade, the continued transnationalization 

o f  companies -  particularly in the comm unication sector, and increasing pressure from 

the right on all fronts have increased the view that the service sector has come to 

dominate the Am erican economy. The norm alization o f these moves has furthered the 

idea that the U.S. has well and truly entered an information age.

W hile the shift towards the service sector has continued and reasons for
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acceptance o f  the notion o f an “information econom y” has progressed steadily, the 

m etaphors for social progress also move forw ard to reflect these trends. M ost notably, 

as seen with the developm ent o f  the Internet, ideas o f “ infonnation econom ies”, 

“ information superhighways” and other similar metaphors have become common-placc.

As this has taken place, critics from both sides o f  the political spectrum have focused 

attention on the effects o f this new economy and on the Internet and its value to society. 

Such shifts in society are never without turmoil, but, as Vincent M osco has pointed out, 

these moments open up a variety o f  potential outcomes; some o f these may well be 

positive should we be able to find a way to reach them (Mosco, 1988). Under the shift 

towards an information economy, one institution with the potential to change its 

fortunes is that o f  workers and unions.

In order to better understand the way in which an information economy is 

defined today, a b rie f history o f  the developm ent o f  the term since its origins is order. 

The first discussions o f  such economies began in the 1960s in a num ber o f 

industrialized countries, not just in the United States as much o f the current rhetoric 

would seem to indicate (N. D yer-W itherford, 1999a).

As has been noted, the ideas behind an information economy arc not new. In 

order to better understand the way in which the concept o f an information econom y is 

defined today, a brief history o f  the developm ent o f  the term is in order. The first 

discussion o f  such economies began in the late 1960's in a number o f  industrialized 

countries, rather than ju st in the United States as much o f  the current rhetoric would 

seem to indicate (N. D yer-W itherford, 1999a).
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Indeed, the first m ention o f an “information society,” and through it, an 

information economy, is found in the work o f  Japanese futurists such as Yoncji 

M asuda, Todeo Umesao, and Yujiro Hayashi. For these authors, the idea o f an 

information society began with the introduction o f  computers to industrialization. They 

argued that because o f  the ability o f computers to increase automation o f  production, 

Japan had entered an “inform ational” mode. Beyond the benefits in autom ation, they 

also suggested that by integrating com m unication between office, factory, and 

consumer, additional productive benefits would also result. Interestingly, the work o f 

M asuda and his contem poraries also emphasized the potential for these changes to also 

increase free-time for individuals. Unlike later definitions, their work suggested that 

such shifts would lead to decreased materialist concerns and, thus, promote a stronger 

com m unity (M asuda, 1981; M orris-Suzuki, 1988). W hile consumption has been re

emphasized in later discussions, the centrality o f  computers and communication 

technology and the benefits to production are common threads throughout the 

conceptualization o f  the idea o f an information economy.

Not long after the Japanese theory o f  an information society was suggested, the 

U nited States saw its own version developed. In a 1977 report by M arc Uri Porat for 

the U.S. Office o f Telecom munication, a slightly altered theory was advanced. Porat's 

report pointed to the rapid growth o f  information and service sectors within the U.S. 

economy. It indicated that these sectors had become among the m ost dynamic 

contributors to the Gross National Product (GNP). Under Porat's definition, the types 

o f  labor crucial in the information and service sectors was greatly varied, including
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academ ics, telephone operators, com puter program mers, media producers, and 

librarians as well as less obvious choices such as insurance adjustors, bank employees, 

stock brokers, and domestic laborers (Porat, 1977).

At alm ost the same time, still another report was published in France by Simon 

N ora and Alain Mine. W hile many o f  the prem ises examined and conclusions drawn 

are similar to the Japanese and U.S. cases, the French study is significant for its 

introduction o f  “telem atics” or the convergence o f computers and telecom m unications 

as the driving force o f an information economy (Nora & Mine, 1981). Unlike previous 

theorists o f  the information society, Nora and Mine explicitly placed comm unication 

technologies at center o f the economic revolution they were documenting.

Perhaps not surprisingly in light o f  such reports, by the early 1980's the idea o f 

an “information econom y” began to take hold across m ost industrialized nations. 

Loosely understood as a technological shift with global impacts on production and 

consumption, comparisons to the shift to mass production in the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries were made, suggesting the end o f the business cycle and the 

arrival o f  a new economy (Editors, 2001).

M ost m odern definitions share many o f these characteristics, focusing on neo

liberal, frec-m arket assumptions. Information and the associated technologies are 

assumed to be the doom o f  industrialized society (Bell, 1973), great equalizers signaling 

a shift in our fortunes. Benefits, like a wave, should wash over us and change us 

forever (Tofler, 1980), leaving us forever changed and better for the experience. 

However, these modern definitions have taken on a new, pluralist ideal as well,
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suggesting that the arrival o f the “ information age” means prosperity for everyone in a 

society through a perceived ability gained, through technology, to participate in 

democratic and economic processes.

Recent dictionaries in economics and media studies provide examples o f 

definitions grounded firmly in the neo-liberal camp. Information economies, they 

claim, arc defined by increased production across industries, particularly in the 

production o f physical goods but also in the areas o f communication and information.

At the same time, these definitions indicate that consumption changes as well. Here, 

they argue that information economies are disinflationary, allowing growth without 

increased prices. Finally, they suggest that information has become a, if  not the, 

prim ary commodity in society (Epping, 2001; W atson & Hill, 1993).

In contrast, pluralist definitions focus on access and availability o f  information 

commodities. In these, w hat is suggested is that information is freely available to 

everyone, or eventually will be. Through the use o f  this freely available information —  

indeed, through the very fact that it is freely available —  everyone will become equal. 

Such definitions are rarely explicit, however, and often are contradictory. One example 

points to the liberating benefits o f new technology and information for the world in the 

same paragraph that m entions that more than half o f the world's population has never 

made a phone call (M azarr, 1999). These definitions suggest the shift in viewing 

information and access to information as an explicit form o f power.

Based on this history and the evolution o f  the definition o f  an information 

economy, the following criteria can be said to define the idea:
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• information economies are global economies
• information economies result in increased production across industries, 

particularly in the production o f physical goods and products
• under an information economy, the information sector becomes more 

dynamic than industrial sectors in the economy
• information economies allow increased consumption without increased 

price (disinflationary)
• information economies are based in the adoption and developm ent o f 

comm unications technologies, particularly computers and 
telecom m unication

• under an information economy, money is displaced as the prim ary form 
o f  capital and com m odity by information

• information as capital and comm odity tend towards equal access and, 
thus, an eventual equality o f power for everyone in society

W hen defined in this way, a num ber o f contradictions in the nature o f an information

economy become immediately evident. It is worth noting that many researchers have

found fault with these criteria. Some o f these refutations are discussed in more detail in

later chapters. It is also clear that the neo-liberal and pluralist notions o f an information

economy go hand-in-hand, and it is as such that critics o f  the idea o f  “information

econom y” have examined them. M ost critiques have come from the M arxist tradition

o f  research, a point which this study follows.

The Nature o f  Information Commodities

Video games exist as the commodity form o f  a particular information processing 

event and so must be examined as unique forms, different from autom obiles or 

agricultural products. Only by an examination which is prepared to acknowledge 

difference in their form and production while admitting there arc similarities to other 

forms can video games be truly understood both as commodities which allow
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comm unication during (and, in fact, because of) the extraction and conversion o f  value.

Just as the idea o f an inform ation economy has taken years to develop, so, too, 

has the way in which we consider information as a commodity. M any researchers have 

examined the history o f  both ownership o f  information itself and o f the mechanisms, 

such as copyright and labor law, for controlling it. Indeed, as Vincent M osco has 

argued, perhaps the most basic function o f  capitalism  is the drive to continually 

incorporate new things into the commodity form (M osco, 1988), and while information 

m ight not be the latest such incorporation, it has certainly been one o f the most 

disputed.

Dan Schiller has argued that the potential for information to be a commodity has 

always existed because information has always existed as a resource (Schiller, 1988). 

Here, then, is a crucial distinction. Inform ation as a resource may be o f  potential use. 

However, a com m odity not only has actual use, but is branded in a historical context. 

Thus, the nature o f an information commodity is one which is distinct to us and which 

may be redefined by social change.

Researchers examining the historic developm ent o f  the mechanisms o f 

information control underscore this point. The example o f  the developm ent o f 

copyright, in particular, shows a num ber o f  dram atic shifts. Not only is what 

information should be controlled an important question to consider, but also how it 

should be controlled and who should control it (Rose, 1993).

Similarly current U.S. policy about the types o f  information which may be 

owned is in flux. James Boyle, a critical legal scholar, examines the contradictions o f
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these current policies. He points to a variety o f types o f “ information” which arc 

currently being fixed in a system o f  control (Boyle, 1996). It is this process o f  fixing 

control over something which is the historical process o f commodification referred to 

by Schiller and upon which the idea o f an information economy hinges. Boyle argues, 

as does Lawrence Lessig, that the continued push to commodify and control 

information for longer and longer periods could have disastrous results for society. 

W here this disaster will occur they cannot say, though it is being acted out both legally, 

politically, and economically (Lessig, 2001).

However, other scholars, particularly those in communications, have pointed to 

a growing centralization o f the control o f  information and copyright. W hile the work o f 

Rose and Boyle suggests this, more explicit examinations o f the nature o f  control over 

the information commodity exist. Perhaps the strongest example is the work o f  Ron 

Bettig’s analysis o f  the consolidation o f  copyright shows that the commodification o f 

information (and o f information products) has resulted in controls resting with an 

already oligopolistic media complex. His work makes explicit the importance o f 

understanding copyright and the information commodity as a socially contested method 

o f  control (Bcttig, 1996).

W ith this history in mind, commodities can be thought o f in two ways. First, as 

Adam Smith, discussed them: in tenns o f use value, or the ability to satisfy human 

needs and desires (Bottom ore et al., 1983; A. Smith, 1993). Second, they can be 

viewed, as M arx discussed them, in tenns o f exchange value or the ability to earn their 

controller an exchange o f  comm odities (Bottom ore et al., 1983; M arx, 1995b).
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Further, when made into a comm odity, information exhibits a rare characteristic. 

Information commodities are not used up in consumption (Mosco, 1996). The ideas in 

a book, the content o f a television broadcast, the knowledge o f  a professor are all 

examples o f information commodities The book can be shared; its ideas discussed. A 

broadcast can be repeated, can be stored, can be saved. A lecture, one hopes, can be 

documented; its contents discussed, even elaborated on. This is a crucial distinction 

from m ost other commodity forms.

It is also possible that meaning can be attached to information w ithout a laborer 

intending it. This point was best discussed by Canadian researcher Dallas Smythe, who 

suggested that the actions o f a consum er can be made into a comm odity, as is the case 

o f  television audiences. As audiences consum e a television program, one type o f 

information commodity , their patterns o f  consumption become another information 

comm odity (Smythe, 1977). Smythe's point blurs the boundaries o f  what has been 

considered traditionally productive labor. As an example, consider the creation o f  a 

literary work. Under traditional economic definitions, any author who wrote w ithout 

intent o f payment was a non-productive worker, while anyone intending on being paid 

becomes productive. Charles Dickens and Jackie Collins are productive workers; John 

M ilton and Antonio Gramsci are not. Under this definition, television anchors are 

productive while television viewers are not; unless, as Smythe points out, we take into 

account the role o f advertising.

These latter two characteristics o f information commodities —  their inability to 

be used up and the differing methods o f creation —  that demand attention. First, such
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commodities m ust be understood because o f the difficulty in controlling them. fi is this 

distinction that has garnered the m ost attention. Copyright, for example, has always 

attempted to exert a form o f control over information. Similarly, the recent battles 

about file sharing software have ultimately been about control. However, it is the 

capability o f  producing an information commodity unintentionally —  or at least, 

unknowingly —  that seems m ost important.

How then do we understand an information commodity? For purposes o f this 

study, what m ust be noted is that information as a commodity is a form o f social 

relation which has taken center stage over the past three decades. Perhaps more than 

any other commodity form, control o f and access to information has been foregrounded 

as a path to power in modern society. Unlike m ost other commodities, information 

must also be understood as one which is not used up in the process o f  consumption. In 

effect, information is a commodity which can be used over and over, combined in new 

ways with other pieces o f  information to form not only new products, but also new 

ways o f exercising power. The question this study attempts to address is implicitly 

concerned with control over a form o f  information commodity produced by consumers 

o f  media and information products.

The information commodity itself may take a variety o f  forms. The contestation 

over control o f  these commodity forms has become one o f  the chief battles o f  the 

information age. As Anne W ells Branscom b has pointed out, there is currently no 

central rule about control o f information because there are a num ber o f  different forms 

o f  information commodity (Branscom b, 1994).
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Based on this discussion, information commodities are defined by the following 

characteristics:

• information commodities have actual as opposed to only potential use
• information commodities are grounded in a historical context and, as 

such, may be redefined by a change in society
• information commodities have use value, or the ability to satisfy needs 

and desires
• information commodities also have exchange value, or the ability to 

command other commodities for whom ever controls it
• information commodities may function as public goods
• information commodities may be infinitely exportable
• information comm odities may carry different meanings in different 

contexts
• information commodities exist in a variety o f forms
• information comm odities may be produced without the knowledge o f  the 

producer

It is the combination o f these characteristics which has necessitated the developm ent o f 

controls over information, creating what has been termed “the control revolution,” 

reshaping controls at both the individual and the institutional level (Lcssig, 2001; 

Shapiro, 1999).

Labor in the Cultural Industries

The last major area o f literature which m ust be considered examines labor’s role 

in the production o f  commodities. Because this study intends to focus on how video 

games are produced, the status o f labor in the process must be understood as well. As 

has already been shown, video game production is best seen as a subset o f  the computer 

industry in general and so the trends common to the computer industry serve as the 

logical starting point for exam ining labor trends in video game production.
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Interestingly, the field o f  economics has largely taken the role o f  information 

and o f  human capital as a sort o f  uninteresting given. Unfortunately, most 

comm unications research with the exception o f  critical political economy has followed 

in this tendency. Instead, knowledge is something for firms to invest in which is seen 

to create somewhat unique managerial problems (Scarbrough, 1999) or to warrant 

investment (Carillo & Zazzaro, 2000) but little other consideration. Knowledge is only 

a new form o f  public good —  one which has the potential to be shared equally among a 

society, and so m ust be m onitored and controlled (Bakos, Brynjolfson, & Lichtman,

1999). It can be quantified and measured, gauged and limited. It is a thing to be 

understood and used. It serves as the key ingredient to game theory, an idea which 

believes everyone can play and play rationally provided information is distributed fairly 

and equally (Allen, 1990). However, few o f  these economic studies take into account 

the ways in which information —  or knowledge, when they choose to distinguish 

between the two (Armstrong, 2001; Scarbrough, 1999) —  is actually distributed 

throughout a society. This consideration, as Fritz M achlup has pointed out, is ju st the 

sort that one body o f  researchers often feels better left to someone else, whoever they 

may be (M achlup, 1962). In this case, it is the culture industries which arc deserving o f 

study, and it is comm unication scholars who m ust take up the challenge.

Over the last 30 years labor patterns within the U.S. have taken a pronounced 

turn. “Human capital” — investment into training o f  workers by m anagement — has 

increased dram atically in response to changes within the industry (Carillo & Zazzaro,

2000). Information is said to become the primary form o f  capital; knowledge itse lf has
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become a form o f  investment. Only some o f  this can be attributed to technological 

shifts and economic upswing even in the information industries. These industries, 

including the high technology and computer sectors, have been in a state o f growth for 

over a decade. One study, conducted by the Information Technology Association o f 

America, found that while more than 1.6 m illion technology jobs were being created 

each year, almost ha lf would go unfilled (Oberm ayer, 2000). In the Internet sector —  

the sector the AOL division o f  AOL Time W arner works in — more than 100,000 new 

jobs were created between 1995 and 1997.

Despite the high growth o f jobs in the computer industry, however, there arc few 

examples o f labor unionization; workers are instead lured with promises o f  stock 

options and public offerings (Ross, 1999). The service sector in the United States 

accounts for more than 75 percent o f  the Gross Dom estic Product (GDP). The high 

tech and dot-com  industries have been a substantial part o f this (M cCam m on & Griffin,

2000). However, in 1998, the w ild growth the industry had been experiencing came to 

a dramatic halt (Race, 2001), resulting in massive layoffs. These layoffs have spelled 

difficulty for the industry, though, at least initially, not for the economy. In September 

2000, the national unem ploym ent rate dropped to 3.9 percent, its lowest point since the 

Nixon adm inistration (E. Smith, 2000).

Because the high tech industry has been, until recently, very loosely defined —  

including a highly disparate number o f  sectors spilling over across virtually every 

industry —  exact numbers o f  workers are difficult to obtain. General agreement 

suggests that there are several m illion workers currently, only a small fraction o f which
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arc unionized (Pfleger, 2001). The effect o f  the wave o f dot-com closings has been 

less hard to discern, as workers entering the high tech industries have begun to decline. 

One exam ination found that 20,000 workers have been laid o ff from Internet related 

jobs since 1998 (E. Smith, 2000).

W ith this wave o f layoffs and closures has come new worries for workers in the 

industry. Closings resulted in submerged value o f stock options offered to employees 

—  one o f  the standard benefits o f Internet companies (Race, 2001). The allure o f dot

com jobs has begun to wear off, forcing workers to reconsider the value o f  what Smith 

terms “old economy” issues including job  security, eight hour work days, and working 

in a m eritocracy (2000). But m ost workers in the industry say it was never the stock 

options that mattered. Instead, m ost o f  them were drawn by the opportunity to help 

build a company and the “feeling like they had a say in which schedules they would 

work, when they would put in overtime, and whether they would receive raises when 

they took on extra duties...” (Race, 2001)

W hile the concerns o f dot-com  workers have been well documented, there is a 

second, often-ignored portion o f  the high tech labor force. Corcoran points out the 

value o f  thousands o f volunteers and legions o f part-time and temporary workers which 

have made the high tech economy possible. M any have spent considerable time and 

effort organizing chat rooms, online games, and contributing program ming to the full 

spectrum o f  companies in this sector (Corcoran, 2001). The video game industry also 

relies on a core group o f  volunteers called “Beta Testers” to help in the production o f 

games, a fact which has received little documentation or examination.
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Perhaps m ost interesting, a num ber o f  distinct trends in employment can be seen 

across the information sector. Tire economy —  more specifically, the sector —  

described by M achlup is one which falls within the larger service sector shift described 

by Porat. Both rely on a shifting from industrial production to informational and 

service industries. That these industries emerge only in conjunction with 

telecom m unications and computers —  a convergence termed “ telem atics” (Nora & 

Mine, 1981) —  is a fact which is now tacitly assumed. This should not be taken to 

suggest that the rise o f  telecommunications and computers paved the road for the 

service sector. In fact, service industries have existed in some small fonn for at least as 

long as industrial production. Teachers and accountants, for example, arc both 

examples o f service sector laborers Instead, these new technologies allowed these 

sectors to come to dom inance within the U.S. economy.

H ow ever long standing service sector em ployment m ight be, for the majority o f 

the Twentieth Century, em ploym ent w ithin it has been dom inated by women (Bell, 

1973).' Jobs within this sector have tended to pay low-wagcs, poorly and sparsely 

unionized, and —  contrary to much o f  the rhetoric about information economies —  low 

skilled (M artin, 2002).

M artin's analysis draws on M achlup's six categories o f  information workers,

1 It is worth noting that the role women have played in service industries has
traveled similar paths elsewhere. Ellen Balka points to the centrality o f women's 
labor in the formation o f  the Canadian telecommunications system, despite their 
small representation in the industry o f  today (Balka, 2002). Balka's article is 
particularly interesting because it demonstrates an almost systematic obfuscation 
o f women's roles in the creation o f  the Canadian telecommunications industry.
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allowing her to demonstrate several important historical trends. First, while not all 

information jobs are low skilled, a majority are, and it is in these positions that women 

within the sector find the m ajority o f  their employment. Second, as the importance o f 

the information sector has grown within the U.S. economy, wom en have become more 

likely to lose positions w ithin it (M artin, 2002). The reasons for this becom e clear 

when the growth in infonnation is placed in the context o f  globalized production.

Unfortunately, the trends illustrated by M artin have become more pronounced 

since her study was completed. Information from the United States Departm ent o f 

Labor indicated that the gradual shift o f  information employment from females to males 

has continued (U.S. Congress, 2000). Perhaps ju st as importantly, while the 

information industry remains one o f the higher wage paying industries in the United 

States, it is losing ground to high technology production industries —  such as the sem i

conductor industry —  and overall wages have failed to rise as fast as the cost o f  living 

(U.S. Congress, 2001).

One factor which has come to increasing prominence in the last several years 

focuses on how the information and service industries have lost considerable ground to 

global competition, with many jobs either m oving overseas (U.S. Congress, 2001) or 

being filled by imm igrant workers who are subject to still lower wages within the U.S. 

economy (U.S. Congress, 1999). W ith this in mind, it becomes crucial to examine the 

status o f  the information sector in a global context.

Globally, a tendency towards toward longer hours for lower wages has been on 

the increase, a trend which can even be seen in the richest nations (M. D. Yates, 2003).
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M oreover, because there is an increasing trend towards a “horizontal labor m arket” in 

which labors shift jobs frequently w ithin an industry rather than m oving up w ithin it, 

the prospects for laborers w ithin the video game industry may be bleaker than they arc 

often portrayed (Florida, 2002).

The high tech industries have also continued an alarming trend towards 

gendered labor practices which have left female employees excluded from the best jobs 

in the industry while receiving consistently lower wages for the few remaining jobs 

(M artin, 2002). This is particularly troubling as the industries involved globalize 

production. In the video game industry, where much o f  the content has been directed 

towards males historically, it would not be surprising to see these trends continued.

Finally, when discussing labor, some discussion o f organization among workers 

is also useful. Typically, such discussions center around whether organization should 

be based on a skills and trades or whether it should occur across an industry. And 

while this topic will be taken up, a discussion which weighs the goals o f  a union against 

those o f  m anagement is particularly helpful. Victoria Hattam (1990) provides a useful 

starting point. She discusses the developm ent o f labor unions as contingent upon a 

num ber o f choices betw een political action and adversarialism. The first would see 

unions act as a direct political force, attempting to place candidates in office and affect 

policy change. The second view sees a more limited role for unions. U nder this 

conception, which became the dom inant one w ithin the U.S., unions should act as a 

direct counter-balance to corporations and no more. Much o f the impetus for this view 

stems from an extensive battle in the courts over workers' ability to undertake collective
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action (Hattam, 1990).

H attam 's discussion contrasts with Hcrrigel's (1993) description o f the rise o f 

German labor unions, which ultimately found not only a place within business but also 

gained a legally recognized position in managerial decisions and in employment 

considerations (Herrigel, 1993). As noted, the U.S. system o f  unionization developed 

under different circumstances, but this com parison becomes useful if  only to indicate a 

broader range o f possibilities for the role o f  unions than is frequently considered.

A useful conception o f the range o f  possibilities for unionization under an 

industrial system is provided by Barry and Irving Bluestone. They divide their 

conception into three tracks. The first features unions in an adversarial relationship 

with m anagem ent —  the situation familiar to most in the United States. Track two 

allows workers some participation in workplace decisions but lacking a voice in 

governance in directing the business as a whole. A comm on feature at this level is the 

stock option, which hinges on success o f  the company for reward while not allowing 

immediate access to decision making. Finally, track three brings workers into positions 

involving workplace governance and managerial prerogative (Bluestone & Bluestone, 

1992). W hile their models are tested on workplaces involved in industrial production, 

they arc useful distinctions for information economies as well.

A political economic approach to video games allows research to answer a 

num ber o f  questions previously unaddressed in and to avoid many o f  the pitfalls 

ham pering earlier research. By shifting the focus away from a m onolithic technology 

or ideology to the industry that chooses to produce the technology and the messages
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carried by it, it becomes apparent that different processes are at work. It becomes 

possible to consider proactive solutions to questions o f violent content, dangerous 

effects or questionable use o f  stereotypes. Under this framework, video games are 

commodities produced by distinct institutions. And under this framework, it is possible 

to ask who decides what content goes into a video game and what compels them to 

make those decisions. It is hoped that in this way, some meaningful suggestions might 

be offered in answer to the concerns levied against video games and the industry that 

produces them. Drawing on the existing literature and on the theoretical framework o f  a 

political econom y o f comm unications, this study examines the current state o f  the video 

game industry.

M ethodology

In order to answer the research questions from Chapter One, this study draws on 

three primary methodologies: institutional history, document analysis, and in-depth 

interviews. Because this study examines an area which has been barely studied, much 

o f its methodology is grounded in qualitative methods, particularly in its use o f in-depth 

interviews. However, by its very nature, institutional analysis is empirical, relying on 

data about the industry, its main players and markets, as well as descriptions o f  the 

workers w ithin the industry. W hat follows is a brief discussion o f  each m ethodology 

and how each is used in this study.
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Institutional History

In order to provide a context for the current video game industry, an 

understanding o f  how it developed in relation to what social and historical forces is 

needed. This is the role o f  what this study refers to as “ institutional history” (Appleby, 

Hunt, & Jacob, 1995; Nord, 1981). Such histories examine the developm ent o f  a 

particular institution -  in this case, the video game industry and its components -  

through the examination o f  primary sources, including data provided by the 

corporations, labor unions, and governm ent sources. Examples include annual reports, 

studies by industry associations such as the International Game Developers Society, and 

reports by the Bureau o f  Labor Statistics. Secondary sources -  such as new spaper and 

magazine accounts, articles in the industry trade press, existing histories o f  the industry 

and institutions, and relevant academic papers -  are also useful in constructing a 

meaningful institutional history.

M uch o f  the information gathered through this method is economic data -  such 

as total number o f employees, total revenues, etc. -  and serves to ground the video 

game industry in a larger social context. However, it also includes the biases o f  those 

institutions and individuals who have provided much o f the data to begin with -  

particularly that o f the companies involved in the industry. However, without this sort 

o f  data, no understanding o f  the modern industry can be gained.

Such a history also leads to what political economists o f  comm unication often 

refer to as an “ institutional analysis.” Such an analysis allows for a broad description o f
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the overall industry structure -  the sites o f  production, the fonns o f 

distribution(including retail), promotion (including marketing and advertising), and 

consum ption discussed by W asko (1984), as well as the restrictions placed by the 

industry and the State on what Frith (1997) terms “storage, retrieval, and occasion.” In 

other words, what are the controls on video game use and which institutions -  

industrial, governm ental, or something else entirely -  which produce those controls? 

Indeed, such a description o f the industry should allow for a better understanding o f  the 

contributions o f  labor into the creation o f video games, which this study highlights.

It may be noted that an institutional history is as much a goal as a method, and 

as such, relies on other m ethodologies to support it, such as docum ent analysis.

Document Analysis

Too often seen as a m ethod only appropriate for history, what Scott (1991) terms 

“document analysis” has broad application for other modes o f  inquiry. Document 

analysis seeks the existing discourse both from within an institution as well as from 

outside it. W hile Scott offers caution about the limits o f document analysis, it is vital 

for both institutional history and for the political economic approach to understanding 

communications.

Docum ent analysis serves as the first step in understanding the policies and 

practices o f  the video game industry and its constituent institutions. Further, documents 

from outside the industry -  including discussions o f  the industry occurring in legal and 

political forums -  allows the industry to be understand in relation to the broader social
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structure. Instances where the governm ent -  both federal and state within the U.S. and 

in other countries -  have had unique perspectives on how to deal with video games as 

an industry and as a form o f content. Such research is also likely to yield information 

about the policies o f  other institutions in relation to the video game industry. Examples 

include ties betw een the video game industry and other cultural industries. In addition, 

the area o f  labor and its relations to m anagement w ithin the industry is likely to be 

better understood through this m ethodology.

Num erous sources for records considered would be included. First arc 

governm ent documents, which are ideal for understanding how the industry is regulated 

and linked to other industries. Examples include hearings about how to regulate video 

game content and court cases related to the industry. Further, trade publications, such 

as GameWorld, Video Gamer, and the publications o f  industry trade associations such 

as IGDA and N PD Funw orld provide excellent information about how the industry 

views itself and how it is facing the challenges suggested in other document types. 

However, the trade publications o f other industries also have much to say about the 

industry. Variety and Billboard  both frequently deal with the video game industry and 

its ties to other specific cultural industries. As already noted, original documents from 

the companies in question, including annual reports, earnings statements, and internal 

documents, when possible, have been consulted. In addition, the popular press also 

provides valuable documentation about the video game industry. Num erous 

discussions o f the industry have been found in magazines such as Time, New sw eek , and 

Wired, while newspapers such as the New York Times, the San Jose M ercury News, and
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the Wall Street Journal have all given increasing attention to the video game industry.

As noted in the discussion o f  institutional history, document analysis requires an 

awareness o f the biases o f  the institutions and individuals producing the records being 

examined. It is hoped that by casting the widest possible net -  by considering relevant 

documents from a wide variety o f  sources -  this potential hazard may be avoided. 

Further, docum ent analysis is limited by access and history; it seems likely that much o f 

the data available has, at best, pointed to the state o f the near-current industry rather 

than the industry as it exists today. For this reason, in-depth interviews are a necessary 

com plem ent to both institutional history and document analysis.

In-depth Interviews

Because part o f  this study is geared toward understanding not only the current 

status o f  the overall industry but also the particular situation o f laborers in the industry, 

it is imperative that these laborers be dealt with directly. Indeed, interviews with not 

only laborers but also with managers and employees involved through the complete 

production and distribution process were contacted. Ethnographic interviews allow for 

direct contact -  and, if  needed, some participation -  with workers in the industry and 

their day to day situation. In so doing, it becomes possible to put a face on the 

production o f video games and to begin to understand when and where decisions arc 

made that ultimately result in the com m odity o f  video games.

Interviews serve a number o f  purposes in this study. First hand accounts o f  how 

the industry functions were invaluable, allowing a more nuanced picture o f the industry
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to be created. In addition, these accounts serve as a check on the portrait o f  the industry 

seen through historical and docum ent research. Second, even the closest examination 

o f existing records does not guarantee discovering the current challenges and problems 

faced by the industry, in particular those faced by its workers. Interviews, then, need to 

focus on the experiences o f  em ployees across the industry, including game designers, 

m anagers, as well as those working in prom otion and distribution, advertising and 

m arketing, and retail.

Because this study is exploratory, using interviews to help better understand the 

production process, the scope and focus o f the research is subject to change as new 

information is gained. The study, however, is strengthened by this flexibility.

Similarly, interviews allow for the creation o f more meaningful categories and 

description than may be currently available. For example, as it is currently proposed, 

this study has a particular conception o f the division o f labor in the industry. As the 

study progressed, problems with this conception can be corrected, providing a more 

accurate portrayal in the final product. U nder the best circumstances, the study has led 

to a discussion o f the industry’s relations or o f  labor’s function w ithin the industry that 

could then be examined and tested in later research.

Chapter Summary

This chapter has provided a fram ework for the study o f die current state o f the 

video game industry. It has reviewed the relevant bodies o f literature and suggested 

flaws in the field which this study addresses. In order to address these flaws, a
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theoretical fram ework grounded in critical political economy has been adopted. Under 

this framework, video games have been examined as commodities produced individuals 

and institutions in the employee o f  the cultural industries. Finally, methodological 

considerations were discussed in order to help explain not only how the analysis would 

be carried out but also how the flaws o f  existing studies o f  video games would be 

addressed.

Chapter Three will .examine the history o f  the video game industry and provide a 

social context for the industry’s developm ent. In addition, the origins o f ties between 

the video game industry and other cultural industries will be discussed. The history o f 

the industry will serve as the stage on which the m ajor players in the industry will be 

introduced so that they and the industry’s current structure can be analyzed in Chapter 

Four.
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CHAPTER III 

HISTO RY OF THE VIDEO GAM E INDUSTRY

As discussed in the theoretical fram ework presented in Chapter Three, there 

have been num erous versions o f  the history o f  video games. These histories have been 

largely devoid o f  context, providing little more than names and dates while ignoring 

links to the larger context. M oreover, these histories have almost always been simple 

lists o f  when games were produced with some notes on why each particular game m ight 

be interesting. Again these histories typically have not tied the historical developm ent 

o f  video games to any broader social trends. This has resulted in historical accounts not 

only superficial and uncritical but which have ignored the developm ent o f  video games 

as a cultural industry.

This chapter moves beyond such histories, contextualizing video games as 

commodities. Rather than provide a history o f individual games or o f  particular 

designers, it traces the video game as a result o f  decisions within the industry in 

response to market forces. This does not mean it ignores significant events, whether 

they be technological or individual. Instead, it places these events into the larger 

capitalist framework. From their beginning, video games have been treated as - and 

subject to the logics o f - commodities. This study’s analysis is accom plished along
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three axis: institution, technology, and audience. By examining these three areas, a 

better understanding o f the emerging industry and its various commodities is gained.

From these analysis, three prim ary discrepancies become apparent, each o f 

which flics in the face o f typical “myths” about video games and the industry which 

creates them. The first o f  these deals w ith the industry’s view o f itself in regard to 

function and similarity to other industries. M ost studies o f the video game industry 

consider the industry a subset o f the toy industry. In contrast, the industry really 

emerges -  and has consistently seen itself -  as a subset o f  the com puter industry but 

with distribution models based on film, toys and recorded music.

The second major discrepancy in the existing histories o f  video games is tied to 

the first. Any portrayal o f video games which views them as simple toys allows the 

product to be m arginalized into children’s culture. W hile the impact o f  video games on 

children is clearly o f  great importance, we m ust be careful not to fool ourselves that 

these commodities are only designed and used by children. Nor, as the history in this 

study shows, have they ever been. Particularly in the industry’s historical roots we see 

that the audience m ost suitable for many video games is, in fact, adults.

Finally, because the industry and its products have been treated as toys, their 

function as com m unication devices has been largely ignored. This has allowed trends 

towards convergence and ideology within video games to be treated as relatively new. 

But again, a close examination o f the discourse surrounding the developm ent o f  video 

games makes clear, video games have always been worthy o f consideration in terms o f 

com m unication and its processes because the convergences currently being witnessed
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arc neither incidental nor accidental. The ties between video games and other forms o f 

media is more fully explored in coming chapters, but the evidence o f  these ties is 

present from the beginning. In spite o f  the difficulties the industry has faced, 

convergence has long been one o f  its goals.

Spacewar. The Emergence o f  Video Gaines

As Tolcs has noted, video games emerged from the highly funded governm ent 

research in comm unications and computers in the early 1960s. The first games were 

developed as part o f the mammoth ARPA project which resulted in the creation o f  the 

Internet, as well as many o f the home computer devices which have since become 

com m onplace (Toles, 1985). In some cases, game developm ent was actively supported, 

as in simulators. But there was also a considerable amount o f  unintended development. 

Many o f  the earliest program mers experimented with games as a means o f  testing the 

capabilities o f  machines and demonstrating these capabilities to others.

These first games generally dealt with strategy and decision making. In fact, 

almost since the creation o f  computers, games have been devised for them including 

basic versions o f  tic-tac-toe and similar games. But eventually more sophisticated 

games, which pushed the capabilities o f  program ming and m achines, were made.

These games pushed the advancem ent of games and o f  computer technologies (Becker, 

1976). Because o f  the close ties between initial game developm ent and the U.S. 

m ilitary-industrial complex, it is not surprising that the first video game was a primitive
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game o f  spaceships shooting each other called Spacewar, developed in 1961 (Hcrz, 

1997).

It is interesting to note that video games have reached such legitimacy that 

various governm ent agencies claimed the m ost impact on the initial developm ents 

(DOE, 2003). For purposes o f  this study, tine difference between the games developed 

at the Brookhaven Institute and Spacewar  is that Spacewar relied on the use o f both 

video and computing technology while the Brookhaven experiment was entirely solid 

state technology (Demaria, 2003). W hile such speculations may be little more than 

public relations at this date, the ties between the emergence o f video games and the 

m ilitary-industrial complex cannot be highlighted enough. W hatever the case, as Nick 

Dyer-W ithcrford notes, the impact o f  video games on our culture has been such a 

watershed m om ent that it bears com parison to the emergence o f  the film and recorded 

music industries in the early 1900s (Dyer-W itherford, 2002).

Spacew ar 's  claim  as the first video game itself is worth some explanation. 

Computers had been in use for alm ost two decades by the time Spacewar was invented, 

and as noted above, simple strategy gam es like Tic-Tac-Toe had been created to test 

computers in their earliest days, what is it that makes Spacewar the definitive first video 

game? The answer is a technological one. Spacewar can and should be considered the 

first video game for a number o f reasons. First, it is the first computer game that relied 

on a screen for display, the video component. Second, it was the first game which did 

not rely on punch cards but rather on keyboard instructions, introducing new levels o f 

interactivity as well as the potential for a mass market. This advance shifted the
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possibility o f  consumer use o f video games. Now, a user did not need to know how to 

program a computer. Instead, only access and basic instructions were required. With 

these advancements in place, it becom es possible for an industry to emerge.

This also marks a significant rhetorical schism which continues to play out to 

this day: the question o f  terminology. The question o f  the best term to use for video 

games persists in the field o f  game studies. The developm ent o f  Spacewar  m arked the 

first point at which the term “video gam e” could be distinguished from “computer 

gam e” and “electronic game.” Prior to Spacewar , games could be created on a 

com puter that included no video component. These are best referred to as computer 

games. Later, the toy industry began to m arket games which relied on m icroprocessors 

and com puterized parts. These are best referred to as electronic games. Lastly, there 

are products which include com puter usage and a video component. These arc best 

referred to as video games.

Spacewar  is also significant because o f how rapidly it spread. Its creator, Steve 

Russell, admits to having considered whether he could market the game, but decided 

that there was no audience. Instead, he allowed the source code to be shared with 

anyone interested. But this does not dismiss the fact that the first video game was 

recognized by its creator as a potentially lucrative commodity. That it took almost a 

decade for capitalist forces to recognize the potential only suggests that initially there 

was not the knowledge o f how to find or create a market.

The game took o ff across the ARPA nodes, with programmers adding 

refinements and new features. The spread o f  the game was so quick and widespread
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that by the m id-1960s it was estimated that there was a copy o f  Spacewar  for use on 

every computer in the United States (Herz, 1997). At a time when simply running a 

computer -  giant mainframes -  typically required a government grant, the pervasiveness 

o f  the game cannot be underestim ated. And by the early 1970s, Spacewar was being 

played nightly, during the typical downtime for mainframes, on computers at many 

major companies as well (Ferris, 1977). Interestingly, Spacewar  also served to 

legitimize com puter science to a more general public (Herz, 1997). Russell notes that 

many programmers would show Spacewar  to friends and family as a means o f 

explaining not only how computers worked but what they could do. O ther games 

developed as well, and the m ost popular game on mainframes after Spacewar was one 

based on the 1960s television show “Star Trek” (Ferris, 1977).

How then has the production o f video games as commodities flown under our 

radar? In part, it owes to a perception shift in how video games were treated. Until 

roughly the early 1980s, there was continued acknowledgm ent in the mainstream  press 

o f  the relationship betw een adult usage and the video game commodity. However, at 

roughly the same time the industry hit its first m ajor stumbling block, coverage o f video 

games begins to shift. First, the industry was treated as something less than serious.

The logic seemed to be that if  sales started big and collapsed, it must be a fad. In 

capitalism, nothing assures marginalization quite so readily as failure in the 

marketplace. But when the industry began to prosper again in the late 1980s, owing 

much to the success o f  Nintendo, coverage o f  the industry also shifted to focus on the 

impacts o f  video games on children. This resurgence o f the industry was based on two
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factors: technological advances and a solidified industry structure based on the modern 

film industry (Netsel, 1990).

Em ergence o f an Industry

“[Home computers] are the railroad trains o f  the 80's. ”
- Robert F. Wickham  ("Hot M arket in Electronic Toys," 1979)

Spacew ar  laid the groundwork for the video game industry. It provided 

audiences, legitim ation and an entertaining use for a technology that was mystifying to 

most people at the time. Coupled with the rapid developm ent o f the com puter and 

hardware industry -  particularly the rapid increases in computer memory which have 

since served as one o f the biggest limits on technological developm ent in both the video 

game and the overarching com puter industry -  R ussell’s game set the stage for the 

emergence o f  video games as commodities.

From the developm ent o f a video game, the wait for a formal industry’s 

emergence was not long. W ithin a decade, the first successful video game company 

was founded by Nolan Bushnell (Campbell-Kelly, 2003). The company, A tari, is still a 

major force in the industry today. Perhaps best known for its creation o f gaming 

consoles in the late 1970s, Atari actually began with the production o f  coin-operated 

arcade games. In 1972, when the company was founded and introduced its first major 

hit, Pong, com puter technology was neither sufficiently accepted nor accessible to the 

general public. W ith the additional limits o f size and memory, arcade games were the 

only viable option for the video game industry.
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A tari’s emergence is the first attempt o f  an industry to reconcile the existing 

logics o f  three distinct - and until this comm odity, disparate - modes o f  production. A 

schedule for production came from the toy industry. From computers, a reliance on 

technology and a means o f ensuring its continued need. And from m edia and 

comm unication came a need to control and expand on profit from exhibition.

At the same time Atari was forming, m ajor toy companies were experimenting 

with what they called “electronic gam es” which essentially relied on electronic and 

sometimes com puterized parts to m ake them run(Rice, 1979; Salsberg, 1977). Am ong 

the companies in m anufacturing these games were M ilton Bradley, Fairchild Electronics, 

and RCA (M cQuade, 1979; Salsberg, 1977; "W hy Electronic Games Will Be Hard to 

Find," 1979). These companies experimented with both electronic games and video 

games. These early attempts proved popular enough that by the late 1970s, video games 

were seen as competition to other media forms, particularly television (Fincher, 1978).

In contrast to these more established com panies, A tari’s developm ent in many 

ways served a precursor to the home com puter industry which would begin to emerge 

only a few short years after A tari’s founding and owes considerable success to its first 

forays into arcade production (Campbell-Kelly, 2003). Bushnell, the founder o f Atari, 

first pitches his video games to an arcade producer, and on the success o f  these games - 

and his failure to reap much o f the rewards for them - he founded his own company 

Atari (Cohen, 1984). But the arcade industry peaked around 1982, at around $2 billion 

in revenue (Campbell-Kelly, 2003). However, the manufacture o f  arcade games is still 

big business today and is often used as a test market for upcoming PC and console
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games (M cCallister, 2005). W ith this in mind, the remainder o f  this chapter focuses on 

the developm ent o f  video game sectors o f personal computers, consoles, and hand-helds.

It should be noted that the history o f  video games has been divided into two 

epochs or generations. The first generation was highlighted by games which included 

both software and hardware as part o f  a single production process, limiting the game to a 

single function (Ferris, 1977). In the first three to four years o f video game production, 

much o f  what was produced fell into the first generation category. It is the allegiance to 

this model that resulted in the toy industry’s loss o f  market share inv ideo games, 

allowing a separate system o f companies such as Atari to spring up into the modern 

video game industry (M cQuade, 1979; "Why Electronic Games W ill Be Hard to Find," 

1979). But by 1975, game production begins to develop into the second generation, with 

the creation o f consoles and corresponding cartridges which allowed systems to be much 

more flexible ("Dem and Overwhelm s Video Game M akers," 1976).

W hat is clear from the early history o f  the video game industry is that it was 

contingent on factors o f both the toy and the computer industry. There arc a num ber o f 

trends established in the early days o f  the industry which are still evident today. First, 

the industry relied on ideas from both toy developm ent and com puter development.

From the toy industry, it took the schedule focused on the fourth quarter Christmas rush 

for products, while from computer industry, it adapted ideas o f planned obsolescence, 

particularly in its reliance on the continued developm ent o f chips and smaller parts.

And like many other media industries, there have always been efforts to control and 

profit from its content.
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W ith these concerns in mind, an examination o f  the two primary comm odities - 

hardware and software - is possible. These two sectors o f the industry reflect the impact 

o f  the toy industry’s decline in video game production. Initially, the companies that 

rem ain tend to focus into either hardware or software. And ultimately, it would allow 

outside media companies to take a more active interest in the video game industry.

Historical Trends: Platforms

"[Video gam es] are like the record business. You ju s t  don 't 
p u t two and two together and say you ’re going to sell this many.
I t ’s entertainment. "

- A lla n  Alcorn, form er Vice President
fo r  Research and  D evelopm ent at Atari (Fincher, 1978)

Interwoven with the history o f  the institutions o f the video game industry has 

been the history o f  computer processors. Just as Steve R ussell’s Spacewar could not be 

bought and sold profitably because computers in tire U.S. required governm ent grants, 

the emerging video game industry has had to deal with how to make products small 

enough to be affordable. In  the earliest days, video games could only be placed in 

arcades because the technology could not be m ade small enough for anything else 

(Bolter & Grusin, 2000). Indeed, the graphical sophistication in the earliest video 

games, such as Pong, were inherently limited because o f the expense o f the computers 

required for anything m ore sophisticated. As miniaturization occurred and 

m icroprocessors became available, the balance o f profit in the industry shifted from 

arcades to home systems. The technology which allows a video game to be played,
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Table 3.1: Video Game Generations
Source: (Campbell-Kelly, 2003; Kent, 2001)

First Generation Second Generation

Features Hardware and software 
combined into single unit

Software separate (via cartridge 
or other device) from hardware 
(such as a console or PC

Limits Finite amount o f information 
can be encoded

M odularity allows expansion 
via new software

Example A tari’s “Pong”, arcade games Atari 2600 and later consoles

such as a console or a personal computer, is referred to as a platform.

It is also worth noting that though arcade games make up only a small part o f  the 

current market, they still do bring in profits and have introduced a num ber o f  important 

video game franchises which have crossed over to the currently dom inant console and 

PC platform s. Perhaps the best example o f  such games can be seen in the “M ortal 

Kom bat” series which began in arcades and now continue on a variety o f  consoles

M icrochips have been under developm ent since 1971, when inventor Ted H off 

placed all the essentials needed to run a computer onto a single chip (Thurber Jr., 1995). 

This allowed the developm ent o f  the overarching computer industry and, eventually, the 

flourishing o f  the video game industry as well. Once microchips became so cost 

efficient that they could be used in products the average consum er could afford, a time 

occurring roughly in the early 1980s, the computer industry advanced quickly, bypassing 

early consoles as the choice way to play video games (Haynes, 1994). Around this time, 

Atari and many other companies in the video game industry experienced a drastic loss in 

sales (Cohen, 1984). It was not until consoles found a way to take full advantage o f  the
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continued growth in m icrochip power that they again became viable (Sheff, 1993).

In the current industry, graphic power is what is prim arily achieved through 

m icrochips, and as games have approached movie quality the power o f these chips has 

become increasingly important (Snider, 2004). In the earliest days, however, it was 

processing pow er which made chips vital to the industry. The push to develop faster 

computers may have first influenced the consum er video game and electronic toy market 

more than the personal com puter industry (Nelson, 1990b). Shortages in m icrochips in 

the m id-1970s posed problems for both industries and video games suffered much o f  the 

loss from the downturn ("Dem and Overwhelms Video Game M akers," 1976; Fincher,

1978).

Because the m icrochip m arket took several years to stabilize, some analysts 

noted that it helped fuel the rise o f software developers and publishers because they were 

able to develop along different tim e frames than console developers ("Colliding in a 

Low-price M arket," 1976). Some m icrochip manufacturers were unable to fulfill even 

ha lf o f  their orders in 1978, m aking developm ent o f new hardware extremely difficult. 

However, this allowed popular games to sell-out, fueling demand at a time when the 

industry needed recognition and profitability ("W hy Electronic Games W ill Be Hard to 

Find," 1979). Computers did not take o ff  until close to the end o f  this period. The first 

home computers did not begin to hit the m arket until roughly 1978, allowing video 

games to move from the arcade into the home.

But it is this period o f  developm ent for both video games and home computers 

that pushed the developm ent o f  not only m icrochips but also semiconductors, an industry
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Figure 3.1: U.S. Retail Sales of Video Games and Home Computers
Source: (Campbell-Kelly, 2003).

In Billions o f U.S. Dollars

1981 1982 1983

- Videogame consoles------------------------------- — ~ Personal Computers

...................  Video game cartridiges ---- Entertainment Software

which more than quadrupled between 1969 and 1979 (W iegner, 1979). For instance, 

m icroprocessor producer In tel’s profits increased more than ten-fold in the five year 

period from 1972 to 1977 ("The Good Life Beckons," 1977). This is significant 

particularly because home video game system s took several years to develop before they 

faced serious competition ("Hot M arket in Electronic Toys," 1979). By 1990, the 

sem iconductors and microchips industries earned almost $100 billion each, due in no 

small part to the help o f consum er electronics (W iegner, 1979). Electronic games and 

early video game consoles using these technologies all became major sellers, particularly 

during the holidays. Companies like M ilton Bradley saw electronic games come from 

nowhere to become a major part o f  their revenues (M cQuade, 1979). Figure 3.1
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provides a comparison o f  the rise o f  consoles, personal computers and entertainment 

software.

Once m icrochip technology took off, however, it became possible to make 

smaller, comm erciallyviable platforms for home video games. In the late 1970s and 

early 1980s, console platforms and PCs took the lead in the market (Thurber Jr., 1995).

It is significant that as PCs becam e prom inent in the 1980s, the video game industry 

began to lose its reputation as a fad. As PCs became increasingly common in homes, 

games become one popular use for them. One o f the early selling features o f  low-budgct 

PCs, like the Commodore 64, was that in addition to its office and business functions, 

the availability o f  a wide variety o f  games (Reed & Spencer, 1986). Though they were 

not popular enough on their own to push the industry to the profitability it would see in 

the early 1990s, it is the rise o f  the PC game that kept the industry remotely viable 

during the protracted sales slump in the 1980s (Lucien, 2002). It was not until the early 

1990s that console platforms again becam e viable in the marketplace.

Two factors contributed to the re-em ergence o f the console. The first was the 

increased availability o f  m icroprocessors and their continued shrinkage. This allowed 

the creation o f both smaller, faster home consoles as well as the creation o f  an entirely 

new form - the handheld platform. In fact, by the early 1990s most consoles had reached 

a level o f  complexity in which their processing power was similar to the power o f  many 

mid-level PCs (Rogers, 1990). Such game platform s as the N intendo Gameboy became 

extremely popular and continue to thrive today, though consoles and PCs continue to 

dominate the market. The second factor, however, is more significant. Beginning in
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the 1990s, video game hardware m anufacturers finally found themselves in a m arket in 

which they were able to more successfully complete regular upgrades and in which 

consumers were accepting o f them. This allowed platform makers to periodically 

upgrade products to take advantage o f  new advancem ents and to ensure a continued 

stream o f sales. The industry’s reliance on planned obsolescence through changes in 

the hardware sector has allowed two advantages for the industry -  a continually 

changing fram ework for design and innovation and a regular source o f  re-stimulating 

dying markets (Reed & Spencer, 1986). The inability to take advantage o f  this earlier 

not only accounts for much o f  the industry’s early problems, but also suggests one o f  the 

difficulties early analysts o f the industry may have had in predicting its success or 

failure.

Historic Trends: Software

"It takes a lot o f  cash to build  a $20 million inventory fo r  
a three-month selling season. ”

- Nolan Bushnell, founder o f  Atari 
("Atari Sells I tse lf  to Survive Success, " 1976)

The second major com m odity o f the industry, software, has experienced some 

significant changes as well. But it should be noted that there are a num ber key features 

which have rem ained virtually constant since the industry’s beginnings. The most 

important has been the categories o f the content or genres. The early industry very 

quickly developed categories like those used today. W hile technical quality was 

obviously lower, there were a range o f  games that belie the portrayal o f  video games as
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simply violent entertainment. In 1975, one break down o f games included five

categories:

com bat games 
shoot/targeting games 
driving games 
artistic/maze games 
sports games (Fincher, 1978).

This breakdow n is particularly interesting because it is similar to current genres. As

will be seen in Chapter Five, the sports genre is one which has played a particularly

im portant role in the success o f  a num ber o f  m ajor industry players. Figure 3.2 traces

the historic sales for the video game industry in the U nited States.

The m ost important trend seen in the software industry, however, is the trend

towards consolidation and control in production. Early software producers tended to be

limited not by their ability to create the programs but to package and market them

("Atari Sells Itself to Survive Success," 1976). Similarly, there were difficulties in

finding suitable retail outlets for their products (Cohen, 1984). The combination o f

these two factors resulted in a system in which distributors were able to consolidate

control over the industry. A num ber o f  sources suggest this model was drawn from the

Hollywood system o f  production in which the locus o f power is distribution (Brandt,

1987; "How A Com puter-gam e M aker Finesses the Software Slow-down," 1985;

W asko, 2003).

From  the m id-1970s on, software developm ent in the video game industry has 

worked under a two-tier structure o f  publishers and developers. Initially the rise
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Figure 3.2: U.S. Video Game Software Sales in Millions of Dollars
Source: (ESA, 2002a)
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o f  independent developers had little to do with the interests o f  the publishers, but rather 

was a way o f  forcing their way into the marketplace. Unfortunately, this initially had the 

result o f  flooding the market with goods that were often knock-offs o f  other games at 

best and, at worst, were not compatible (Cohen, 1984). It was this glut o f  low quality 

goods that put the industry into a tailspin in the 1980s, put industry giant Atari into 

rough waters, and which needed to be dealt with institutionally in order for the industry 

to stabilize.

Software plays a key role in the industry. As noted already, the planned 

obsolescence o f hardware allows for continued development o f new software. This
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process is costly and is, in m ost cases, more than any one company can hope to manage. 

No m atter how advanced a p latform ’s development, a failure on the software side can be 

fatal to the whole.

Historical Trends: Audiences

“Companies looked at the m arket and recognized that 
kids a re n ’t the only ones p laying  with toys. ”

- M ilton Schulman, fo rm er editor o f  
Toy & Hobby World (Rice, 1979)

Perhaps the m ost important trend, however, pertains to the audience for the 

industry’s products. W hile it has become more common to see people discuss older 

audiences for video games today, there has always been a high percentage o f  adult 

buyers. Just as video games began in arcades but ultimately found a sort o f legitimacy 

by m oving to personal computers and consoles, so, too, has the audience for video 

games expanded.

In the early days o f  video games, the players were experienced computer 

program mers. Because games required mainframes available only to governm ent and 

university researchers, the players were, o f  necessity, educated adults. As games moved 

into arcades, the audience shifted. In a classic example o f “early adopters,” children 

and technologically-inclined adults adopted video games as a fonn o f  entertainment 

(Fidler, 1997). This shift resulted in a decline in the importance o f  age and education, 

but introduced income for discretionary spending as one o f the key factors in who played 

games. The shift to home consoles continued this trend. Early consoles, particularly in
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their first phases o f  development, could cost several hundred dollars.

I t’s with the shift to arcades that the first seeds o f the idea that video games are a 

product for children. The view that arcades were primarily intended for children and 

adolescents was already well established. In contrast, the first PC games were 

dependent upon highly skilled users, and early systems were considerably more 

expensive, often relying on one’s ability to assemble it themselves, m aking the initial 

audiences lim ited (Condry, 1984)

That these trends somehow allowed for video games to be treated prim arily as 

children’s products is interesting, but it did allow for dismissal o f the industry prior to 

the early 1990s. The view o f  the industry has consistently portrayed the audience for 

video games through the 1980s as relatively limited. This had another interesting effect, 

however. As long as investors saw video games as having both a high cost and a market 

limited prim arily to children, they rem ained skittish (Tapscott, 1997). The explanation 

for the industry’s long road to success owes itself to this (perceived) relatively small 

audience for video games played a role in the industry’s slump. Not just because o f 

investors but because some companies began to believe it as well. I f  most games were 

targeted towards the youth audience, not only was there the danger o f exhausting the 

sizable (for that age) but limited discretionary income. In order to guarantee continued 

sales, the industry ultim ately had to find a w ider audience.. And it had to convince the 

world that it had found it. Technology would serve as the primary answer. W hen 

advances allowed the industry to shift from one generation to the next, allowing high- 

end graphics possible on console which w ould in turn draw in w ider audiences, would
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revenues and investments again take o ff (Kent, 2001)

The reality is som ewhat different. As early as 1979, the industry was targeting 

products not just to children but to adults or entire families ("W hy Electronic Games 

Will Be Hard to Find," 1979). It was not unusual to find that even products targeted 

directly to children became very popular with adults ("Hot M arket in Electronic Toys,"

1979). M ilton Bradley reported that more than ha lf o f their electronic games were 

purchased by people between 15 and 35 years old ("W hy Electronic Games Will Be 

Hard to Find," 1979). This may explain w hy they launched their Com p IV video game 

system, they chose to m arket it in M anhattan bars while they their popular game Simon 

was introduced via an expensive bash at Studio 54 (Rice, 1979).

The trend becam e so pronounced that interior designers in a num ber o f  large 

cities were approached to design entire rooms dedicated to electronic games O f course 

while M ilton Bradley produced prim arily electronic games rather than video games, 

other companies focused prim arily on video games, particularly Atari and Milton 

Bradley reported similar trends ("Hot M arket in Electronic Toys," 1979). In fact, one 

estimate suggested that as many as ha lf o f  all video game purchases in 1979 were by 

adults for adults. As M ilton Schulman, then the editor o f Toy and Hobby W orld put it in 

1979, “This is the start o f  a whole new ball game. Companies looked at the market and 

recognized that kids aren’t the only ones playing with toys” (Rice, 1979). By 1990 

adults made up a considerable portion o f N intendo’s products, always known for being 

heavily youth oriented (M offat, 1990).

Another interesting point is that demand was so high for early video games that
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prices were able to stay fairly high. In 1976, when there only two major console 

producers and the industry was ju st emerging, console prices typically ranged between 

$60 and $100 ("Demand Overwhelms Video Game M akers," 1976). However, the 

market for video games was extremely limited, with products being sold almost 

exclusively in the U nited States and Japan. It w asn’t until around 1990 that video games 

began to be actively sold in Europe (M offat, 1990).

Even so, production o f  games themselves -  the software side o f  the industry -  

was in full swing. Even though the m arket was still growing, more than a hundred titles 

were produced in the early boom  years for video games (Ferris, 1977). Exact numbers 

are difficult to obtain because the services which today track the industry, such as the 

Electronic Software Association did not exist at the time and have little data on the 

industry before 1998 (Hewwit, 2005).

The industry today continues, however, to try to make in-roads with new 

audiences and relies heavily on the adult audience for its profitability. M ore detail on 

the ways in which the industry has worked to address new audiences is discussed in 

Chapter Four.

Two companies provide an excellent examples o f  how the early industry formed. 

Atari, the first major video game company, negotiated hardware production difficulties, 

media tie-ins, and audience demand. In contrast, Nintendo heralded the modern 

industry with tight control o f production and licensing and by pushing convergence and 

developm ent o f new platforms.
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Case Study: Atari

The example o f  Atari is an instructive one in the early history o f the video games 

industry. It also dem onstrates a num ber o f  the key problems faced in the video game 

industry’s advancement. Founded in 1972 by Nolan Bushnell, Atari rode the wave o f  the 

industry from the arcades to consoles only to be undone by a protean industry still 

searching for stability. Founded for $250, the company grew to make $3.2 million in 

sales in 1973 and $39 m illion in 1975 ("Atari Sells Itself to Survive Success," 1976; 

Langway, Greenberg, & Harper, 1976). The com pany’s first success was the arcade hit 

Pong (Cohen, 1984). Unfortunately demand for the game was so high that the fledgling 

company could not gather enough capital to m eet production demand, and so lost 

considerable revenue. Capital continued to be a problem for the company as was the 

reliance on the toy industry’s limited model o f  sales. In 1974, the com pany was plagued 

by bugs in their followup to Pong which cost them $500,000 -  as much as the company 

earned in the previous year. Bushnell explained it best, noting that “ it takes a lot o f cash 

to build a $20 million industry for a three-m onth selling season” ("Atari Sells Itself to 

Survive Success," 1976).

Because o f this, almost as quickly as it arrived, Atari faded into the background. 

In 1976, Bushnell sold Atari to W arner Communications. For W arner, the buy was 

sensible. In 1976, Atari sold another $39 million goods and earned $3.9 million profit, 

and estimates suggested that the com pany could sell as many as 500 m illion units by 

1980. I f  that were the case, the com pany stood to gain $500 million in sales ("Atari
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Sells Itse lf to Survive Success," 1976). Briefly, this is true. In 1981, there was a video 

game m achine in 17 percent o f  Am erican households, a growth o f  alm ost eight percent 

from the previous year (Cohen, 1984). Atari had m ajor success with hit games Pac Man, 

Space Invaders, and Asteroids (Kent, 2001). Pac M an alone sold more than two million 

units for the company in 1981, becoming one o f  the first and m ost impressive cultural 

events in the video game industry, spawning songs, merchandise, spin-off games, and 

even a Saturday m orning cartoon show (Cohen, 1984). O f these games, however, only 

Asteroids was an in-house developed game; Atari had switched to licensing games from 

outside and re-using existing game engines to produce games in-house.

In 1982, Atari controlled 80 percent o f  the video game console market in the 

U.S., and so in some ways its position should have been unassailable M orever, it had 

signed the first deal with Hollywood in the industry’s history: to make video games for 

the hit movies “E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial” and “Raiders o f  the Lost A rk” (Cohen,

1984). And while “Raiders o f  the Lost Ark” turned out to be a million selling video 

game, “E.T.” became the s tu ff o f  industry legend -  the game that ruined Atari (Kent, 

2 0 0 1 ).

The rights for “E .T .” were licensed from producer Steven Speilberg in July 1982, 

ju st after the movie had been released. But Atari prom ised to have games on the 

shelves in time for Christmas -  in some estimates as early as September -  a move which 

left little time for testing and marketing. Atari compounded the problem  by ordering five 

million units (Kent, 2001). The short production time, however, m eant the company 

had to m odify an existing game and spent little time developing any sort o f plot,
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resulting in nearly all the cartridges manufactured being returned.

The failure left Atari in a delicate spot -  nearly all its focus for 1982 had been 

pinned to the success o f “E.T.” W hen that failed, the developers began to raise the costs 

o f  licensing for Atari, forcing the company to pay exorbitant rates at a time when sales 

were already plummeting (Kent, 2001). The failure prompted W arner to rethink its 

venture with Atari, and in early 1983, it was sold (Nichols, 1988).

A tari’s next owner, Jack Tramiel, was better known for his success with Toronto 

based Com m odore International, Ltd. (Nichols, 1988). Tramiel, who had been recently 

ousted from Commodore, hoped to restore Atari to greatness by using the same tactics 

he had used at his previous company. Commodore, once the leader in the personal 

com puter industry, had made its fortune by cutting costs below competitors until they 

couldn’t afford to continue competing (Kafner, 1986). . Tramiel purchased Atari for 

almost $100 m illion o f  his own in addition to assuming more than $300 million in 

prom issary notes (Nichols, 1988). One o f  Tram iel’s first moves was to extend A tari’s 

reach beyond ju st video games and consoles further into the personal computer arena 

(Nichols, 1988). The com pany’s computers did very well in Europe, then a secondary 

m arket for much o f the computer industry, but never did well in the US, a model which 

continues to dominate the video game industry today (Shao, 1988). W hile the personal 

computer m ay have been the focus, owing to Tram iel’s background, it was not the only 

area. Tramiel h im self recognized the importance o f video games, telling nay-sayers 

years before Nintendo w ould revitalize the industry, “There will be peaks and valleys, 

but the category [of video games] will never d ie” (Shao, 1988).
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But Tramiel and Atari had some obstacles to overcome, not the least o f  which 

was Tram iel himself. As the leader at Commodore, Tramiel had upset retailers in the 

industry -  at that time primarily small independent stores selling nothing but computer 

goods -  by m oving past them  to larger retailers where he could put his products on the 

shelves at lower costs to a bigger audience (W ise, 1985). At the time, this was a risky 

move as m ost computer sales occurred in ju st such small stores. However, as will be 

discussed in Chapter Four, today larger retail chains are where most computer and video 

game products are sold.

The company also faced two distinct economic challenges: trying to gain ground 

in the already well defined and controlled computer m arket and how to cut the massive 

debt levels Atari had accrued. Tram iel’s first move was to institute massive layoffs, 

resulting in a streamlining o f  both the company and its books (W ise, 1985). Then 

Tramiel made an uncomm on move for U.S. com puter companies: he moved into the 

European market (Shao, 1988). A tari’s personal computers flourished in the European 

market, becoming the fifth best selling brand even though they never did as well in the 

U.S. This move presaged N intendo’s later move into the European market, greatly 

expanding the video game industry’s profitability.

Tramiel was innovative on the video game front as well. First, he resigned Atari 

founder Nolan Bushnell to a $5 million contract to produce games for the company 

(Shao, 1988). And he advertised. In 1988, Atari doubled its advertising budget to $10 

million, focusing on the video game portion o f  its business. Finally, Tramiel bucked the 

system o f  publisher/developer control with growing industry giant, Nintendo. Atari
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produced the first game for N intendo’s system not specifically authorized by the 

Nintendo. Ultimately, this move resulted in a series o f lawsuits, but it also re-established 

the idea o f  independent software developm ent in an industry that had become too 

guarded following the failure o f  “E .T .” and other products earlier in the decade ("A 

Game o f  Legal Punch-out," 1989).

Tram iel’s success is notable for a few reasons. First, the company was profitable 

again w ithin two years o f his takeover (Kafner, 1986). It was under his leadership at 

Atari that not only were ties between video games and the computer industry cemented, 

but also the retail system  between video game publishers and retailers took on the 

current form. Finally, it was under T ram iel’s leadership that Atari reignitcd the idea o f 

independent game developm ent, weakening slightly the control o f publishers in the 

industry -  something another company, Electronic Arts, was to take trem endous 

advantage o f  it beginning in the mid-1990s.

Because it is the leader o f the software sector in the modern industry, Electronic 

Arts, or EA, will be discussed more completely in Chapter Four. But its origins trace 

back to the early 1980s. Originally, the company produced not just video games but also 

productivity and educational software ("How A Com puter-gam e M aker Finesses the 

Software Slow-down," 1985; Pitta, 1990). But by the 1990s, the company had shifted 

its focus on video games, modeling itse lf on the film industry (Brandt, 1987). Rather 

than seek distributors, EA began to forge ties with retailers to secure shelf space in the 

mid-1980s as a w ay to insulate itse lf from big changes in the m arket ("How A 

Com puter-gam e M aker Finesses the Software Slow-down," 1985). This early move
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allowed the company to m ake the leap from developer to publisher within a decade.

The com pany’s founder and form er president, Trip Hawkins, is said to have formed EA 

with an eye on the H ollywood studio system as a way to allow ideas for games to come 

from a wide variety o f sources with the company in control o f what games ultimately 

went out (Pitta, 1990). In 1990, EA published 350 titles. But only around 100 were 

developed in-house; the rest were licensed from other developers (Pitta, 1990). One 

major reason for this came from the cost o f  developing a title across platforms.

According to Hawkins, “for every dollar it costs to develop a new title, it costs another 

fifty cents to move it to a new platform ” (Pitta, 1990). And because EA did not produce 

its own platforms, but rather licensed across them, it had to adapt to the rapid number o f 

platforms on the market. But one company and its platforms more than any other took 

control o f  the video game industry’s fortunes in the late 1980s and early 1990s:

Nintendo.

Case Study: Nintendo

By 1990, the video game market had stabilized. But the reasons for its 

resurgence were not because o f  the typical myths about the industry. M anufacturers 

were reporting steady growth not just in the num ber o f  adult players but in female 

players as well (Rogers, 1990). In fact, nearly 30 percent o f video game players were 25 

years old or older. M ore than 400 software titles were available, twice the num ber two 

years earlier (W heelwright, 1990). The design o f  games themselves had stabilized, and 

the industry’s structure had begun to solidify with individual workers beginning to
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specialize in particular aspects o f production, while the relationships between 

companies involved in hardware production, software production and distribution took 

on the form they have today (Netsel, 1990).

The U.S. market for video games had reached approximately $2 billion, a leap o f 

almost 30 percent from previous years (Brandt, 1990). Globally, the industry was worth 

alm ost $10 billion (N eff & Shao, 1990). But the U.S. and Japan were the primary 

markets while Europe was still treated as a secondary market, receiving products up to 

three years after other markets (M offat, 1990). Household penetration in the U.S. had 

reached nearly 20 percentw hile Japan had surpassed 30 percent (Shao, 1989). It was 

Nintendo that would take charge o f expanding the video game market worldwide, 

establishing a subsidiary in Frankfurt (M offat, 1990).

Nintendo was noted for its forward thinking marketing and tight control o f  its 

property. Founded in 1889 as a m anufacturer o f  playing cards, N intendo has grown 

considerably from its humble origins (Company History, 2005; Sheff, 1993). By the 

mid-1950s, the company had expanded into the manufacture o f arcade games and from 

there it was a short leap into the video game industry. But much o f the com pany’s focus 

was on the Asian market, and it was not until the 1970s and 80s that it began to expand 

into other markets (Provenzo Jr., 1991; Sheff, 1993).

N intendo’s m ajor impact on the U.S. video game market was much more recent. 

Their first products hit the shelves in 1986. By 1990, Nintendo consoles and software 

made up 90 percent o f U.S. sales. A nd when game sales are counted as part o f toy sales, 

Nintendo m ade up almost 21 percent o f  total toy sales for the same year (Peterson &
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Shao, 1990). The company had U.S. sales in 1990 o f  between $2.5 and $2.7 million, 

roughly ten times their sales a decade earlier ("Dr. Nintendo," 1990; M offat, 1990). In 

the short period between 1986 and 1990, the company sold over 40 million consoles 

worldwide (Nelson, 1990a). Globally, N intendo accounted for more than 80 percent o f 

worldwide game sales (M offat, 1990).

Sitting at the top o f the m arket would seem to be a blessing, but for Nintendo it 

spelled trouble. Having proved that there was a path to success in the video game 

industry, competitors began to watch the com pany’s tactics closely. And more than one 

analyst suggested that with Nintendo having reached such impressive household 

penetration, it was possible that demand, too, may have reached the saturation point 

(Moffat, 1990; "The Next Step Up From Nintendo," 1990; Peterson & Shao, 1990).

But while the com pany’s control over the m arket has slipped, it has maintained a strong 

presence, particularly in the area o f  portable consoles. The original GameBoy, 

introduced in 1989, ultimately sold more than 178 m illion units worldwide and has 

spawned a num ber o f successors and competitors (Biersdorfer, 2004).

W hat made Nintendo successful was more than ju st its technology or the its grasp 

o f the market. Certainly their products were popular; in 1990, for example, the 

company agreed to a petition from the Japanese governm ent to release new games only 

on Sundays as a means o f discouraging truancy (Nelson, 1990b). More significant was 

how the com pany brought its products into new areas o f  daily life. Though certainly not 

the first video game company to recognize the importance o f advertising, Nintendo went 

after it with more zeal than any other company. It is estimated that the company spent
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upwards o f  $60 m illion in advertising and prom otion in 1989 (Shao, 1989). In addition, 

Nintendo was one o f the most successful companies in the video game industry at 

finding ways to expand its market and control the entire process o f game production.

By 1989, the company partnered with T oys’R ’Us to create “the W orld o f N intendo,” a 

shop within a shop with all m anner o f products including games, t-shirts, toys and other 

paraphernalia (Shao, 1989). And at the 1990 Consum er Electronics Show, N intendo’s 

booth was not only the largest, in keeping with its sales, but also contained one o f  the 

strangest arrays o f  products from video games to action figures to breakfast cereals 

(Rogers, 1990). The cereals produced by Ralston Purina featured prominent Nintendo 

characters and sold w ell into the 1990s. The company also had a deal with PepsiCo to 

market its brand Slice using N intendo’s Super M ario Brothers (Shao, 1989). As a 

franchise, “Mario Bros.” is one o f the most successful examples from the video game 

industry. The property was spun off from an early Nintendo game, “Donkey K ong,” and 

has sold m ore than 39 million copies worldwide, spawned numerous video games and a 

movie. One poll o f  U.S. school children showed M ario him self to be more popular than 

D isney’s M ickey M ouse (M offat, 1990).

The company also spent considerable effort to make their consoles m ore than ju st 

machines for games. Recognizing the possibility o f  the rapidly advancing processing 

power o f  consoles, N intendo began to experiment with networking their machines. By 

1989, it was possible to connect a Nintendo to a modem and use it to check stock prices 

and financial information (Rogers, 1990).

N intendo’s control over the products played on their systems was also
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impressive. Research and developm ent o f  in-house products accounted for roughly ten 

percent o f Nintendo games; all other products were developed by licensed affiliates who 

were also responsible for m arketing costs even though Nintendo maintained the right to 

veto any game from being shipped. Companies with an idea had to develop the game 

according to specifications from Nintendo, get the com pany’s approval, pay for the cost 

o f  cartridge manufacturing, and agree not to supply the game to any other company 

(Moffat, 1990). M oreover, the company m aintained strict control over the technology 

for making both consoles and cartridges as a w ay o f minimizing the threat o f  third-party 

publishers encroaching on N intendo’s market (Pitta, 1990). So restrictive were the 

licensing agreements that even Electronic Arts, which had been selling games for 15 

platforms, only licensed 11 o f its more than 350 video games for Nintendo systems in 

1990 (Pitta, 1990).

The com pany’s control on the industry was so rigid that it drew attention from 

outside the industry as well. N intendo’s licensing policies became a sticking point in 

U.S. and Japanese trade agreem ents in 1989. Congress created a subcomm ittee to 

investigate the com pany’s practices, ultimately resulting in both the Department o f 

Justice and the Federal Trade Com m ission beginning preliminary investigations (Moffat, 

1990). It was during these investigations that N intendo’s grip began to slip. Companies 

began to reverse engineer, releasing games unlicensed for N intendo’s systems. Among 

those companies were the still floundering Atari and the ascendent Electronic Arts.

The study o f both Atari and Nintendo dem onstrate how far back the video game 

industry’s current structure goes. These policies o f  encouraged extreme concentration
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o f  ownership, tight control o f intellectual property, and the need to continually expand 

markets. There is also evidence o f labor practices which, as will be seen in Chapter Six, 

still exist today. These practices have resulted in a strict division o f  labor and have 

limited the effectiveness o f  workers in the industry to influence production. Finally, 

they also demonstrate the significant and long-standing ties between the video game 

industry and other media industries.

Conclusion

This chapter has focused on placing the history o f  video games within a 

fram ework o f  production and consumption. By recognizing that video games have been 

commodities from the beginning, it becomes possible to draw valuable conclusions 

about their production as well as their function and impact on society.

This first o f  these conclusions is that video games, both in function and design, 

have always been more than toys. The production o f  video games owes much to the toy 

industry, particularly its production schedule. But it also draws heavily from the 

computer industry as well as the motion picture industry. From computers, video games 

adopted the use o f rapidly advancing technology and planned obsolescence in order to 

keep its products viable. M oreover, the distinct production o f video games as software 

is a recent phenomenon. A num ber o f important companies in both computer software 

and video game software have only in the last fifteen years begun to fully differentiate. 

This accounts for the similarities in production and in attitudes about labor discussed in 

Chapter Five.
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Similarly, the video game industry has modeled its labor practices, the control o f 

its products, its relationships with retailers and advertisers, as well as how to best 

distribute them from the Hollywood film industry. As the industry has developed, it has 

recognized the need for both synergy and advertising. The example o f Nintendo is 

particularly instructive on these points. But the current structure o f  publisher-devcloper 

relationships discussed more completely in Chapter Four emerged early on in the history 

o f the industry. A nd like Hollywood, the industry has sought to retain tight control o f  its 

products while attempting to find new ways to synergize them more effectively. These 

attempts are discussed more fully in Chapter Four.

The second conclusion suggested by this history is that the industry has long 

recognized how untenable its existence would be if  supported only by the discretionary 

spending o f  children. From its earliest days, the industry has recognized and courted 

adult audiences. This has helped them to survive a num ber o f  m arket crises as well as 

forcing the industry’s distinction from the toy manufacturing industry. W here the 

industry has been traditionally weak has been in courting the global market, something 

that it has only begun to address successfully in the last decade.

Finally, because video games emerge from the development o f  computers as a 

means to train and dem onstrate the capabilities o f available hardware, they emerge as 

devices o f comm unication. Further, because video games present examples o f  some o f 

the first and strongest attempts at controlling content, their role as intellectual property - 

and as forms o f comm unication - w ould seem to be unquestionable. That the capability 

o f  video games as comm unication devices is only now truly being explored is a loss, but
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it owes itse lf in part - as does so much in the video game industry - on the limits o f the 

technologies available to it.

Chapter Four examines structure and control in the industry. As such, it begins 

by providing a snapshot o f  the current state o f  the industry, including major players. It 

then examines the relationships betw een video games and other industries. Particular 

focus is given to ties betw een video games and film, recorded music, 

telecom m unications, and advertising.
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CHAPTER IV 

STRUCTURE OF THE VIDEO GAM E INDUSTRY

As discussed in Chapters One and Two, there has been little systematic research 

into the structure o f  the video game industry. As one o f  a number o f  cultural industries, 

video games m ust be seen in the light o f  the economics and the logics o f  production 

which drive their creation. Chapter Three provided a history o f the evolution o f  video 

games as an industry from their emergence in the late 1960s from U.S. government 

research to a modern, concentrated m edia industry.

This chapter will describe the structure o f  the current industry and discuss the 

m ajor players. It also discusses the industry’s relationship with its consumers as well as 

to other industries will be detailed. The chapter will conclude by suggesting some o f  the 

prim ary logics o f  production which m otivate the industry.

Structure and the Cultural Industries

In the broadest terms, cultural industries m ust deal with both the production and 

distribution o f  content. These break down into specific formulations - markets and 

sectors - for each industry based on historical precedents. For example, the film industry 

is organized into a system o f production, distribution, exhibition and retail, while the 

recorded music industry follows a production, promotion, distribution format as well as
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retail. In contrast, the video game industry has developed a structure which is similar to 

both o f  these industries but which has been adapted to the logics o f a high tech, 

information industry. W hat this means is that unlike film or recorded music, the video 

game industry has incorporated as one o f its logics o f production a need to keep up with 

technological advances. In fact, it has incorporated them  into its business model as a 

means o f  keeping profits up. In contrast, the film industry has been shown to be slow to 

adopt new technologies and, as with digital cinema, has not yet been able to find a way 

to make the transition affordable (W asko, 2003).Similarly, the recorded music industry 

has found itself unable to adapt to advances in new technology (ESA, 2004, 2005a) and 

has had to resort to increased legal action to maintain its foothold. (Reuters, 2000a, 

2000b; RIAA, 2000).

Video Game Consumers

As a cultural industry, one o f the primary logics o f  production that video games 

must address is how to view the consum ers o f  its products. As Chapter Three 

demonstrated, the audience for video games has long been more than ju st children. But 

simply having some adults - or some o f any demographic - is not sufficient for a cultural 

industry. Instead, video games are constantly seeking ways to reach more consumers for 

their products. Thus, the industry seeks more adults and more members o f all 

demographics in order to continually increase revenues.

Video game consumers are surprisingly diverse. Conservative estimates
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of U.S. Video Game Players By Age
Source: (ESA, 2004, 2005a)

2004 2005
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Percent 50 and Older

Percent 18-49

suggest that as many as 50 percent o f  Americans over the age o f six play video games 

and approxim ately 17 percent o f  com puter-owning households include someone who 

plays online games (Bulkeley, 2003; ESA, 2005b). Not surprisingly, video games arc 

also trem endously popular with college age individuals. In the U.S., more than 65 

percent o f  students indicate that they play video games regularly (Carlson, 2003b). .But 

games are also popular with an older crowd. In the U.S., the average player age is 29 

years old, and at least 17 percent o f all gamers are over the age o f 50 (Emcling, 2004; 

ESA, 2005a). Figure 4.1 provides a breakdow n by age o f U.S. video game players.

These trends are true for international consumers as well.. For example, a recent 

study in Great Britain showed that only 21 percent o f  gamers were children or teens.
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Figure 4.2: Percent D istribution of U.S. Video Game Players by G ender
Source: (ESA, 2004, 2005a)
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A lm ost e ighty  percen t w ere age 20 or older, w ith alm ost 16 percent reporting  as o lder 

than 35 (Em eling, 2004). G lobally, the average age for a gam e player is 30 (W ingfield  

& M arr, 2005). In terestingly , older gam ers tend  to report an attraction to com puter 

gam es as a m eans o f  social building betw een generations, a suggestion that researchers 

have not yet studied.

H aving  ensured  that video gam es are popular w ith  both young and old, the 

industry has begun  to take steps to bring fem ale gam ers into the fold.. T heir first 

targeted attem pts have been to base gam es on  other m edia that is popular w ith  fem ales, 

including creating  gam es based on D isney ’s “L izzy M cG uire” and F o x ’s “A m erican  

Idol” (Sw ett, 2003). S tudies show  that already as m any as 39 percent o f  all gam ers are 

w om en (G rover, Edw ards, Row ley, & Ihlw an, 2005). The ages o f  fem ale p layers are
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Figure 4.3: Active Female Video Gamers by Country
Source: (ELSPA, 2004)
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striking: girls ages 6 to 17 make up roughly 12 percent o f the total video games market, 

while women over 18 make up 26 percent (Loftus, 2003). Figure 4.1 provides a 

breakdow n o f  U.S. video game players by gender, while Figure 4.2 provides a 

breakdown o f  the importance o f female gamers internationally.

______ The ch ief difference betw een male and female gamers seems to be what sorts o f

games they play and how. W om en tend to play more games on PCs and the Internet 

than men, while they make up an equal share o f  console players (Carlson, 2003b). 

W omen seem to prefer games, particularly online games, which are less competitive. 

And the industry has been only too happy to take advantage o f  the trend. One online 

game site, Real Networks, reports that approxim ately 70 percent o f its users are female, 

paying $6.95 a month for access to their game site. M eanwhile, Lycos indicates that
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more than 70 percent o f their subscribers are women (Swett, 2003).

Developers have begun to target older players in other ways. Beyond trying to 

find television and film synergies, they have begun to experiment with ties to music 

labels. Some features o f  these deals have not only allowed music to be prem iered in 

video games, but have also included actual m usicians as playable characters. M ost 

notable o f  these is the licensed “D ef Jam ” series o f games which feature popular 

musicians from the label and their music (Marr, 2005). The industry has also begun to 

factor nostalgia into the mix, including re-releasing “classic” video games such as Pac- 

M an and M issile Com m and to target gamers with more retro tastes (Schiesel, 2005b). 

One company reissuing games in this fashion says the audience for its games is heavily - 

more than 70 percent - people ages 30-59 (Khanh T.L. Tran, 2002b).

It seems logical that much o f  the recent success o f video games owes itself to the 

industry’s recognition o f the true diversity o f  its players. These differences arc 

reflected throughout the industry, from software production to a num ber o f  surprising 

responses in hardware production as well.

Video Game Industry M arket Structure and Revenues

As noted previously, this reliance on new technology is a distinguishing feature 

o f  the video game industry. Advances in graphics capability, storage capacity, and 

convergence o f  technologies have resulted in a periodic upgrades o f  hardware.

Typically this has taken place over a two to three year cycle, with the m ajor players in 

the hardware
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Figure 4.3: Video Game Industry Structure
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sector releasing new equipm ent with new specifications and higher capabilities which 

makes the old equipm ent obsolete. This upgraded equipment then necessitates changes 

in the games themselves.

As this suggests, there are two key areas o f the video game industry structure: 

hardware and software manufacture. In addition, the industry has developed extensive 

networks for promotion (and cross-prom otion) and retail agreements. M oreover, the 

developm ent o f  software, the most lucrative area o f  the industry, has a distinct structure 

which encourages the rapid, low-cost developm ent o f video game products by small 

firms which are then distributed or “published” by larger firms which absorb most o f  the 

profits. Figure 4.3 shows a map o f  the industry’s structure.

As noted previously, video games deserve to be considered as a separate industry 

from toys. W ithin the toy industry, however, they are the fastest growing segment
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Table 4.1
Revenues of the Top Four Companies in the Video Games Industry, 2003-2004

All figures are in millions of U.S. dollars and represent only revenues reported 
from video game related business segments.

Source: (EA, 2005; Gam asutra, 2005e; M icrosoft, 2005; Nintendo, 2005; Sony, 2005)

EA Microsoft Nintendo Sony Total

2004 $2,951.1 $2,876.0 $4,689.0 $7,502.0 $18,018.5

2003 $2,482.2 $2748.0 $4,203.3 $7,958.3 $17,391.8

% Change 18.9 4.7 11.6 (5.7) 3.6

% of Industry, 
2004

12.0 11.7 19.1 30.1 73.5

though the rest o f  the industry remains stagnant over the same period (Kang, 2005). In 

fact, i f  counted as part o f  the toy industry, video games make up more than half o f  the 

$20.3 billion dollar profits (Elkin, 2003). And the impact o f video games is only 

expected to grow. Current predictions suggesting that more the industry’s revenues arc 

expected to land between $50 and $55 billion in the next several years (Grover ct al., 

2005; M arr, 2005).

Globally, the impact o f  the video game industry is even more impressive. In 

2004, global revenues for the top seventeen companies in the industry topped $24.5 

billion, with the top four companies earning $16.7 and $18 billion on their own (2005e). 

Table 4.1 provides a breakdown o f  the top four companies and their revenues. 

Domestically, however, video games have had a rougher time, with industry totals 

dropping from $10 billion in 2003 to $9.9 billion in 2004 (W ingfield, 2005). 

Domestically, the top five software companies in the industry accounted for more than
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50 percent o f  sales; the num ber would be com parable to the global market if  hardware 

sales were factored in (Grover et al., 2005). Further, in the U.S. market, software sales 

grew from $5.84 billion in 2003 to $6.75 billion in 2004 (W ingfield, 2005). The profit 

margin on the developm ent o f games has also remained healthy; in many cases, it 

approaches a 25 percent m argin or almost three times that o f most m otion pictures 

(Holson, 2005a).

The transnational nature o f  the video game industry cannot be stressed strongly 

enough. Currently, there are three main product markets - North Am erica, Europe, and 

Japan (Dyer-W itherford, 2002). Products in these markets are regionalized, so that a 

game from one region can not be used on a m achine from another region. In Japan, 

almost 80 percent o f households own and play video games (Aoyama & Izushi, 2004). 

Japan is the second largest m arket for video games behind the United States and has 

served as the first market for a num ber of games (Robert A Guth, 2001). M oreover, it is 

home to two o f the biggest companies in the industry, Sony and Nintendo, both 

producers o f  hardware and software. The Japanese market is also notable because it has 

proven to be a rem arkable test o f which games will be successful globally (Nelson, 

1990a). In contrast, the European m arket has tended to be treated as the least 

consequential, and has been - as was noted in Chapter Three - often the last market for 

new hardware to be deployed (2005b; Ip & Jacobs, 2004).

W hat is perhaps m ost impressive about the video games industry is that it is still 

largely tied to a single quarter o f  sales for the majority o f  its profits. In 2003, for 

example, the industry sold roughly $7 billion in goods during the holiday quarter alone
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(Richtel, 2004). The majority o f these profits comes from the sale o f  software, 

particularly because many console makers have dropped their prices in recent years 

("Technology Briefing: Hardware," 2002).

Hardware

The first major area o f  the industry is the hardware sector. Video game hardware 

consists o f the platforms which games are played on -  consoles, coin operated m achines, 

personal computers, portable game players -  and the extra equipment which aids in 

game play -  joysticks, controllers, mem ory cards, network adapters, headsets, etc.

As noted in Chapter Three, the pace o f  hardware developm ent is a key factor in 

both the developm ent o f the market and new software. This is particularly true in the 

case o f consoles such as the Sony’s PlayStation line. But there are also matters o f 

convergence to be considered. Both personal computers and consoles are increasingly 

being designed as entertainm ent hubs, capable not just o f running software but also o f 

playing DVDs and CDs and even some forms o f telecommunication. Similarly, 

personal computers are being designed with increased multi-media capabilities including 

the ability to record TV program s, to display images, and manage household functions 

(Gnatek, 2005). At the same time, it is in the hardware sector that new ways o f bringing 

gamers together is being tested. Among the ideas being considered is online gaming via 

networked computers. Video game and technology giant Sony has already signed a 

deal with Butterfly.net and IBM  to network mainframe computers that customers would 

connect to for giant netw orked games (Bulkeley, 2003). W hile the deal creates a system
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rem iniscent o f  the early days o f the ARPAN et, it is significant because it would devote 

mainframes, some o f the most expensive hardware available, solely to video games.

Such a netw ork would allow as many as a million players to jo in  in a game 

simultaneously.

Another example o f  the significance o f the video game hardware sector can be 

seen in its impact on other media technologies. Sony’s upcoming PlayStation 3 system 

is to feature both a new form o f  com puter processor and the use o f Blu-Ray optical discs 

(Robert A. Guth, W ingfield, & Divorack, 2005). The Blu-Ray disc format is one o f two 

forms currently vying to be the format for the next generations o f  DVDs. The battle 

over formats has resulted in a number o f strategic alliances in Hollywood, with no clear 

winner decided yet. With no clear successor to the current DVD format, and with the 

Hollywood majors split, the adoption o f Blu-Ray by video games may well prove to be a 

significant impetus.

And the power o f consoles - and so, their reach - is changing as well. The 

National Center for Supercom puting Application at the University o f Illinois at Urbana- 

Champagne recently created a supercom puter composed entirely o f  linked 

PlayStation2's. The new supercom puter is particularly useful at rendering digital displays 

and as such could be o f use at organizations such as the U.S. Defense Departm ent where 

graphical capability is particularly important (M arkoff, 2003). M arkoff notes that there
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Figure 4.5: Market Share by Console, 2004
Source: (Slagle, 2005d; W ingfield, 2005)
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has been a shift in recent years, with computers with the fastest capabilities being 

developed for consumers rather than for government or business use. This marks a 

stabilization in the chip m arket which, as noted in Chapter Three, had been a problem  for 

the video game industry. But it also represents growth for the semiconductor industry 

which saw chip sales increase by alm ost three percent in 2002, in part due to the 

increased demand for gaming systems ("Technology Briefing: Hardware," 2002).

W hat all o f  these examples prove is that while the hardware sector may not be the 

m ost dynamic part o f the video game industry, it has more impact than it is often given 

credit for. And while there are developm ents in all areas o f the hardware sector, the 

m ost significant changes are occurring with the development o f  consoles. W hat follows 

is a discussion o f the various platforms for video games..
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Platforms: Consoles

By 2004, more than 120 million consoles o f various sorts had been sold 

worldwide (W ingfield, 2005). W hile this number is impressive as an example o f  the 

reach o f  video games, it is still a smaller num ber than the num ber o f  DVD households 

worldwide (MPA, 2005). But Sony, Nintendo and M icrosoft have new consoles in the 

works, and historically, each new console generation has led to an approximate 30 

percent increase in the num ber o f players (M arriott, 2005a). Figure 4.3 shows the 

penetration o f the various consoles and other m edia worldwide in 2004.

All three o f  the major console manufacturers are currently preparing to release 

new platform s with expanded features. All three have considerable resources and 

entrenched fans, but some analysts have noted that the console market has tended to 

support only two consoles over any lengthy period (B. J. Pereira, 2002). But demand 

has been high even for the soon-to-be out o f date consoles. In 2004, both Sony and 

M icrosoft had difficulty meeting demand for their consoles; this allowed both 

manufacturers to maintain their prices though both had dropped their costs to a loss the 

preceding year to help drive demand (Richtel, 2004). W hile the loss certainly had an 

impact, console makers typically make between $5 and $10 in royalties per game sold 

for their consoles (Grover et ah, 2005). In spite o f this licensing income, each o f  the 

three manufacturers is currently facing m ajor problems. M icrosoft has had continual 

losses from the XBox, which may have been as high as $1.2 billion per year for the 

company
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Figure 4.7: Console Market Share in Millions of Units
Source: (Taub, 2005).
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(Robert A. Guth ct al., 2005). In contrast, N intendo has had to struggle with having a 

young audience (B. J. Pereira, 2002). Sony’s problem s have been primarily internal. In 

2005, the company has dealt not only with shaky finances but also with the ousting o f  its 

chairman (Robert A. Guth et al., 2005).

The current line o f consoles are noteworthy for how far they’ve pushed the 

industry towards convergence as well as for their extensive catalogues. M ore than

2,000 games arc available for the Sony PlayStation 2 (Grover et al., 2005). And the PS2 

is able to play CDs and DVDs, to connect players and allow them to talk over the 

Internet, . It is currently the most popular console available, with more than 32.9 million 

units in U.S. households in 2004 (Robert A. Guth & Divorack, 2005; Slagle, 2005c).

This is more than triple the num ber o f the nearest competitor. Figure 4.7 shows the 

m arket share o f  the m ajor consoles in the U.S. market for 2004.
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The competition has been fierce for market share in the console sector. In 2002, 

both Sony and M icrosoft entered into an intense price war, dropping their prices in the 

U.S. m arket to $179.99 ("Technology Briefing: Hardware," 2002). M icrosoft also 

spent more than $200 million m arketing its console in 2001 to help promote its release 

(B. J. Pereira, 2002). In spite o f this, however, the XBox has lingered in second place 

in all markets, something M icrosoft has been working to address with the release o f  its 

next model, the XBox 360.

Analysts are uncertain about how important being the first to release the next 

generation o f  consoles will be. One estimate suggests that by getting their product in the 

marketplace first, M icrosoft will be able to move into the lead o f  the console market. If 

estimates are correct, this would propel M icrosoft to near a 38 percent o f  the market 

share while Sony would fall to only 32 percent (Slagle, 2005c). In addition, the 

company has made m oves to draw on converging technologies and to find and promote 

better software. The first step in this process has been to make XBox 360 games that 

arc high definition (HD) compatible. Their estimates suggest that by 2008, more than 

100 m illion homes in the U.S. will have HD compatible TV sets, and they want to be 

prepared to take advantage o f this (Snider & Kent, 2005). O f the three com panies’ new 

consoles, only the forthcoming Nintendo console will not be HD com patible (Taub, 

2005). Beyond this, the new console will be able to play DVDs and CDs, just like the 

previous version, but will also be able to rip music from CDs to a rem ovable hard drive 

which can be switched among consoles for easier file sharing. In addition, it will be able 

to stream videos and pictures from W indows compatible devices as well as digital
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cameras. The new console will also feature three processors which could make the it the 

most powerful home com puter on the market (M arriott, 2005a). This is significant 

because M icrosoft hopes to make the XBox 360 an entertainment hub, and its navigation 

system will be based on the W indows system (Bajak, 2005). Similarly, the next 

generation PlayStation will rely on a newly developed processor called a Cell processor, 

developed with partner Toshiba. These new processors are reportedly ten times as 

powerful as standard computer processors available currently (Slagle, 2005d). Like the 

XBox 360, it will be able to play CDs and DVDs, connect to the Internet, and potentially 

record TV shows (Khan T.L. Tran, 2002).

But M icrosoft has also stepped up its software marketing, with more than 900 

program m ers dedicated to providing software for the XBox and PCs. It is expected that 

the next generation o f consoles will drive development for new software and demand for 

new hardware devices (M arriott, 2005a). But the change in console capability equals a 

rise in prices for software developm ent and for new products, possibly pushing the price 

o f games up 20 percent (W ingfield, 2005). Cost increases can be risky, however, 

because a sizable part o f the m arket are children and teenagers, relying on discretionary 

income or the parents; spending (Gentile, 2005b).

Platform s - Hand Helds

Like consoles, hand held video games have a long and successful history. Unlike 

consoles, however, the industry has typically been dom inated by a single player: 

Nintendo. Until recently, N intendo controlled 98 percent o f the hand held market
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(Slagle, 2005a). N intendo’s latest product, the Gam eBoy DS, arrived in U.S. stores in 

Novem ber 2004, and the company sold more than a million units by the end o f 2004.

This is a rapid adoption even by current standards; for example, it took the Apple iPod 

nineteen months to reach the m illion unit level (Biersdorfer, 2004; 2005). Like consoles, 

hand-helds have begun to emphasize convergence o f technology, including the ability to 

play music and even TV (Khan T.L. Tran, 2002). Users also have the ability to 

connect and play games with up to fifteen other players in their vicinity through wireless 

capability (Felbcrbaum , 2005a).

However, in 2005, Sony entered the hand held market, hoping to cut into 

N intendo’s market share. W ith its PlayStation Portable (PSP), the company has 

attempted to attract a w ider audience for hand-helds. Most o f  the users for the 

GameBoy line have been children and teens, but Sony is hoping to attract an older 

audience. In its first month in Japan, Sony estim ated sales o f close to half a million units 

(Slagle, 2005a). In the U.S., estimates suggest that m ore than 475,000 units were sold in 

the first w eek alone (Snider, 2005). The initial production for the U.S. market was one 

m illion units, suggesting another adoption o f technology from video games that is much 

more rapid than in other industries (Felberbaum , 2005c; Kageyama, 2005). As with 

m ost o f its hardware, Sony first shipped in Japan, then in the United States, and will 

ultimately make the PSP available in Europe late in 2005 (Dawtrcy, 2005). Like the 

GameBoy DS, the PSP has online m ultiplayer functions built in (Felbcrbaum, 2005a).

But Sony has also been concerned with the losses it has given up to the iPod, and so the 

PSP is functional as an MP3 player as well. Part o f the com pany’s strategy has been to
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decrease its control over proprietary content, allowing the PSP to play a variety o f music 

formats in order to be more competitive (Kageyama, 2005). Initial game production for 

the PSP included 15 games by software giant, Electronic Arts, as well as a num ber o f 

mini-DVDs (Flynn, 2005)

Platforms: M obile Gaming

One o f the m ost interesting developm ents in the hardware sector has been the 

expansion o f  video games beyond consoles, PCs, and hand helds. The fastest emerging 

market has developed with video games and cell phones and online markets. In the 

U.S. there arc roughly 190 m illion cell phone users, but in spite o f the high adoption rate, 

only about 35 percent o f  the cell phones in the U.S. are capable o f playing video games 

(Noguchi, 2005; Richtel, 2005c). For the cell phone industry, any application which 

encourages more user time - whether browsing the web or playing games - pushes the 

profits o f the industry up (M arriott & Hafner, 2005). Current estimates project mobile 

gaming revenue at close to $ 1.1 billion annually, with, the vast majority o f  mobile 

gaming revenue from Japan and Korea. By 2008, the market for m obile gaming is 

expected to reach between $8 and $13 billion annually (Grover et al., 2005; IGDA, 

2005a).

Other Technologies

In addition to the variety o f  platforms, there is a substantial market for 

accessories for all o f  the platforms. Typically, accessories are licensed individually
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with the hardware m anufacturers as a way to take advantage o f platform capabilities. 

Common devices include speakers, m icrophones, wireless controllers, dance pads, and 

even extra power cords (Herold, 2004). A recent attempt at convergence has been the 

creation o f specialized video cameras for console platforms, such as the Sony EycToy. 

These devices allow video game consoles to be used for a wide variety o f  other pursuits, 

including capturing video and com m unication (W adhams, 2004). However, once these 

devices are created, it is typically up to software developers to find ways to take 

advantage o f them, which has limited the profitability o f  the hand held sector (Herold,

2004). Currently, hardware developm ent for most o f these other technologies, including 

mobile phones, occurs by small, independently owned companies. However, the rest o f 

the hardware sector is dom inated by three companies: M icrosoft, Sony, and Nintendo.

M icrosoft

W ashington based M icrosoft is the most recent company to enter the video game 

industry. Known for its operational and productivity software developm ent, the 

company has had less success with its attempts at video games. The company both 

manufactures platforms and publishes video games in addition to its other ventures. Its 

Xbox platform was launched in 1999 and the company has struggled to make a profit 

from its video game ventures in spite o f the success o f its Halo franchise. In 2005, the 

company released the version o f its console, the Xbox 360, which the company hopes 

will become a home entertainment hub. Its success may hinge on its use o f the 

com pany’s W indows operating system. Its ten person board o f  directors has ties to JP
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Morgan, AT&T, BM W , and a num ber o f  investment banks. The company was founded 

in 1975 (Hoover's, 2005; M icrosoft, 2005).

Sony

An electronics industry giant, Japanese based Sony has dom inated the video 

game console sector for more than six years. But before the company was known for 

video games, it was famous for its electronics including the W alkman, personal 

computers, and semiconductors. In the mid-1990s, the company expanded into media. 

Through its purchases o f  film studios, the company became one o f the giant cross

industry conglom erates dominating the global media landscape. Its media holdings 

include Epic and Columbi Records, Sony Pictures, and Columbia TriStar. Sony 

Com puter Entertainment, which m anufactures the PlayStation line and publishes games 

for the company, was founded in 1993 (Hoover's, 2005; Sony, 2005).

Nintendo

Founded in 1933, N intendo has worked its way from an arcade industry giant to 

one o f the leaders in video game platform  production. Its Gam cCube console is 

struggling with M icrosoft’s Xbox for second place globally, behind Sony’s PlayStation 

systems. But its Gam eBoy systems, including 2004's GameBoy DS, lead the hand held 

sector. In addition, Nintendo publishes video game software, and has focused on the 

children’s market (Hoover's, 2005; Nintendo, 2005).
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As has already been seen, software currently provides a majority o f the revenues 

for the video game industry. But because the software sector is relies on innovation in 

hardware, adoption o f a three to five year production cycle for software has radically 

altered the software side o f  the industry. Increasing graphics capability, now 

approaching movie quality, has lengthened developm ent time and dramatically increased 

the cost o f production (Snider, 2004). The rising cost o f  production, as well as 

marketing costs, have consolidated power in the hands o f  a few large software 

publishers, forcing sm aller companies - or developers - to fall into line (Dycr- 

W itherford, 2002). In the U.S. alone, more than 248 m illion video games were sold in 

2004, enough to put alm ost two video games in each household for that year alone. 

Alm ost sixty percent o f these sales were for consoles while alm ost 20 percent each went 

to PC and portable sales. Figure 4.4 provides a comparison o f  software sales by sector 

for 2003 and 2004.

A closer look at the best selling games provides a snapshot o f power in the 

industry. Between October and December 2004, for example, two games sold more 

than 3.3 million units in the Christmas selling season - Halo 2 and Grand Theft Auto:

San Andreas (Richtel, 2004). Other estimates suggested that Halo 2 sold more than 5 

million units by the end o f  2004, an impressive feat as it was only available for the 

XBox console (Fritz, 2004). Another game, World o fW arcra ft sold more than

240,000 units in its first twenty-four hours o f  sales in the U.S., Australia and New
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Figure 4.7: 2004 Software Sales by Country in Billions of U.S. Dollars
Source: (Croal & Itoi, 2004; ELSPA, 2004)
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Zealand. These numbers are impressive because in the video game industry only five 

percent o f  all games sell more than a million units. Equally impressive arc EA ’s 27 

games that broke the one million mark in 2004 (Grover et al., 2005).

Part o f  the industry’s success is due to its cultivation o f successful franchises. 

M icrosoft’s “Halo” franchise, which originated in 2001, has sold more than 12.8 million 

units and earned the company more than $600 m illion in revenue (Brodcsser & Fritz,

2005). It was so highly anticipated that prior to its release, the second title in the series,
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Figure 4.8: Software Revenues by Platform in Millions of U.S. Dollars
Source (ESA, 2005a)
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“Halo 2" had sold more than 1.5 m illion units in the U.S. alone prior to its release (Oscr, 

2004). It has sold more than 6.3 million units since its release (M arriott, 2005a).

“Halo 2" and “Grand Theft Auto: San A ndreas” sold almost as many units as all other 

top ten selling titles combined (H. Newman, 2005). Table 4.2 details the best sellers and 

their publishers for 2004.

Like the hardware sectors, software is an increasingly international business. In
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Table 4.2: Top Ten Video Game Tittles, 2004 
Source: (NPD, 2005)

Game Title Platform Publisher Release Date Average Retail Price

Grand Theft Auto: 
San Andreas

PS2 Take 2 
Interactive

10/2004 $49

Halo 2 XBox M icrosoft 11/2004 $52

M adden NFL 
2005

PS2 Electronic
Arts

08/2004 $49

E S P N 2K 5 PS2 Take 2 
Interactive

07/2004 $19

Need for Speed: 
Underground 2

PS2 Electronic
Arts

11/2004 $48

Pokemon Fircred 
w / adapter

GBA Nintendo 
o f  America

09/2004 $32

NBA Live 2005 PS2 Electronic
Arts

09/2004 $33

Spider-M an: The 
M ovie 2

PS2 Activision 06/2004 $43

Halo XBox M icrosoft 11/2001 $29

ESPN 2K5 XBox Take 2 
Interactive

07/2004 $19

1998, for example, Japanese software made up almost 50 percent o f  the software sold in 

the U.S. market, although this num ber dropped to 29 percent by 2004, because o f  moves 

by European, Canadian, Australian, and even Chinese software designers (Croal & Itoi, 

2004). In China, video games have become increasingly popular, in spite o f their 

unsanctioncd status. Games sales experienced a 56 percent growth rate between 1998 

and 2003, a figure representing only legitimate software sales in a country where pirated
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Table 4.3: Top 20 Video Game Publishers, 2005
Source: (Donovan, 2005; Hoover's, 2005)

Publisher 
and year 

formed

Revenue in 
millions of 

Dollars

Releases 
in 2005

#of
Internal
Studios

Percentage
of

Externally
Developed

Titles

Employees

EA (1982) $3,129.0 126 10 17 6,100

Activision
(1979)

$1,405.9 76 10 63 1,324

M icrosoft
(1975)*

$39,788 20 6 60 57,000

Nintendo
(1933)

$4,869.4 69 7 32 Unavailable

Sony
Com puter

Entertainment
(1993)*

$66,912.0 41 14 37 162,000

Ubisoft (1986) $618.9 65 13 55 2,352

Konami
(1973)

$2,427.5 78 6 15 11,047

THQ (1989) $756.7 94 11 55 796

Sega Sammy 
Holdings 

(1952/1975)

$4,794.7 75 7 31 5,047

Take Two 
Interactive 

(1993)

$1,127.8 42 13 67 1,435

Namco (1955) $2,491.2 35 2 51 Unavailable

Vivendi
Universal

Games
(2000)*

$29,026.0 43 6 72 55,451

Atari (1983) $395.2 67 6 70 492
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Table 4.3 continued

Publisher 
and year 
formed

Revenue in 
millions of 
Dollars

Releases 
in 2005

# o f
Internal
Studios

Percentage
of

Externally
Developed

Titles

Employees

SCI/Eidos
(1988/1990)

$55.7 35 5 51 139

Capcom
(1979)

$498.6 39 4 21 1,206

Square Enix 
(1975)

$598.3 19 5 21 1,412

Bandai (1950) purchased 
by Namco

49 3 51 Unavailable

Codcmastcrs
(1986)

$110.1 17 2 29 390

M idway
(1988)

$161.6 22 6 32 700

LucasArts
(1982)

Unavailable 9 1 89 Unavailable

* indicates that information given is for the parent company rather than the subsidiary

games are the norm (Executive Summary: Toys And Games in China , 2005).

Software developm ent also owes to the relationship between hardware and 

software publishers. It is not uncommon that a hardware manufacturer will license a 

publisher to create games based on their system s architecture rather than allow open 

source developm ent (Dyer-W ithcrford, 2002). Such ties are crucial as the time and 

budget to develop games have drastically increased. In 1983, the hit game “Froggcr” 

cost roughly $5,000 to develop; however, a top game in 2000 could cost more than $1
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million to develop and take up to 18 m onth (Delaney, 2003; Zito, 2000).. Development 

for major games can now take between 18 and 24 m onths (Levine, 2005d). Termed 

“Triple A” titles, best selling games can also cost between $10 to 20 million to develop 

(Richtel, 2005b). And with the next advances in hardware due to be released in 2006, 

some analysts have suggested that game prices may rise another $3 to 6 million (Dec, 

2005; Taub, 2005). Others have suggested that developm ent costs could triple (Gentile, 

2005b). As Chapter Six will demonstrate, the labor required to create games is likely to 

drastically increase, requiring ever larger teams o f developers to create each game 

(Robert A. Guth et al., 2005).

M icrosoft, which produces both its console and a considerable amount o f 

software, has begun to cut back production o f its own in-house games in an attempt to 

try and connect with innovative software developers. They’ve issued special developer 

packs and signed deals with well known Japanese developers in an attempt to increase 

their profitability (Robert A. Guth et al., 2005). One o f their biggest moves was to sign a 

deal with Hironobi Sakaguchi, the creator o f the Final Fantasy  series, to design games 

for the next generation XBox (AP, 2005b). The games created will first be made 

available in Japan, in an attempt to increase M icrosoft’s sales in a market where they’ve 

been doing poorly. Having a marketable name - either a game creator, development 

team, or even publisher - can m ake the difference in a gam e’s success. M icrosoft has 

had fewer major selling games than they would prefer, which has limited the com pany’s
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Figure 4.9: Percentage of U.S. Top Ten Titles by Publisher, 2001-2004
Source: (N PD, 2002, 2003a, 2004, 2005)
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effectiveness. Figure 4.9 breaks down the best sellers from 2001 to 2004 by publisher. 

Licensing is typically arranged between the publisher and hardware manufacturers. This 

means developers must negotiate, or more likely, be sought out by the more powerful 

publishers (W illiams, 2002). This has allowed m ost publishers to develop and license 

games across platforms (Dyer-W itherford, 2002). And, as Chapter Five will detail, 

publishers also negotiate cross-industry licensing, particularly with the global film and 

recorded music industries (Fritz, 2005c, 2005d). One o f  the m ost notable examples o f 

this is D isney’s recent acquisition o f software developer Avalanche as well as its 

creation o f  a studio in Vancouver (M arr, 2005). The Vancouver
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Figure 4.10: Best Selling PC Games in U.S. by Genre
Source: (ESA, 2004, 2005a; ID S A , 2003)
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studio was lured away workers from Electronic arts (Fritz, 2005c). It is D isney’s hope 

that rather than licensing its products to video game publishers, it will ultimately become 

one itself, m aking 80 to 90 percent o f its video game revenues in-housc (Marr, 2005).

Like feature films, revenue w ithin the industry has expanded beyond basic sales. 

Software publishers have taken a page from the Hollywood book, working to
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Figure 4.11: Best Selling Console Games in the U.S. by Genre
Source: (ESA, 2004, 2005a; ID S A , 2003)
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license their products in as many other formats as possible including movies, books, TV 

shows, and m erchandising (Bloom, 2001; Cooper & Brown, 2002; Elkin, 2003; 

M olcdina, 2004a; W ingfield & M arr, 2005). Licensing deals arc increasingly 

competitive and costly. In early 2005, EA spent more than $800 million to lock up an 

exclusive 15 year deal w ith ESPN (Grover et al., 2005).
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Software Genres

Currently, most video game revenue comes from the sale o f games. In addition, 

the industry has begun to gather revenue from subscriptions to online games, most 

commonly the M assive M ulti-Player On-line Role-Playing Game (M M PORG). In these 

games, players are often willing to pay m onthly subscription fees in addition to the 

initial purchase o f  the game (Irvine, 2004). These games let players create characters - 

or avatars - that they navigate through elaborate, expansive worlds while interacting with 

other players. This results in continued work for game designers who must keep the 

world updated and working (Schiesel, 2005a). But such games are risky and costly to 

develop; if the popularity isn ’t there, it can spell big losses for both the developer and the 

publisher (Delaney, 2003; Levine, 2005a; Slagle, 2005b),

One way some developers have tried to work around this has been to rc-relcase 

old best sellers for new platforms; this has dropped the cost o f  development while 

helping to ensure that they’re m arketing something likely to sell. French software 

developer Infogames has begun to reissue old Atari games for the latest platforms. The 

cost to develop these older games has been a little over $200,000 (Khanh T.L. Tran, 

2002b).

The industry divides games into a very particular series o f genres, which shift 

slightly depending upon the platform being considered. Figure 4.10 and 4.12 break 

down the genres and how they sell in the console and PC markets. There are a number 

o f distinctions which seem to influence how genres sell. For example, role-playing
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games are much more popular in the PC market. This seems to be related to the fact that 

it is much more comm on for PCs to be connected to tire Internet, though consoles have 

long had that capability. Surprisingly, the genre which draws the m ost revenue is not 

the action genre.

Sports games have become one o f  the most important genres available, with 

licensing deals between m ajor leagues and organizations generating tremendous 

revenue(AP, 2005a; "Business B rief — Sega Corp.: Alliance Is Formed W ith ESPN To 

Improve Sports Video Games," 2002; Fritz, 2005a). For software leader, EA, sports 

have helped propel the company to its dom inant position by providing stable, consistent 

selling games such as the M adden series o f football games (Wahl, 2005). EA ’s 

licensing deals with the NFL, ESPN and others have helped to insulate the company 

even from setbacks such as shortages o f  hardware shipping (Flynn, 2005). Statistics 

show, in fact, that EA is “the fourth largest capitalized software m aker in the world 

behind M icrosoft, Oracle, and SAP” (Lowenstein, 2005).

Just as the hardware sector is beginning to explore other forms o f  games - 

particularly portable and mobile phone games - so is the software industry. One area 

that is being explored is online games. These are games for which consumers purchase 

only access - there is no additional software required that cannot be downloaded. As 

indicated by figures 4.11 and 4.12, very little revenue has been made from games 

accessible only through Internet, hi 2004, these games - referred to in the industry as 

casual games - cost much less to create. Though their present sales are small - 

representing only about $250 m illion - they are becoming increasingly popular. One
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example is a game called D iner D ash , which has been sold exclusively on the Internet.

It has become one o f  the most requested games for downloading from a num ber o f  sites, 

including Yahoo Games, Real Arcade, and Shockwave.com. Presently it has sold more 

than 50,000 units at $20 per game, and it continues to sell almost 1,000 copies per day 

(M arriott, 2005b).

One reason that casual games are gaining more attention is the ease with which 

they can be transferred to mobile platforms, particularly cell phones. In 2004, software 

for mobile games earned revenues o f alm ost $204 million in the U.S. (AP, 2005c). 

Globally, however, one study suggests m obile games have sold more than 42.3 million 

units with revenues o f $1 billion (Gamedaily.biz, 2005). This has prompted a number o f 

Internet companies, including Internet giant Yahoo!, to enter the mobile games business 

(AP, 2005c). M obile games are also significant because customers arc typically billed a 

m onthly fee per game, usually between $1.50 and $3 per month, with somewhere 

between 25 and 35 percent o f  the profit going to cell phone carriers (Richtcl, 2005c).

The last area o f  software developm ent relics on the same premises as casual 

games - cheap production, sim ple gameplay - but has focused on integrating the 

educational and ideological potential o f  video games. Dubbed “serious games,” these 

are pieces o f  software which are developed for political or training purposes (R.

W allace, 2004). Examples o f  these games include “Dean for Iowa,” a game used in the 

Iowa cam paign for Howard D ean’s Presidency, and “VRPhobia,” a game created to treat 

phobia and other disorders based in cognitive theory. Because these games come from
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such varied sources, there has been little success in tracking the costs o f development, 

but they arc likely to become increasingly common.

Electronic Arts

Based in Redwood City, California, EA is the w orld’s largest video game 

publisher. Founded in 1982, the company has seen the industry rise and fall. In its 

early years, the company produced both productivity and video game software. But in 

the early 1990s, it refocused, making video games its priority. Unlike the other three 

industry leaders, it has focused solely on the development o f video games. However, 

because it is not tied to any single platform, it has capitalized on the competition 

between the three console giants as well as for personal computers (EA, 2005; Hoover's, 

2002, 2005).

EA has used its dom inance to take the industry lead in licensing and 

m erchandising deals. It has long-term arrangements with the NBA, NFL, ESPN, M ajor 

League Baseball, the Collegiate Licensing Corporation, and a num ber o f Hollywood 

studios. It has also made hit games based on the “James Bond,” “Lord o f  the Rings,” 

and “Harry Potter” franchises. As o f  2005, the com pany’s board o f  directors is made up 

o f  nine men. Among them, there are ties to major universities; CBS, W arner and 

Polygram records; the Omnicom Group, a leader in advertising; Babbages, Inc, a 

software retailer; General Electric, AOL, and Young and Rubicam advertising (EA,

2005; Hoover's, 2002, 2005).
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Activision

Santa M onica based company Activision is one o f  the oldest software publishers 

in the industry. Founded hi 1979, the company published a num ber o f games for the 

earliest video game consoles including the hit game Pitfall for the Atari 2600. It’s string 

o f  successes have continued, with games like Doom, Tony H aw k’s Underground, and 

Call o f Duty. The company has also managed a num ber o f impressive licensing 

agreements for m ajor media products. It has published games based on Lucas A rts’ “Star 

W ars” franchise, Sony’s “Spider-M an” m ovies, and D ream W orks’ “ Shrek” (Activision, 

2004; Hoover's, 2005).

The company has studios in the United States, the United Kingdom, France, 

Germany, and Australia. It’s eight person board o f directors includes one woman. The 

board has ties to Proctor and Gamble; a number o f  investment banks; Four Kids, Inc., a 

company focused on the licensing and m erchandising o f  children’s products; W arner 

M usic Group; and Random House (Activision, 2004; Hoover's, 2005).

Ubisoft

French software publisher Ubisoft is one o f the most successful software 

publishers in the world. The company was founded in 1986 and has offices in more than 

20 countries. Am ong the com pany’s hits are Prince o f  Persia: the Sands o f  Time, 

FarCry, M yst, and Tom C lancy’s Splinter Cell. In early 2005, Electronic Arts purchased 

a 20 percent stake in the company. The company currently has developm ent studios in
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Austin, Texas, Barcelona, Bucharest, Casablanca, Shang-hai, and Paris among other 

locations. Information about the com pany’s board o f directors was not available 

(Hoover's, 2005; Ubisoft, 2004).

Konami

Japanese based Konami is one o f  the more diversified companies in the software 

publishing sector. Founded in 1973, the company has gone through a number o f 

changes over the years. In addition to publishing video game titles for most platforms, 

the company is also one o f the major developers o f arcade games. But it also has 

interests in sports equipm ent, electronic toys, and casino gaming equipment. Among its 

hit titles are M etal Gear Solid, Castlevania, and Dance Dance Revolution. The company 

has studios throughout Asia, Australia, and North America. Was Information about the 

com pany’s board o f  directors was not available (Hoover's, 2005; Konami, 2004).

THQ

California based THQ was founded in 1989. The company m akes games across 

platforms, but has had great success m aking games for hand helds. In part, this is due to 

the com pany’s agreements with kid friendly companies like Nickelodeon and Pixar. The 

company has also produced products for M attel’s Hot W heels, D isney’s “The 

Incrediblcs,” N ickclodoen’s “ Sponge Bob Square Pants,” and for the W orld W restling 

Entertainment. The com pany’s six man board o f directors has tics to a num ber o f 

investment banks, Target Corporation, and Liberty M edia (Hoover's, 2005; THQ, 2004).
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Arcades

As video games have m oved increasingly into the home, the arcade itself has 

gone into decline in the U .S.(Vogel, 2004), and there is little cross-ownership by any o f 

the m ajor hardware or software developers and the arcade sector. W hile figures for the 

sector are hard to come by because many arcades are privately owned by small 

companies, one example is particularly telling. Arcade profits at college campuses, 

where arcades were once hot spots, have fallen steadily over the last decade. At the 

University o f  California Berkeley campus, profits have dropped from $400,000 a year to 

just over $50,000 while U C L A ’s arcade profits have fallen from roughly $700,000 to 

ju st under $250,000 per year (Rooney, 2003). But it is not uncommon for arcades to be 

used as test markets for popular games (M cCallister, 2005). This is particularly true in 

other countries where arcade games have maintained their popularity over the past 

decade. Nolan Bushnell, founder o f Atari and one o f the initial investors o f  Chuck E. 

Cheese Pizza Time Theaters, claims that video games have become about “social 

isolation” (Richtel, 2005a). This has led Bushnell to create a new scries o f restaurants 

with games available at the tables.

B ushncll’s attempts to create a new family friendly arcade experience arc not the 

only new visions for the industry. Increasingly, attempts arc being made to produce 

social spaces for older game players. One example is Playdium.net, which opened in 

College Park, M aryland, in early 2005. A local area network (LAN) was combined with 

first person shooting games to connect players (Bowen, 2005). Playdium .net relies on
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tournam ent gaming for its profits, but players can also purchase game time in half-hour 

increments. This is sim ilar to another major game center, Chicago’s Battletcch Center, 

which attracts players with high end video games that cost as much as $16 per hour 

(Nelson, 1990b). Playdium .net’s founder hopes business recruiters and governm ent 

agencies will begin to use games as a way to screen applicants, a market Playdium that 

may be able to capitalize on (Bowen, 2005). Such businesses have been more 

successful in larger urban areas. One such business, which draws on both Playdium ’s 

networked gaming model and on the high end games featured at Battlctech Center, is 

Dave and B uster’s, an upscale dining and gaming establishment targeted at adults. With 

more than 44 locations in the U.S. and M exico, Dave and Buster’s has taken the 

franchise model o f restaurants to create an alternative to the single owned arcade model 

{Dave and Buster's History, 2005). An interesting spin on these business models can be 

found in Eugene, Oregon, but rather than relying ju st on tournaments and in-store play, 

Big City Gaming has also incorporated game rentals and sales into their business model 

(Field, 2005).

Retail

Like the arcade sector o f the industry, retail has remained largely unaffiliatcd 

with the major producers. The one notable attempt by one o f the video game majors to 

enter into retail has been N intendo’s opening o f  retail stores. The number has remained 

small, however, and the success o f  the stores remains to be seen (Roscnbloom , 2005).

But like the film industry, rental revenues o f games are becoming increasingly
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significant and so it seems likely that the retail sector may receive more attention from 

hardware and software publishers in the near future. Currently, the largest video game 

retailer is Gamestop, which has more than 3,800 stores nationwide ("GameStop to 

Acquire Rival Video Game Retailer," 2005). In the 2004., they account for $3.8 billion 

in global sales (Gamasutra, 2005c). But the com pany’s recent deal to purchase rival 

Electronics Boutique, which has 547 stores overseas will help expand the com pany’s 

profits and scope. This gives Gamestop roughly a quarter o f U.S. sales; its next closest 

com petitor is W al-M art, which accounts for another 20 percent o f U.S. sales 

("GameStop to Acquire Rival Video Game Retailer," 2005). This heavy concentration 

means that the large number o f smaller, independent retailers have a harder time 

affecting the market in any substantial fashion. Table 4.4 breaks down the m arket share 

by retailer o f the game sales for 1999.

Video game rentals arc also heavily concentrated and share considerable overlap 

with the film industry. Figure 4.12 provides a breakdown o f the market share o f  major 

companies in video game rentals. It is important to note that these companies arc the 

same companies which dom inate video and DVD rentals in the U.S. (W asko, 2003). A 

more detailed analysis o f the ties between the video game and film industry can be found 

in Chapter Five. It should also be noted that game rentals occur exclusively for console 

and handheld platforms. Figure 4.14 provides a breakdown o f the market share o f game 

rentals by platform. It is significant that Sony games dominate rentals to a much higher 

which accounts for another 20 percent o f U.S. sales ("GameStop to Acquire Rival Video 

Game Retailer," 2005). This heavy concentration means that the large num ber o f
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Table 4.4 : U.S. Retailer Market Share of Software Sales, 1999
Source: (W illiams, 2002)

Console Software PC Software

W al-M art 19% Best Buy 15%

T oys’R ’Us 13% CompuUSA 14%

Best Buy 13% W al-M art 13%

Electronique’s Boutique 11% Electronique’s Boutique 12%

Babbages 8% Babbages 9%

smaller, independent retailers have a harder time affecting the market in any substantial 

fashion. Table 4.4 breaks down the market share by retailer o f the game sales for 1999.

Video game rentals are also heavily concentrated and share considerable overlap 

with the film industry. Figure 4.12 provides a breakdow n of the market share o f major 

companies in video game rentals. It is important to note that these companies arc the 

same companies which dom inate video and DVD rentals in the U.S. (W asko, 2003). A 

more detailed analysis o f  the ties between the video game and film industry can be found 

in Chapter Five. It should also be noted that game rentals occur exclusively for console 

and handheld platforms. Figure 4.13 provides a breakdown o f  the market share o f  game 

rentals by platform. It is significant that Sony games dominate rentals to a much higher 

degree than the com pany’s share o f  platforms globally, suggesting that there is still 

significant use and market for products on earlier platforms. Such entrenched usage 

suggests a more significant penetration for the industry than it has seen previous 

decades.

The retail sector is the public’s prim ary view o f  the video game industry and its .
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Figure 4.12: M arket Share of U.S. Video Game Rentals
Source: ("V id e o  Game Rentals by P latform , 2002," 2005)
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processes. As such, it draws continuous scrutiny from parents’ groups, who sec industry 

selling practices as responsible for putting questionable content into the hands o f  minors 

This has led to retailers adopting strict controls on their own employees, such as ages o f 

BestBuy’s recent policy prom ising severe penalties for employees who fail to check the 

shoppers (Ivry, 2005).

Regulation

Video games, as with many m edia industries, have been largely unregulated by 

the government. In part, this may be due to a perception that video games, as U.S.or 

anything else that could possibly amount to speech.” Ironically, this view has been 

shared even by the U.S. military even as it has adopted video games as part o f  an
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Figure 4.13: Share of Video Game Rentals by Platform
Source: ("V id e o  Game Rentals by P latform , 2002," 2005)
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ongoing public relations campaign for the military. The military view is that video 

games must be regulated because they are “ law enforcement training devices” (Kent, 

2003). These views, however, seem to be in the minority, as the most attempts at 

regulation o f  video D istrict Judge Stephen Limbaugh has said, “have no consequence o f 

ideas, expression, games have come from state rather than federal government, with 

attempts to regulate violent content and the sale o f games in Illinois, Alabama, Missouri, 

and W ashington (AP, 2005c, 2005d).

Like the film and recorded music industries, most regulation o f  video games 

within the United States has been handled by an industry board. The Entertainm ent 

Software Ratings Board (ESRB) has been active since the mid-1990s and has rated more
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Figure 4.14: Percentage U.S. and Canadian Video Game Sales By Rating
Source: ("Best S e lling  V ideo  Games," 2005)

U.S. Sales, 2003 Canadian Sales, 2004
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than 10,000 video games (Felberbaum , 2005b). Figure 4.14 provides a breakdown for 

sales by rating in the U.S. and Canada. The ESRB has been active in maintaining 

ratings standards. In response to demands for stricter controls in light o f  recent game 

scandals such as the discovery o f sexual content hidden in the code o f “Grand Theft 

Auto: San A ndreas,” the industry has even m oved to add a new rating, Teen, to its 

system (W ong, 2005). Ironically, sex has long figured into the m arketing o f  video 

games with a gamed called “BM X X X X” having been the first major title to include 

live-action nudity (Khanh T.L. Tran, 2002c). Flowever, in 2004, games rated that were 

“m ature” increased dramatically, with a 12 percent increase from the previous year
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alone. (W ingfield & Marr, 2005). Table 4.5 provides a breakdown o f  the ratings for 

the industry and their descriptions. M oreover, the Interactive Entertainm ent M erchants 

Association (IEM A), an organization representing 85 percent o f game retailers, requires 

proof o f  age from anyone purchasing games rated “mature” (Thorscn, 2003). M uch o f 

the debate about video game ratings ignores that most games arc favorably rated. In 

2004, 46 percent o f all games sold were rated “E .” As noted earlier, there is also a 

distinction between platforms with 64 percent o f all games for Nintendo GamcCube 

carrying an “E” rating (Felberbaum , 2005b)

Ironically, most attempts by states to ban the sale or rental o f violent video games 

have been struck down because they violated free speech rights (Tallon, 2005). Other 

countries, however, have not had sim ilar difficulties. In New Zealand, for example, the 

Office o f  Film and Literature Classification banned its first video game M anhunt in 

Australia ("Com puter Game Banned for Repetitive Violence," 2003). Little information 

is available on the video game industry’s efforts to self-police outside o f the U.S. and 

Canada, however.

M ore significantly, however, the governm ent in the U.K. has made moves to 

actively support the video game industry in their countries, a factor which m ay shift the 

balance o f  the industry and its employment in coming years (From Exuberant Youth to 

Sustainable M aturity: Competitive Analysis o f  the the UK Games Software Sector,

2001). Similar moves have been discussed in Australia and New Zealand. This 

suggests that the video game industry is seen as highly desirable for workers and for 

industry backing. The implications o f  this are discussed in Chapter Six.
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Table 4.5: Video Game Ratings
Source: The Entertainment Software Ratings Board

ctwrEHr w e d  a* 
E

EARLY CHILDHOOD

Titles rated EC - Early Childhood have content that may be 
suitable for ages 3 and older. Contains no material that parents 
would find inappropriate.

EVERYONE

MHTEHrWEB**
ESRB

EVERYONE

Titles rated E - Everyone have content that may be suitable for 
persons ages 6 and older. Titles in this category may contain 
m inimal violence, some comic m ischief and/or mild language.

T E E N

t
OHrEM" W E D
=*-~i ; i  -.1

TEEN

Titles rated T - Teen have content that may be suitable for 
persons ages 13 and older. May contain violent content, mild or 
strong language, and/or suggestive themes.

MATURE 17*

m

MATURE

Titles rated M - Mature have content that may be suitable for 
persons ages 17 and older. Titles in this category may contain 
mature sexual themes, more intense violence and/or strong 
language.

M irsm .r

m
I I U K R  -lit I H I  HA

ADULTS ONLY

Titles rated AO - Adults Only have content suitable only for 
adults. Titles in this category may include graphic depictions o f 
sex and/or violence. Adult Only products are not intended for 
persons under the age o f 18.

yin

Iff
RATING PENDING

Titles listed as RP - Rating Pending have been submitted to 
the ESRB and are awaiting final rating.
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In addition to regionally specific regulatory concerns, video games arc faced with 

many o f the same problems as other industries. The question o f video game piracy has 

begun to plague the industry almost to the same degree as the film industry. Software 

pirates from Russia, now one o f  the global leaders in piracy, have cost U.S. businesses 

an estimated $1.7 billion (Chazan, 2005). Similarly, the industry is faced with the 

problem  o f on-line file sharing, m ost recently a service called BitTorrcnt, which takes 

parts o f files from various computers connected to a computer network. Interestingly, 

though BitTorrcnt shares not only game but also movie and music files, but it had only 

received a single legal complaint as o f 2005 (Veiga, 2004).

The question o f intellectual property has cut both ways in the video game 

industry. Because many games, particularly M M ORPGs, result in players designing 

and creating content while they play, the question o f ownership has been muddled.

W hile there have been few legal consequences in the U.S., with players m ostly selling 

their “creations” over services such as eBay, in other countries, the legal question has 

received more attention (Castronova, 2001, 2002). In China, a software company was 

forced by the courts to compensate a player for lost “property” on their game. The 

player had spent more than 10,000 yen and two years with the game when his creations 

were stolen (CNN.com, 2003). Should sim ilar action be taken elsewhere, it would have 

serious ram ifications for the industry which has come to view online games as an 

important potential source o f revenue. It also would suggest a shift in what is m eant by 

labor, an idea taken up in Chapter Six.

Finally, there have been a num ber o f  other legal concerns which have impacted
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the industry. A number o f companies, but most notably Electronic Arts, have been hit 

with lawsuits from employees citing unfair labor practices {Jamie Kirschenbaum, M ark  

West, and Eric Kearns v. Electronic Arts, Inc., 2004; Khanh T.L. Tran, 2002a). These 

cases will be given more focus in Chapter Six, but arc significant for their potential 

impact on industry regulation. A second concern, not uncommon for the com puter and 

software industries, has been the question o f  patent violations. The m ost recent o f  these 

charges have centered around Sony which has been seeking damages from companies in 

Australia which have provided hardware that circumvents the com pany’s copy-proofing 

technology (2005d). But Sony was also forced to pay $90.7 million in damages after it 

was found that its PlayStation controllers violated another com pany’s patent (Fordahl, 

2005). Sim ilar infringem ent suits have been filed over software as well. Sega sought 

damages from Fox Interactive, citing similarities between the com pany’s The Simpsons 

Road Rage  and Sony’s Crazy Taxi (Fahey, 2003).

Because so much public concern over the industry has centered on violent 

content, it seems likely that the focus o f regulation - both within and outside o f the 

industry - will continue to deal with these factors rather than with production issues or 

struggles over labor and patents. Because there is considerable overlap between the 

industry’s concerns and those o f other media industries, a more detailed analysis o f  how 

video games arc tied to these industries is necessary and will be presented in the next 

chapter.
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This chapter has provided a snapshot o f the current video game industry and its 

structure. As discussed in Chapter three, the early video game business often tried to 

model itself after other media industries, particularly the film industry. Because o f  this, 

there arc similarities, not only in their structure, but also in the regulatory environment 

and legal issues the industries arc facing.

The video game industry is divided into four primary sectors: hardware 

manufacture, software developing, software publishing, and retail. Levels o f 

concentration arc highest in the hardware production and software publishing sectors. 

There is also significant overlap betw een the major hardware producers and the major 

software publishers. This concentration ensures that power in the industry rests with the 

hardware developers and software publishers. As the next chapter will show, this allows 

a very small subset o f the industry to control licensing deals and advertising dollars.

Such high levels o f concentration make it more difficult for new companies to enter the 

industry and limits the ability o f consum ers to influence the market. The retail sector is 

also highly concentrated, but has not experienced significant penetration from the 

owners o f the other two m ajor sectors. Both the level o f concentration within the 

industry and the system o f  organization are similar to other media industries. Certainly, 

this is partly because the video game industry modeled itself on other media industries. 

But it also owes to the nature o f  comm odification itself, which drives industries - 

information or otherwise - towards concentration.
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At the same time, the industry is seeking a broader consumer base. It has done 

this by experimenting with new formats like online and wireless gaming. As Chapter 

Five will show, the video game industry’s use o f licensing is another way o f trying to 

reach a larger audience. It has also worked to adapt to new platforms in order to stay on 

the cutting edge o f technology. This has been instrumental in contributing to the 

industry’s lead in m edia convergence. Technology has been at the heart o f the industry’s 

logic. By adopting production cycles which rely on planned obsolescence o f  hardware, 

the industry found a system o f maximizing profits both in hardware and in software.

This has also helped to concentrate the industry’s power, particularly in the hardware 

and software sectors.

One significant developm ent for the industry has been the international 

development which has existed since its beginnings. This is a departure from the models 

o f  the film and recorded music industries, which took longer to become international. At 

the same time, the industry has kept these markets separate through regionalization o f 

products and through localization, a process which will be discussed in Chapter Six.

The industry has worked to form ties between these industries both through cross

ownership (as with Sony) and through licensing and partnerships. These ties will be 

discussed more completely in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER V

VIDEO GAM ES AND O THER M EDIA INDUSTRIES

As discussed in Chapter Three, the relationship between the video games 

industry and other comm unications industries has a long history that is often neglected. 

Chapter Four provided a snap shot o f  how the current industry is structured. Because 

m ost industry revenues for video games have come from the sales o f  video games - 

commodities which rarely result in recurring purchases - one o f the areas the industiy 

has had seek out new ways to maximize revenue. By fostering ties with other 

communication companies, the industry hopes to capitalize on established brands.

But the interest in cross-industry ties has not just come from the video game 

industry. As video games attract an increasing share o f the audiences, other media 

industries arc beginning to take notice. Increasingly, video games arc becoming part o f 

the synergistic plans for other m edia products, from films to television and even music. 

This chapter examines the ties between video games and other media industries.

As video games have increased in popularity, they have consistently drawn 

audiences from other media forms. One study suggested that 52 percent o f video game 

players arc increasing the time they spend playing, taking time away from television 

viewing (Donaton, 2003). Y ounger audiences are also spending more time with video 

games; a recent study found that children had access not only to VCRs and DVDs in
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their bedroom s but also had considerable access to computers and game players. In 

fact, nearly a third o f  all children reported that when they’re doing homework, they’re 

also using other media forms (Armas, 2005). Video games have become so mainstream, 

that some experts even suggest that they will be a staple in most political campaigns by 

2008 (Foster, 2004b).

Video Games. Licensing and Franchises

Video game licensing has become big business. Licensed projects tend to 

comm and big audiences, and the industry has found that drawing on concepts with a 

proven track record increases the likelihood o f profitability (Levine, 2005d). In its 21 

year history, the Super M ario franchise has grossed more than $7 billion globally [Guth, 

“A G lobal...”]. But such franchises are rare. The m ost successful games have become 

franchises on their own, but because their library is limited, the video game industry has 

begun to seek out proven franchises from other industries, most notably film (Holson, 

2005a).

Part o f the attraction o f  other media industries to video games owes to their high 

profit margins. The typical profit m argin for a Flollywood studio on an individual film is 

around 10 percent, while game makers average 15 percent with the best making as much 

as 25 percent (Grover ct al., 2005). This suggests that film makers can make 

significantly more money on games than on films (Fritz, 2004). This is particularly 

impressive when considered in relation to the profit margins o f  m ajor Hollywood films. 

For example, each
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Table 5.1: Best Selling Video Games of All Time
Source: ("Best Selling Video Games," 2005)

Based on World Wide Sales in Millions of Units

Game Title Units Sold Publisher

Super Mario Bros. 40.0 Nintendo

Tetris 33.0 Nintendo

Super M ario Bros. 3 18.0 Nintendo

Super Mario W orld 17.0 Nintendo

Super M ario Land 14.0 Nintendo

Super Mario 64 11.0 Nintendo

Super Mario Bros. 2 10.0 Nintendo

The Sims 10.0 EA

Grand Theft Auto: Vice City 8.5 Rock Star

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone 8.0 EA

o f the Harry Potter movies delivered more than $100 million in licensed product sales 

(Elkin, 2003). Some licensing deals, however, involve barter rather than cash; for 

example, the use o f  the Aston M artin by EA in its games based on James Bond was part 

o f a licensed deal with M GM  studios. But the deal resulted in no direct profit for the EA 

(Elkin, 2002c). Increasing licensing revenue has been beneficial for Hollywood. In 

2002, Disney reported more than $13 billion in licensing while Time W arner drew 

alm ost $6 billion (Elkin, 2003). However, there is a danger in relying too much on 

licensed products. A ccording to a study by the ESA, more than one third o f all video 

game players would like to see fewer licensed games (Roch, 2004).
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Both video game and movie companies have recognized the importance o f older 

audiences and have begun to use licensing as a means to appeal to these audiences (J. 

Pereira, 2002). But both industries have also realized the importance o f  broadening the 

audience to include women, and the rise in w om en’s use o f  video games is part o f the 

attraction from both sides (O 'Connor, 2003). The most successful video game 

franchises have traditionally been rated “E” and targeted towards younger audiences. 

Table 5.1 presents the best selling franchises in the video game industry. Currently, 

when studios license rights to a video game company, they typically expect from $3 to 5 

million up front, plus up to nine percent o f the profits(Grovcr et al., 2005). And 

because video games typically cost so much more than even the most expensive film 

ticket, a video game has to be extrem ely popular in order to be as potentially profitable 

as a Hollywood film (Fritz, 2004).

But as video games have gained in popularity, the deals have changed, and the 

video game industry has begun to try for more advantageous deals. W hen M icrosoft’s 

“Halo 2" and R ockstar’s “Grand Theft Auto: San A ndreas” debuted in stronger numbers 

than m ajor movies released on the same day, it signaled to many a sea-shift in the power 

dynamics between the two industries (Fritz, 2004). “Halo 2,” for example, generated 

more than $125 million in its first weekend while hit movie “The Incrediblcs” earned 

only $70 million in the same weekend (Gentile, 2005b). Hence, the surprise when 

M icrosoft announced it would forge ahead on its own without the help o f Hollywood in 

developing a script and producing a film based on its hit franchise “Halo” (Brodesscr & 

Fritz, 2005).
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Video Games and the Film Industry

As Chapter Three demonstrated, the ties betw een the video game and film 

industries have existed since the earliest days o f video games. The first major 

companies in the industry all viewed themselves as expanding on the film industry and 

on the possibilities o f  film itself. M oreover, the film industry invested in video games 

and experim ented with licensing movies to games in the mid-1970s, hr fact, it is a 

video game based on the hit movie “E.T. the Extra Terrestrial” that is often used to mark 

the first decline o f video games in the early 1980s and one o f the reasons that W arner 

Com m unications pulled out o f the business (Kent, 2001). The 1984 failure o f  the 

“E.T.” game resulted in 5 million cartridges being sent to a landfill, representing the 

biggest failure o f the Hollywood/video game attempts at crossover (Grover ct al., 2005).

But by the 1990s, Hollywood was again interested in games. Com panies like 

Dreamworks SKG, Tim e W arner, and Disney, as well as other media giants, began to 

build their own game developm ent units. Ultimately, these developments faltered due 

to high developm ent costs and a limited view from Hollywood about what video games 

could do (Holson, 2005a). Figure 5.1 compares the revenues from software sales and 

H ollyw ood’s box office from 1995 through 2001. By the late 1990s, Fox and 

Dreamworks had all but abandoned their game units, preferring instead to license their 

content and allow the video game industry to risk the high costs o f developm ent (Grover 

ct al., 2005). But it was during this period that the first major in-roads for licensing 

games into Hollywood films began. Table 5.2 details movies based on video games
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Figure 5.1: U.S. Video Game Software Sales and Film Box Office Receipts
In millions of U.S Dollars

Source:(ESA, 2002a; MPA, 2005)

□ Video Game 
Software

■ U.S. Film Box 
Office

1995 1997 1999 2001

during this period. And yet, starting in 2003, a third foray into the video game industry 

is in progress with Hollywood majors restructuring their franchise models to better allow 

game developm ent o f a variety o f properties from the extensive libraries o f content 

owned by the major Hollywood players (Diamante, 2005).

W ith the video game industry again appearing highly profitable, it is not 

surprising that Hollywood is again trying to figure out its relationship to video games.

In spite o f  the high profitability o f video games, which has surpassed U.S. box office 

sales, Hollywood is still the stronger party (Diamante, 2005). Not only docs the film 

industry have a more extensive catalogue, but they also have more ways to ensure profit 

from a concept. By m arketing the idea for a film or a video game through all o f  film ’s
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ancillary markets, profitability is much more certain for a company than it is with just a 

single commodity. In contrast, video game revenues depend primarily on sales with a 

small amount coming from game rentals. M oreover, video games typically have a shelf- 

life o f roughly three months, unlike films which can be released and rc-rclcascd over a 

longer period o f time (Grover et al., 2005). But increasingly, video games and film arc 

becom ing an integral part o f the synergy strategy. In 2002, more than 100 games were 

being developed based on movies and video releases (Tramain, 2002). And in 2005, 

when Sony scheduled the launch o f its PlayStation Portable platform, United Pictures 

International released a number o f  m ovies specially formatted for the device (Dawtrcy, 

2005). W hile typically video games have been released on or close to the release date o f 

m ajor films, in order to benefit from the marketing o f films, increasingly the release date 

is being pushed back to coincide with DVD releases and other film promotions (Elkin, 

2002c; "Video Games Go to the Movies," 2003).

Owing perhaps to their past failures, this time, Hollywood has been slower to 

dive into the video game waters. Am ong the first to look into the market were Viacom  

and Time W arner ("M edia Giants Suit Up to Take On Video Games," 2004). But 

Disney has taken more decisive steps, purchasing a Vancouver studio and luring a 

developm ent team  away from Electronic Arts (Fritz, 2005c). After the success o f  its 

“Toontown” game, Disney has begun to eye the online game sector in particular and 

plans to develop an online game based on its successful “Pirates o f the Carribcan” 

franchise. The game is due to launch in the summer o f  2005 (Fritz, 2005d). In addition, 

through the acquisition o f  Avalanche studios, Disney hopes to find games that the
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company can develop movies from (Fritz, 2005c). Flowever, Disney faces one problem 

- currently 90 percent o f the com pany’s video game revenue comes from sales to 

children while the industry is shifting towards increasing adult sales (Marr, 2005).

Other companies have limited their involvement to licensing. Param ount has 

begun to license video games from M idway Games for film production. Three movies 

were released in 2003 based on video games, Resident Evil, House o f  the Dead, and 

Tomb Raider 2 (Herold, 2003a). Films are slated to be made based on at least two 

games, Area 51 and Fear and Respect (Holson, 2005a). And producer Uwc Ball has 

raised more than $47 million to invest in Hollywood versions o f games Bloodrayne  and 

Dungeon Siege  (D. Harris, 2004). All o f these games fit the Hollywood action formula, 

which has been so successful internationally (W asko, 2003). Surprisingly, the type o f 

H ollywood companies seemingly best capable o f  making the leap to producing their own 

video games - animation studios - have been preferred to sign outside licensing deals. 

Among those companies seeking outside game production include Pixar, Dreamworks 

Anim ation, and Fox’ animation studios (Fritz, 2005i).

One o f the biggest areas for development has been children’s entertainment 

franchises. Pixar’s deal with THQ Games is just one example. M ore significantly, the 

adaptations o f  “ Shrek 2,” “The Incredibles,” and “The SpongeBob SquarcPants M ovie’’ 

were among the biggest sellers o f  2004 (Fritz, 2005i). And video game publisher 

UbiSoft has recently agreed to a multi-picture deal to produce games based on two of 

Sony Pictures’ animated movies, “Open Season” and “S u rf  s U p” (Fritz, 2005i). But
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Table 5.2: Top Ten Movie Grosses of Films Based on Video Games
Source: (E LS P A , 2003; W asko, 2003)

Film Title Film Studio Game Publisher Adjusted Gross 
in millions o f 
U.S. Dollars

Release Date

Lara Croft: 
Tomb Raider

Paramount Eidos $131.2 2001

Pokemon: The 
First Movie

W arner
Brothers

Nintendo $95.5 1999

M ortal
Kombat

New Line M idway $91.7 1999

Pokemon: The 
M ovie 2000

W arner
Brothers

Nintendo $45.9 2000

Street Fighter Universal Capcom $45.3 1994

M ortal
Kombat:
Annihilation

New Line M idway $44.3 1997

Final Fantasy: 
The Spirits 
W ithin

Sony Square/Nintendo $32.1 2001

Super Mario 
Bros.

Disney Nintendo $28.6 1993

Resident Evil Sony Capcom $17.7 2002

Pokemon 3: 
The Movie

W arner
Brothers

Nintendo $17.1 2001

movie tie-ins are not guarantees o f  success. O f all the video games based on films in 

2004, only the game based on “Spider-M an 2" made it into the top ten sellers for that 

year (Levine, 2005d). Because o f  this, Hollywood and the video game industry have 

been cementing their tics, particularly focusing on children’s games. Among the higher 

profile deals was a five year exclusive arrangement between Nickelodeon and THQ,
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which was reportedly worth more than $75 m illion (Fritz, 2005a).

One o f the more interesting licensing trends is the video game industry taking 

advantage o f Hollyw ood’s extensive catalogue o f films. Based on the success o f recent 

licensing deals like “Harry Potter” and “the Lord o f  the Rings,” a num ber o f games arc 

going to be released based on older movies (W ingfield & Marr, 2005). EA recently 

licensed the rights to the “G odfather” trilogy from Paramount and is hoping to build 

buzz in time for a Christmas release (Grover et al., 2005). Similarly, Take Two 

Interactive Software has released a game based on the 1979 cult hit “The W arriors” 

(W ingfield & M arr, 2005). There is even a game being made based on die character o f 

“Dirty H arry,” produced in conjunction with Clint Eastw ood’s M alpaso Productions and 

W arner Brothers Interactive Entertainm ent (Robischon, 2005; W ingfield & M arr, 2005). 

The game is reported to include scenes and characters from across the franchise, though 

no reference to the previous Dirty Harry game, made in 1990 for Nintendo, is expected 

(Robischon, 2005). Other m ovies from the vault due to be transferred to video games 

include “Taxi Driver” and “Scarface,” produced by M ajesco Entertainm ent and Vivendi 

Universal Games respectively (W ingfield & Marr, 2005).

For the video game industry, the move to exploit H ollyw ood’s catalogue makes 

sense. The rights to older films are much cheaper than developing a new concept. 

Estimates suggest that the rights to an older film can run between $150,000 to $400,000, 

much cheaper than the $1 million and more for a new release. But unlike releases based 

on current movies, such games don’t receive the benefit o f  the marketing provided by 

the promotion o f  new Hollywood films. Because major games can now cost more than
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$10 m illion to produce, w ithout the benefit o f  H ollyw ood’s m arketing dollars, a licensed 

game may need to sell as many as half a million copies in order to be profitable (Levine, 

2005d).

Perhaps no better example o f H ollyw ood’s exuberant adoption o f video games 

can be found than the recent “Enter the M atrix” online video game developed by Shiny 

Entertainm ent and published by Atari (Herold, 2003b). W ith a budget o f  roughly $20 

million, higher than m ost video games, the game included an hour o f filmed scenes and 

another hour o f animation. (Delaney, 2003). The game, released more than two years 

after the last “M atrix” movie, was hoped to bring in $500 million between 2003 and 

2006 if  successful. Unfortunately, the game has proved relatively unpopular and has 

received bad reviews, resulting in its sale from W arner Brothers to Sony (Fritz, 2005h).

But the future may not be all roses for video games and Hollywood.. Recent 

plans by M icrosoft to work around Hollywood and develop its own movie for the “Halo” 

franchise has raised eyebrows in the film industry(Fritz, 2004; Grover ct al., 2005). 

Though not directly a response, a num ber o f Hollywood companies are considering 

tightening policies on video game production. The head o f W arner Brothers’ new game 

division, Jason Hall, stirred the hornets’ nest by insisting that licensed games that do not 

m eet minimum quality standards set by W arner Brothers will receive decreased royalties 

(Holson, 2005b).

The second m ajor area o f confrontation has centered around the increasing need 

for Hollywood talent to work in video games. Increasingly, video games arc requiring 

A-list voice talent to help them succeed (Brodesser, 2005). But Hollywood and the
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Screen Actors Guild have been insisting on higher royalties for voice work, something 

that the video game industry isn’t certain it can afford (Fritz, 2005f, 2005g). In m ost 

cases, unless a game company has permission from an actor, it cannot use the actor’s 

likeness in a game (W ingfield & Marr, 2005). This has led to some strange conflicts, 

including the absence o f M ichael Corleone (voiced by Al Pacino) in the games based on 

“The G odfather.” Even the Governator, Arnold Schwarzenegger, has begun to license 

his voice to games based on “The Term inator” franchise (AP, 2003). But, as will be 

seen in Chapter Six, the video game industry - like most high tech industries - has little 

experience in dealing with unions and guilds.

Finally, the increasing sophistication and availability o f game design programs 

included with many video games has begun to encroach on Hollywood. A num ber o f 

games include built in movie-making tools that allow players to m ake and modify their 

own anim ation ("Dcus ex machinima?," 2004). This animation, term ed “m achinim a,” 

can rival the graphical capabilities used to create movies like “ Shrek” or “Finding 

N em o’ ("Dcus ex machinima?," 2004; Levine, 2005c). M achinima has been used by 

Spike TV to help create shorts for its 2003 video game awards program  and by Stephen 

Spcilberg to help storyboard his m ovie “A .I.” ("Deus ex machinima?," 2004). It has 

also becom e a staple o f  video game marketing campaigns and has influenced the 

developm ent o f a num ber o f television shows and Internet shorts based on video games 

(Levine, 2005c).
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Like m otion pictures, television and cable been forced to come to grips with the 

increasing popularity o f  video games. Because viewership for top broadcasters fell 

almost 22 percent in the 18 to 34 age bracket and was down 7 percent overall in 2003, 

both the cable and television industries have been seeking ways to take advantage o f 

video games (Donaton, 2003). In an attempt to avoid declining audiences, television -  

and particularly, cable networks - has begun to try attract audiences by experimenting 

with video games. In 2003, two series, “Pirate Island” and “ ...hack/sign” featured 

characters trapped in video games (Herold, 2003a). And major cable networks like 

Spike TV, MTV, and the Game Show Network are getting involved as well, focusing on 

original program ming that relies on video games ("TV Execs Go Gaga Over Gaming,"

2003). Spike TV hosts annual game awards, the second of which featured not only 

award winning games but rock stars and previews o f  upcoming games (Brcznican,

2004). Com cast launched its all video game network, G4, in 2002 (Sicbcrg, 2002), 

which was estimated to reach somewhere between 15 and 54 m illion viewers (Stanley, 

2004a).

Like the film industry, major players in television and cable arc signing licensing 

deals with the video game industry and m aking games based on hit TV shows. Toy and 

video game producer Bandai has signed deals with a variety o f  networks, including the 

WB, the Disney Channel and the Cartoon Network, to make games and toys based on 

their properties (Fritz, 2005c). Fox N etw ork has even signed a deal with Will Wright,
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the creator o f  E A ’s hit game The Sims, to create original television projects for the 

network ("TV Execs Go Gaga Over Gaming," 2003). Popular program formats include 

comedies based on video games, game award ceremonies, and even interactive shows 

which work in conjunction with games and online web sites. Licensing for television 

and cable is becoming a vital source o f  revenue. For instance; N ickelodeon’s various 

deals brought in more than $2.5 billion in licensed sales in 2002 (Elkin, 2003).

No netw ork has been more aggressive in its work with video games than MTV. 

The network has been at the forefront o f promoting games with their advertising and in 

their programs. Typically this promotion has been in exchange for a take o f game 

revenue. M T V ’s first m ajor agreement was with M idway Games, a company majority 

owned by Sumner Redstone. The first game in the alliance is to feature the stars o f 

M TV ’s “Pimp My Ride.” As part o f the arrangement, M TV will consult on the gam e’s 

soundtrack, will sell in-game advertising and lend its logo to the package (Levine, 

2005b). M TV has also experim ented with machinima. On its second network, MTV2, 

one o f  the m ost popular shows is “Video M ods,” which features music videos designed 

by machinima and featuring popular video game characters (Donaton, 2005). And just 

like the popular music network, m usicians are finding new ways to get into the game as 

well.

Recorded M usic

O f all the media industries, recorded music has one o f the longest and most 

consistently profitable relationships with video games. In 1994, R oad Rash was
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released by Electronic Arts, and it was one o f the first games to embrace music tie-ins 

(Cunco, 2004). Since then, a num ber o f  m ajor games have featured new music and 

record deals. In October 2002, Epic Records released seven albums to accompany the 

hit game ‘Grand Theft Auto: Vice City,” featuring a wide variety o f formats (Garity,

2003). For some, video games have become the “new radio,” the ideal way to get 

exposure for new and upcoming releases (Cuneo, 2004).

The m ost notable collaboration between the recorded music industry and video 

games was the recent deal signed by Electronic Arts with D ef Jam Records. As part o f 

the deal, EA is to pay D ef Jam ’s parent company, Universal M usic, licensing fees, while 

D ef Jam is to receive royalties for use o f the label’s name. The first release under the 

deal, “D ef Jam Vendetta” featured more than ten o f the label’s artists and previewed a 

num ber o f their songs (Tram ain, 2003). The move is significant because it was an 

active attem pt on both EA and D ef Jam ’s part to target older audiences (M arr, 2005).

The second collaboration o f the two games was introduced by rapper Snoop Dogg at the 

second Spike TV video game awards. The game combines wrestling and rap, and is 

titled “D ef Jam: Fight for N Y ” (Breznican, 2004).

One other interesting licensing developm ent has been developed in conjunction 

with the music industry. Pointing to the success o f Christian pop music, which now 

makes up roughly seven percent o f all pop music sales worldwide, consumers have 

suggested that Christian video games m ight also be a lucrative area to be tapped. Based 

on this success, game developers are beginning to experiment with formats for designing 

Christian based niche video games. One company, N ’Lightning has shipped more than
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80,000 units o f  its first game Catechuman. There are even Christian first person 

shooters, such as the game Eternal War. Developm ent costs for these niche games have 

run betw een $2.5 and $4 million, a large portion o f which - roughly $500,000 - has gone 

to license the game engine (Dee, 2005).

Books and Publishing

One area o f  the video game industry which hasn’t received much attention is the 

publication o f  strategy guides. Currently, the strategy guide industry produces roughly 

$100 million in sales each year (Snider, 2004). This area is dominated by a single 

publisher, Prima Games, which controls more than 90 percent o f the industry ("Strategy 

Guide Industry," 2005). It is not uncommon for strategy guides to sell more than a 

million copies. Prim a’s strategy guide for “ Halo 2" sold more than 250,000 in its first 

day at a cost o f $16 per guide. And it is becoming more and more common for “making 

of...” guides to games to be released and become best sellers. Del Ray Publishing 

distributed 50,000 o f  its book “The Art o f Halo,” at a cost $21.95. (Snider, 2004).

Books have also inspired video games. Ubisoft is creating games drawing on 

the work o f Tom Clancy who helped create the successful Splinter Cell franchise. The 

first two games in the franchise have sold more than six million units worldwide. Clancy 

has created two other game franchises: Rainbow Six  and Ghost Theory. And these 

franchises have been so successful that there is Hollywood interest as well. Paramount 

slated to make a film based on the “Splinter Cell” franchise (M cNary, 2004).
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Sports and Video Games

Sports, too, have felt the impact o f video games. Since 2000, television 

broadcast ratings for sports programs have fallen among males between 12 and 34 

(Schicscl, 2005c).

No genre m aximizes economies o f scale and the benefits o f  licensing quite as 

well as sports video games. In 2004, these games made up 19% o f the $6.2 billion in 

U.S. software sales (W ahl, 2005). But how much impact do video games have? As 

Sandy M ontag, agent to sports comm entator John M adden, puts it, “John M adden’s Q 

rating is in the top ten o f all sports and higher than any current football player, and a lot 

o f  that is due to the video games.” (Schiesel, 2005c).

For a franchise that hit $1 billion in sales by 2004, that statement should be 

surprising (Cuneo, 2004). In 2004, “M adden NFL 2005" for the PlayStation 2 ranked 

third in games sold for the year. The 2003 version ranked first (W ahl, 2005). And 

for the developers o f the M adden Franchise, Electronic Arts, that’s ju st the beginning.

Competing against Sega Sammy Holdings and Take Two Interactive in the sports 

genre, EA has scored a num ber o f coups (AP, 2005a). In 2004, EA signed separate 

deals with the NFL, ESPN, NBA, and the Collegiate Licensing Association (CLC). The 

ESPN deal is a record 15 year exclusive arrangement, and drew ESPN licensing away 

from competitor Sega (Fritz, 2005a; W ahl, 2005). The deal is part o f  a growing trend for 

long-term arrangements rather than one-off licensing pacts. In exchange for the 

exclusive use o f  ESPN ’s logo and images, EA is believed to have paid more than $750
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m illion with some o f  the money earm arked for m arketing, commercials and other

promotion (AP, 2005a). Similarly, EA signed a five year exclusive deal with the NFL .

But perhaps most stunning was the six year deal with the Collegiate Licensing

Corporation (CLC), which grants EA exclusive rights not only to NCAA teams, but also

to stadiums and schools for college football games. Financial details arc not available,

but since the CLC doesn’t sell their games internationally, it is expected to be less than

either the ESPN or NFL deals. In addition, the deal allows the company to produce

games for all consoles and platforms, including handheld devices (Gamasutra, 2005a).

Like the M adden brand, E A ’s NCAA Football 2005 was a major seller, topping more

than 1 million copies in 2004.(EA, 2005).

The NBA, however, has taken a different tact. NBA Com m issioner David Stern

describes the league’s dilemma this way:

I  was on a panel recently where someone asked me what my worst fe a r  was. It 
was that as video games got so graphically close to perfection and you could  
create your own players - their hairdos, their shoes - that there m ight be a battle 
between seeing games in person or on television and seeing it p lay out on a video 
gam e  (Schicsel, 2005c).

And so the NBA has opted to license to five publishers rather than any single one. Its

arrangement, lasting between five and six years, was worth $400 million. The five

publishers were EA, Take Two Interactive, Atari, M idway Games, and Sony Computer

Entertainment ("N.B.A. to Announce Deals W ith Five Video Game Publishers," 2005).
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V ideo Games and A dvertis ing

Unlike m ost media industries, the relationship between video games and 

advertising is still in a state o f  flux. W hile the industry has recognized the importance 

o f marketing and licensing, it is still struggling to find a way to take best advantage o f 

the demographic it is pulling together. Roughly 36 million people in the U.S. play 

video games at least five hours a week. That population is expected to double by 2009; 

among those players are a substantial num ber o f 18 to 34 year old males, one o f  the most 

covertcd groups in advertising (Stanley, 2004a, 2004b). In 2003, marketers spent a 

little over $414.1 million on advertising in video games; in contrast they spent roughly 

$8 billion on television advertising (Stanley, 2004a). This is just a small portion o f the 

advertising spending in the U.S. For 2003, while consumers spent alm ost $ 178.4 billion 

for media, advertisers spent $175.8 billion on ads. W hen institutional ad spending is 

factored in, the amount increases to $316.8 billion (Donaton, 2005). Figure 5.2 

compares the increase in U.S. m arketing expenditures by industry.

Put in context o f such spending, it is no wonder the video game industry is 

working to ensure its products are well received. This helps explain the reliance on 

franchises and licensed games in spite o f increasing pressure from audiences to minimize 

them. As video games become more integral in brand building, their placement into 

media campaigns has changed. Increasingly games are being released further from the 

release dates o f the products they’re being tied to. For example, both The Ineredihles 

and Shrek 2 video games were released months after the films they were released months
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Figure 5.2: Average Change in Market Spending by Industry, 1997-2002
Source: (ELSPA, 2003)
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after the films they were based on, but this may have allowed the franchise's 

profitability to be extended (Diamante, 2005). The video game industry has adapted 

this practice, using m arketing from previous games to help its own franchises. Sequels 

have become common practice in the industry because they are seen as a way to 

decrease risk and developm ent costs (W ahl, 2005). Unlike the film industry, however, 

many video game companies try to integrate marketing from the very beginning o f  the 

process o f  developing a game (M iller, 2005).

Video game industry spending on ads is already significant and seems poised to 

grow. In 2002, in conjunction with the launch o f  the PlayStation 2, Sony spent $250 

m illion in m arketing in North Am erica alone (Cuneo, 2002). M icrosoft topped this 

amount in promoting the XBox. Globally, the company spent $500 million, with $350 

earm arked for the United States (Elkin, 2002d). And because the industry still relies on
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a production cycle geared towards Christmas sales, a majority o f advertising dollars have 

been spent in the fourth quarter o f each year (Hein, 2002).

But the perceptions o f the importance o f video games and advertising are 

changing. By 2009, advertising revenue for the industry is expected to reach $562 

m illion (Gentile, 2005b). W hile the most recent video game m arketing has relied on the 

instincts o f  the advertisers, moves are being made to become more systematic (W augh, 

2005). First, advertisers are recognizing the variety o f promotional potentials offered 

by video games The marriage o f video games and advertising has been along three 

broad lines:

• Internet games in which ads surround content
• in-game advertising

custom  published games as advertisements (W ebster & Bulik, 2004).

This combination has proven particularly effective in helping games to attract word o f 

mouth publicity and industry buzz (W augh, 2005).

In-game Advertising

One o f the big questions for the video game industry has been how to incorporate 

advertising directly into games. Advertisers spent $34 m illion on in-game ads in 2004, 

considerably less than is spent on m ost other media, but analysts have suggested that it 

could generate as much as $1 billion by 2010 (Gentile, 2005b). Advertising in games 

can work in two ways: static and dynamic (Bulik, 2004). Static product placement puts 

advertising into the games in specific ways. This is becoming increasingly common in 

sports games which incorporate advertising into arena depictions, for instance. But it is
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possible in other games as well. For example, in E A ’s The Sims Online advertisements 

abound, with everything from fast food to apparel and even computers represented 

(Elkin, 2002a). In a more subtle manner, Activision has placed Puma products 

throughout their game True Crime: Streets o f  L.A. But the main character is also decked 

out in his Puma finest (Bulik, 2004). Sony is also experimenting with in-game 

advertising. Hoping to hype its M iniDisc W alkman, the company re-tooled “Tony 

Hawk, Pro Skater” into an online game christened “ Sony SkatePark.” Players played an 

average o f  2.8 times during the gam e’s twelve week run (Elkin, 2002b).

Dynam ic advertising promises to be the more interesting o f  the two styles o f  in

game advertising. In dynamic ads, the products placed throughout the game change 

periodically. Obviously, such games require an Internet connection in order to be 

effective (Bulik, 2004). Activision has also taken a step towards m easuring the 

effectiveness o f such ads; in its game Tony H a w ks ' Underground 2 the company 

embedded markers in each Jeep image to help count player contact with the placements 

(Gentile, 2005b).

But currently, industry revenue from advertising is minuscule. Electronic Arts, 

while earning $4 billion in product sales in 2004, only earned $10 m illion from 

advertising (Richtel, 2005d). W hen video game advertising matures, however, 

m arketers are already planning ways to launch products from video games (Bulik, 2004). 

It is estimated that publishers - and not developers - could eventually earn from $1 to $2 

in advertising per game played . The promise o f  such lucrative revenues has spawned 

the creation o f a new advertising group, M assive, which plans to create dynamic ads in
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PC games. The company has deals with at least ten publishers, and clients such as Coca 

Cola, Intel, Param ount Pictures, and Universal Music Group. But not everyone is a 

believer. Industry giant EA has refused to sign with M assive, indicating that they don’t 

feel M assive’s method is proven The biggest deal M assive has brokered is with Nielsen 

Ratings in order to help determine whether in-game advertisements arc effective 

(Richtcl, 2005d).

Custom Games

M ajor companies particularly have begun to experiment with custom published 

games. Com panies including Jeep, Nike, Volvo, Levi Strauss, Coca Cola, Nokia, and 

Kraft Foods are experimenting with custom games to help promote their products (Bulik, 

2004; Stanley, 2004a). These games draw on the casual gaming trend and allow 

advertisers a great degree o f  control over how their brand is presented (Diamante, 2005).

Because o f how simple the design o f casual games can be, they are also extremely 

flexible for international marketing. One game designed by W ildTangent for Nike called 

Skorpion K.O. was released in eleven different languages and was played by more than

600,000 people world wide (Elkin, 2002b). Another N ike sponsored game, created in 

conjunction with W eiden and Kennedy advertisers titled Game Breakers was so popular 

that game makers considered expanding it into a lull fledged game (Stanley, 2004a). But 

how effective are these games? According to Chrysler, which put a variety o f  simple 

puzzle and sports game on their website as well as on CDs distributed in magazines, 3.5 

million people registered on their site and downloaded games. And o f those, roughly
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Case Study: “A m erica’s A rm y”

But not all custom games are such simple affairs. W hen the U.S. Army began 

m issing recruiting goals in 1999, the military considered new ways o f marketing 

them selves to potential recruits (Hodes & Ruby-Sachs, 2002). The result was 

“A m erica’s A rm y,” released on July 4, 2002. The game cost the Army more than $5 

million to develop; the total reached $16 million with marketing (Hodes & Ruby-Sachs, 

2002). But it has attracted more than 4.6 m illion registered players and approximately

100,000 more try the game each month (Grossman, 2005). In fact, within one month o f 

the gam e’s initial release over 500,000 people had downloaded the game (Hodes & 

Ruby-Sachs, 2002). Surprisingly, 30 percent o f  Americans between the ages o f 16-24 

indicate that some o f what they know about the Arm y has come from the game 

(Grossman, 2005).

The A rm y’s game was developed to help recruiting and to give players an idea o f 

what life in the Army is like (W adhams, 2005). The game consists o f two parts; the first 

is a role-playing gamed designed to teach useful values for military service, while the 

second part is a first person shooter (Hodes & Ruby-Sachs, 2002). Releases and 

updates for the game are periodically issued to help keep the game fresh (Grossman, 

2005). The Army has even found a means to capitalize on recent battles, with a number 

o f sequences in the game based on campaigns in the Middle East (Hodes & Ruby-Sachs, 

2002).
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The game was initially only available for PCs, but in the summ er o f  2005, 

versions were made available for both the PlayStation 2 and the XBox (Grossman,

2005). The game was initially designed by a team at the Naval Postgraduate Schhool’s 

M odeling, V irtual Environment, and Simulation Institute. The game has maintained a 

comm itm ent to realism, right up to the m oment o f death. For instance, characters who 

get shot hear no noise and only see a small red circle. This has helped to earn the game 

a Teen rating, but has raised concerns from critics (Hodes & Ruby-Sachs, 2002).

The game is particularly significant because it represents a major foray into 

games as advertisement. Such games result in restrictions on content in order to serve 

the advertiser’s message. Just as the A rm y’s game minimizes the impact o f  death, other 

advertisers would likely choose their content to minimize the facts and impact o f 

whatever products they’re marketing. This chilling effect would not be limited to 

custom games. Just as other media companies have to resolve problem s between content 

and advertising, so, too, will video games. O f course, the Army is taking no chances 

with players passing on this game. To help ensure their message reaches as many 

consumers as possible, they have also begun to advertise in other games (Brickner,

2004).

It is significant that members o f  the Army developm ent team have taken the 

stance that video games are simply training tools that should be regulated but not qualify 

as speech. The com m odification o f video games has resulted in the ability o f  State 

institutions to recognize the ideological implications o f  video games while 

sim ultaneously denying any responsibility in overseeing them. Only by accepting video
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games as a comm odity with no artistic or free speech merit can the State both decry the 

violence in video games while using them as training for war.

Conclusion

This chapter has focused on establishing the ties between the video game 

industry and other media industries. Currently, the most impressive ties arc with the 

film industry and organized sports. Both allow for easy licensing o f products which 

m aximize the revenue a company can gain from a concept. This no doubt owes to the 

video game industry’s similarity to H ollyw ood’s system of organization discussed in 

Chapter Three. W hile licensing o f products between the film and video game industry 

has been instituted from both directions, the current power dynamic seems to favor 

Hollywood if only because o f their considerably larger catalogue which the video game 

industry has started to tap for m ajor games. But it also draws on the periodic changes in 

team rosters which allows for periodic licensing as well as the potential for in-game 

advertising.

The high levels o f industry concentration discussed in Chapter Four also 

influence how the industry relates to other media, particularly in the area o f licensing.

By consolidating their power, video game publishers have ensured themselves the ability 

to draw more revenue from licensing and advertising. As seen with Electronic Arts, the 

bigger the publisher, the stronger their position in licensing deals. This is particularly 

apparent in for sports video games, which not only serve as a consistent revenue source 

for the video game industry, but has also represented highly contested battles for
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licensing rights in 2004 and 2005. M ost o f  these battles have been won by industry 

giant Electronic Arts.

Finally, the links between the video game industry and advertising have been 

examined. Currently, the industry spends considerably more on advertising than it 

earns, but intense focus is being given to ways to incorporate advertising into games. 

Three categories o f  video game advertisement were discussed. O f these, the most 

prom ising appears to be the custom advertisement-based video game, as exemplified by 

the game “A m erica’s Arm y.”

W ith an understanding o f the industry’s structure from Chapter Four and its ties 

to other media industries discussed here, Chapter Six focuses on the production o f the 

games themselves. The focus o f  the chapter will be on labor conditions and on the 

educational and employm ent requirements o f  employees in the industry.
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CH A PTER VI 

LA BOR IN THE VIDEO GAM E INDUSTRY

This study has established video games as a fundamental part o f  the cultural 

industries, but has also revealed the logics o f  production which drive the industry. As 

discussed in Chapters Three and Four, the video game industry has emerged as a hybrid 

o f  the computer, toy, and media industries. This has resulted, first, in an industry 

which produces commodities geared towards planned obsolescence occurring roughly 

every two to three years. Second, the industry is organized around a production 

schedule which attempts to place most products into the market in time for the Christm as 

buying season or, to a lesser extent, in time to take advantage o f  the marketing o f  related 

licensed products. Lastly, the industry has sought ways to expand the m arket for its 

products both in terms o f who plays video games, but also in terms o f where and how 

video games are played.

W ith this in mind, this chapter focuses on the production o f  the commodities 

themselves. In order to better understand the process o f production, particular focus is 

given to the situation o f workers in the industry, as well as how they arc organized and 

educated. The video game industry’s ties to other media industries, particularly the film 

industry, has resulted in tensions about how labor is organized that distinguish video 

games from the rest o f the software industry.
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On the whole video games industry is an ideal example o f what it means to live 

and work in an information society. Program m ing and design jobs require both high 

skill levels and, in many cases, high levels o f creativity. In keeping with this, workers 

tend be highly educated. Because the jobs often use computers and high speed internet 

connections, higher than usual levels o f employee m obility arc possible. According to 

theories o f information society, this combination o f  skills should grant workers in the 

video game industry more influence in the labor market. Because their combination o f 

skills arc rare, highly sought after, and in demand, video game workers should be more 

able to switch jobs w ithin the industry and more secure in their jobs. It would be 

expected that they would earn more wages, have better benefits, and experience higher 

job  satisfaction than employees in m ost other sectors. This, in turn, should result in 

higher productivity for the industry and its sectors compared to other non-information 

industries.

Labor and the Production o f Video Games

As has been noted previously, the increasing technical capabilities o f  hardware 

platforms, particularly consoles, helps to drive the production o f new video games. It 

also has resulted in higher production costs and longer production times required for 

games. Because the industry is constrained by the two goals o f meeting Christmas 

demand and promoting brand recognition and licensing obligations, there is intense 

pressure on workers in the video game industry.
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Figure 6.1: The Process of Video Game Development
Source: (W attenburgcr, 2005)

Four Phases of  Game D evelopm ent 

Design:
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Pre-Production:
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Production:
S taff m axim izes to as m any as 200 workers to create full game. “Crunch 
T im e” begins tow ards end o f this period.
Polish:
Product is localized, tested, and prepared for shipping. Testing occurs 

during this point.C runch tim e extends into this period, which may last 3-4 
m onths.

Game production may take between 14 months and three years (Levine, 2005d; 

W attenburgcr, 2005). For Triple A games, the industry equivalent o f a blockbuster film, 

costs arc expected to top $10 m illion for games created for the next round o f hardware 

platforms like the XBox 360 and PlayStation 3 (Robert A. Guth ct al., 2005; Richtcl, 

2005d). Some analysts have even predicted developm ent costs will rise to between $15 

and $20 million within the next few years (Gentile, 2005b; Grover ct al., 2005).

Figure 6.1 details the rough process o f designing video games and how workers arc 

brought into the process.

One o f  the m ajor costs for game design is the cost o f labor, which increases as 

game developm ent becomes m ore complicated. M anufacturing the physical commodity 

is comparable in price to manufacturing a DVD or CD. This means that the majority o f 

the cost o f game development is labor, making labor one o f  the most important markets 

for the industry. In 2000, the industry paid approxim ately $7.2 billion in wages. In the
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U.S., more than 220,000 people were employed by the industry, more than any other 

country (Aoyama & Izushi, 2004). In the U.S., salaries range from around $20,000 to 

slightly over $100,000 (Deutsch, 2002; Zito, 2000). Entry level game designers may 

make as much as $45,000, while experienced designers may earn up to $120,000 

(Deutsch, 2002). On the lower end o f the spectrum, paid beta testers may earn $9-11 

per hour and up to $25,000 per year (Hutaff, 1996; Zito, 2000). The work that testers 

perform, however, only accounts for approxim ately $50,000 to $100,000 out o f a gam e’s 

production budget. For Triple-A games, this accounts for ten percent or less.

W orkloads become heavier, particularly in the polishing phase, with employees being 

routinely asked to work 80 hours or more. EA typically employs 40 to 50 testers, but 

during the summer crunch time that is necessary to release games for the holiday season, 

it has been known to employ as many as 250 workers. Flowever, smaller publishers and 

developers often cannot afford their own paid testers and cither have to farm the job  out 

or rely on volunteer testers (Zito, 2000).

Industry labor practices draw heavily on ties with the computer industry; in other 

words, much more on Silicon Valley than Hollywood. As power has concentrated, the 

industry has relied increasingly on stock options and intangible benefits as motivators 

for employees sim ilar to the com puter industry (Richtel, 2005b). And like Silicon 

Valley and the computer industry in general, there is little union presence in most o f  the 

industry. One estimate suggests that less than 15 percent o f all games arc produced 

under any form o f  union contract, though information on which unions is not available 

(Gentile, 2005a).
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At the same time, the video game industry is experiencing the same problem s that 

the larger computer industry is facing. Increased labor costs, combined with labor 

pressure for better benefits and wages, has resulted in both the larger computer industry 

and the video game industry looking abroad to manufacture their products. Howard 

Stringer o f  Sony recently oversaw a corporate plan referred to as “Project USA” which, 

in order to save the company $700 million, cut 9,000 jobs (Reuters, 2005b). M oreover, 

it is predicted that as many as 15 percent o f  high tech workers in the U.S. will abandon 

the profession by the year 2010, and this figure docs not include deaths or retirement.

The software sector o f the computer industry lost 16 percent the jobs from M arch 2001 

to M arch 2004. And in the first quarter o f 2005, information technology firms in the 

U.S. laid o ff approxim ately 7,000 w orkers (Konrad, 2005). It is possible, however, that 

those positions are only being relocated to cheaper markets around the globe.

Exporting o f jobs has become big business o f itself, with companies formed 

specifically to help outsource labor. The value o f all outsourced jobs surpassed $ 16 

billion in 2004, and it placed more than 500,000 jobs in Bangalore, India alone (Reuters, 

2005a). The average program m er in India earns the equivalent o f $20 an hour in wages 

and benefits compared to $65 per hour for U.S. w orkers (Konrad, 2005). For some, the 

threat o f more jobs being sent overseas suggests the need for workers to consider 

unionization, particularly in industries like the video game industry which have 

traditionally resisted unions (Richtel, 2005b).

I t’s also important to realize that the products being produced by the computer 

and video game industries are, like films, increasingly global in nature. As discussed in
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Chapter Three and Four, the international m arkets for video games have come to serve 

as predictors o f what may be successful in the U.S. The drive to create products that 

will work in all markets has resulted in a need to localize products. In some cases, this 

serves to remove questionable content considered inappropriate for a particular market, 

while in other cases, it may be because additional explanation or content is needed.

Em ploym ent in the Video Game Industry

W ith both governments globally subsidizing national video game industries 

while video game design programs are being created at universities around the world, it 

is clear that work in the video game industry is seen as desirable. For this reason, 

increasing attention is being given to understanding who is working in the industry.

The Information Technology (IT) industry has demonstrably higher levels o f male 

employment (M artin, 2002). The video game industry is no different, with one study 

demonstrating that 92.9 percent o f em ployees in the industry arc male (IGDA, 2004b). 

Fem ale employment in video games is higher in the United Kingdom, but not by much.

In the UK, allm ost 10 percent o f  employees o f the industry are female (ELSPA, 2004). 

Employees in the industry are also typically much younger than in other industries. 

Approxim ately 18 percent o f  employees were over the age o f 35; the remainder were 

between 18 and 34 in age. In keeping with this, most employees reported that they’ve 

been working in the industry less than eight years, which would put them at the lower 

end o f  the wage scale (IGDA, 2004b). Figure 6.2 compares salaries by job  type and 

years o f experience within the industry.
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Figure 6.2: Video Game Industry Salary Comparison
by Career and Years Experience

Source: (O lsen, 2003)
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Job satisfaction w ithin the industry has been one o f  the key issues faced by those 

employed in game design. According to the ELPSA study, the typical worker stays in 

the industry only three years (ELSPA, 2004). This trend is seen in the U.S. as well. 

Most U.S. video game employees indicate not only that game production w asn’t their 

only choice o f  careers; in fact, 34 percent planned to leave the industry within five years 

(IGDA, 2004b).

Careers in the industry can be divided into four broad categories: programming, 

design, quality assurance, and audio positions. Industry surveys demonstrate that two 

factors have more impact on salary within the video game industry: years o f  experience
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Source: (Olsen, 2003)
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and gender (Olsen, 2001, 2002, 2003). W age disparities by gender abound, with 

female employees likely to make less than their male counterparts with the same 

experience in all careers paths except in quality assurance positions (Olsen, 2003). 

Figure 6.3 breaks down com parison in wages by gender for the three fields.

But the highest wages in the industry go to m anagement positions rather than to 

the creative positions, as would be suggested under theories o f information labor (DOL,

2005). Exact figures are hard to obtain, not ju st because o f the transnational system o f 

labor and ownership in the video game industry, but also because the systems o f 

categorization o f  work w ithin the U.S. have recently changed to a new form (DOC, 

1997). M oreover, the m easurem ent scale is not precise enough to separate video 

game labor from other information in the economic census. W hat docs becom e clear is
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Figure 6.4: U.S. Video Game Industry Wages by U.S. Region
Source: (O lsen, 2003)
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that the industry is going to move towards increasing international ownership and 

towards international audiences (Dyer-W itherford, 2002).

W ithin the U.S., there are also wage differences by region. The differences 

seem to reflect the industry’s reliance on the computer industry’s organizational 

structure. The highest paying jobs are centered on tire west coast, with the northeast 

and the south vying for a distant second, and the M idwest region last (Olsen, 2003). 

This likely owes to the organization o f the high tech industries around tech centers, 

such as Silicon Valley, Austin, Texas and major cities in the Northeast (M osco, 1999). 

Figure 6.4 provides a breakdown o f the industry’s view o f the m ajor regions o f 

production and their corresponding average salaries.

One factor not included in these industry surveys is that o f  education. This is 

surprising because education is typically one o f  the defining features o f laborers in
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information industries, but also because there is an increasing focus on creating 

education programs targeted specifically at the video game industry. These programs 

will be discussed in the next section.

Education and the Video Game Industry

As Chapter Four indicated, the video game industry has been increasingly 

targeted as a possible site o f governm ent support in many countries. One way this has 

been instituted has been through education. In the United States, a num ber o f schools, 

including the University o f Southern California, M assachusetts Institute o f 

Technology, the University o f W ashington, and Carnegie Mellon University have 

instituted video game design courses and programs (Loftus, 2003). As the 

technologies used to create video games have becom e more affordable, it has become 

possible for even small universities to incorporate video game studies and design into 

their programs (R. W allace, 2004).

These program s tend to be professional in nature and heavily interdisciplinary. 

For example, Carnegie M ellon U niversity’s Entertainment Technology Center draws 

faculty expertise from both the U niversity’s Fine Arts program and from the Com puter 

Science department (Deutsch, 2002). W hile a majority o f programs target 

undergraduates, there arc also graduate options available. The first M aster’s program  

was at the Rochester Institute o f  Technology in New York, but both Georgia Tech and 

USC recently now offer M aster’s program s in game design (Deutsch, 2002; 

Schiffmann, 2002).
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Video game design programs tend to be small. Southern M ethodist University 

accepts only 100 people per year for a program which will take 18 months and cost 

students $37,000 in tuition (Carlson, 2003a). Some program s are even smaller. The 

DigiPcn Institute o f Technology in W ashington, sponsored in part by the industry, 

graduated eleven students in its first year, and only 36 in 2001 (Schiffmann, 2002).

The programs also reflect the industry’s gender breakdown, attracting predominantly 

male students. This is the case at the Institute o f  California, in Orange County, where 

only 25 students out o f 150 are female (Swett, 2003).

The industry, too, has taken the idea o f games education seriously. The larger 

software publishers have leveraged their power to help support particular programs. 

These ties have also allowed the major companies to use access to college students for 

research and marketing purposes. EA, for example, sponsors college advertisers and 

what they term “guerilla m arketing tactics” to help promote their game to college 

students. (M iller, 2005). Each year, Game Developer M agazine publishes a career 

guide for the industry and sponsors surveys on employment. One concern expressed 

by the industry is how well such program s actually prepare students for jobs in the 

industry (M oledina, 2004b). Such program s may face particular problem s as the 

industry is experiencing not only rising labor dissatisfaction but also high levels o f 

outsourcing Table 6.1 provides a breakdown o f the number o f schools offering video 

game studies programs by country.
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Case Study: EA and Labor

Perhaps the most extreme example o f labor difficulty in the video game 

industry centers around practices at software publisher Electronic Arts. As discussed 

in Chapters Three and Four, EA modeled itself on the Elollywood film industry. 

However, unlike Hollywood, EA and the video game industry have evolved with little 

union representation. This is because the video game industry, like the computer 

industry it formed from, has tended to reward employees with stock options and 

bonuses based on company performances. But such bonuses have become 

increasingly rare even as the video game industry has increased its profitability. 

M oreover, because Electronic Arts is the largest software publisher in the industry, 

exhibiting considerable power, its employees serve as an excellent gauge o f  industry 

trends.

In the past five years, there have been two high profile cases o f  labor disputes 

in the video game industry. The first involved software giant Electronic Arts. EA, 

based in Redwood, California, has becom e the banner case testing whether Silicon 

Valley practices will continue to hold sway following the dot-com fall (Richtel, 

2005b). The company, which employs more than 5,800 people, has relied on the 

industry standard production time period, complete with the mandatory “crunch time” 

at the end o f  the production cycle (EA, 2005; Fritz, 2005b). M ore than half o f  the 

com pany’s employees, however, work outside o f  the United States, including 1,700 

employees in Vancouver, Canada (Richtel, 2005b).
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Table 6.1: Number of Programs with a Video Game Studies Component
by Country

Source: ( IG D A , 2005b)

Country # of Programs Country # of Programs

Argentina 1 Italy 1

Australia 9 Japan 2

Austria 2 Malaysia 2

Belgium 1 M exico 2

Brazil 4 Netherlands 2

Canada 38 New Zealand 3

Chile 1 Norway 1

China 1 Pakistan 1

Denmark 3 Singapore 4

Finland 1 South Korea 2

France 3 Spain 3

Germany 3 Sweden 11

Greece 1 Switzerland 1

Hong Kong 3 Thailand 1

India 2 Turkey 1

Ireland 2 U.K. 38

Israel 1 U.S. 169

The crisis at EA began when the wife o f an employee posted an anonymous 

blog describing the labor conditions o f  her husband, an unnamed software engineer at 

EA.. Her com plaint indicated that her husband, who earned somewhere between 

$50,000 and $70,000 a year, worked so much unpaid overtime that were he paid for it, 

he would stand to gain an additional $15,000 to $20,000 annually (Richtel, 2005b).
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EA employees also get no com pensation time for their overtime work, which prompted 

other lawsuits against EA (EA: The Human Story, 2004). The first lawsuit was filed 

in California in July 2004, and a second was filed later in the year. A similar suit was 

also filed against Sony Com puter Entertainm ent (Richtel, 2005b).

These lawsuits have caused workers to question the com puter industry practice 

o f rewarding employees with stock options and bonuses. Bonuses at EA range from 

five to thirty percent o f  employee salary. But according to the industry managers 

paying overtime would change the industry from one valuing entrepreneurship to one 

where em ployees simply punch a clock. EA considers employee benefits to include an 

on-site gym, flexible work schedules, and on-site amusement facilities which include 

basketball courts, pool tables, and, o f course, video games. Also available for 

employee health arc a masseuse and acupuncturist. (Richtel, 2005b). One result o f  

the complaints leveled by ea_spouse was the creation o f an organization geared to 

m onitoring industry practices, called Gamewatch.org (Followup to EA: The Human 

Story, 2004). Beyond this, however, these lawsuits raised the question o f unionization 

in an industry which has always resisted unions. Part o f  the difficulty centers around 

EA ’s use o f a standard Silicon Valley measure o f  productivity: revenue per employee. 

EA claimed a million dollar per employee rating in 2004, but this would change 

drastically if  overtime and comp time were factored in. EA, however, has stated that 

if  workers demand too much, the company would have no choice but to find new 

sources o f labor outside o f California and possibly even in another country with 

cheaper labor costs (Richtel, 2005b). The company already has a m ajor studio system
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in place in V ancouver (N. Dyer-W itherford & Sharman, 2005; EA, 2005) and already 

reduced productions at its W est L.A. studio which was only recently opened. The 

company laid o ff 60 workers and is dow n to 320 developers and 50 individuals 

working in music, marketing, and mobile content as part of this reduction. Among the 

games produced at the EA Los Angeles facility include Lord o f  the Rings: The Battle 

fo r  M iddle Earth  and Golden Eye: Rogue Agent (Fritz, 2005b).Even with the current 

labor difficulties, few experts predicted any success in unionizing the video game 

industry from within. One union organizer, from W ashTech, has been trying to 

unionize high tech workers for years, but has only attracted 450 members since 1998 

(Richtel, 2005b).

But a second labor problem has presented itself to the industry. As discussed 

in Chapter Five, the video game industry has formed close ties with the Hollywood 

film industry and is relying on more and more content from the film industry’s 

catalogues. But as this has occurred, video games have also become more dependent 

upon Hollywood talent, particularly for voice work. Again the video game industry 

must ask itself how to deal with unions.

Case Study: Hollywood Unions, Video Games and Labor

With the increase in licensed games discussed in Chapter Five, the video game 

industry has become more dependent on unionized talent, particularly for voice work. 

In 2004, alm ost 2,000 unionized actors found work in video games, including such 

notables as Ewan M cGregor, Toby M cGuire, and W illem Dafoe (Gentile, 2005a). As
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the profits in the video game industry have risen, actors have begun to demand a 

bigger share o f the pie. Recent contract negotiations between the industry and the 

Screen Actors Guild (SAG) and the Am erican Federation o f Television and Radio 

Actors (AFTRA) focused heavily on ensuring that voice actors for video games 

received compensation including health care, pensions, and residuals (Brodcsscr & 

M cNary, 2005). Unlike film and TV, however, the video game industry docs not have 

a history o f negotiating with unions or o f paying residuals to anyone involved in the 

creation o f  games (Brodesser, 2005). And because video gam es’ profitability is less 

than films, residuals were a hotly contested issue in the negotiations. The previous 

contract provided minimum pay rates with no provision for residuals, in part because 

so much o f  video game voice work has always been done in house (Brodesser, 2005). 

The video game industry is also wary o f  residuals because currently only 10 to 15 

percent o f  all games involve unionized workers (Fritz, 2005f).

The negotiations were also difficult because representatives o f the video game 

industry had come together informally, rather than as a unified group (Brodesser,

2005). Ultimately, a contract was ratified between the representatives o f the industry 

and AFTRA., calling for a 36 percent pay hike but still grants no residuals (Fritz, 

2005f). SA G ’s negotiating committee endorsed the same deal, but the general 

m embership voted it down. This will likely limit future negotiations with SAG, 

m aking AFTRA the powerhouse union to deal with the video game industry (Fritz, 

2005g). Part o f SA G ’s worry was the unchecked ability o f the video game industry 

to act like movie studios and television networks, rather than simply as publishers
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(Brodesser, 2005). As discussed in Chapter Five, this tendency is only likely to 

increase and will no doubt result in more heated negotiations between unions and the 

video game industry in the future.

Part o f  the trouble faced by union organizers is that union membership has been 

declining across media industries. In some industries, like telecommunications, labor 

m em bership has declined by as much as fifty percent since 1985 (Grover ct al., 2005). 

And as these industries continue to expand internationally, the difficulties o f 

organizing will only increase.

The Player Challenge to Labor

Finally, the video game industry is also sensitive to questions o f  player- 

centered labor. This is particularly true for m ultiplayer online games, where players 

contribute to the play environment. In 2004, there were almost 350 such games, with 

more than 10 million players (M. W allace, 2005). In these games, players often create 

virtual goods for trade, and these goods have made their way into real m arkets via 

online services like eBay (Castronova, 2002). For instance, a player o f  the hit game 

“Ultima Online” earned more than $25,000 by trading in goods he created in the game.

Estimates suggest that the real world value o f these virtual goods and services yields 

almost $880 million per year, which does not include the cost o f  the games or 

subscriptions (M. W allace, 2005). The industry has tried to enforce the idea that any 

such property belongs to the company, but this has increasingly been challenged by 

governm ents and players alike (Klang, 2004).
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One game, titled Second Life, has taken a different approach, allowing players 

full intellectual property control o f  what they create in the game. Estimates suggest 

that an average p layer’s transactions are worth almost $1,000 a month, and this amount 

is increasing roughly 25 percent per month. One player even claims to have made 

$100,000 per year in the gam e’s real-estate business (M. W allace, 2005)

Like play-testing, which, particularly for smaller publishers and developers, is 

often done free by players and fans o f  a game, persistent online worlds develop in part 

because o f the value added through player interaction. And because o f how much 

time players have spent working, the reaction to changes in these unintentional markets 

has prompted players to demand a change in industry practice (IGDA, 2004a).

Industry response has been mixed, with some companies trying to techniques similar to 

Second Life, though rarely granting full control over property. These games arc 

particularly popular globally, and so it may be that the U.S. industry has to take its cue 

from foreign countries and foreign game designers. One such example is the Chinese 

company, Shanda Entertainment, which has created its own eBay-like market for 

players to sell characters and game-produced goods, with Shanda taking a cut o f  the 

profit (Grover ct al., 2005).

Video Games in the Larger Industrial Context

The high technology and computer industries have been growing for over a 

decade. One study, conducted by the Information Technology Association o f 

America, found that while m ore than 1.6 million technology jobs were being created
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Table 6.2: Revenue Per Employee Comparison
Source: (Hoover's, 2005)

Company Employees Revenue 
(millions of $)

Revenue per 
Employee

EA 6,100 $3,129.0 512950.8

Atari 492 $395.2 803252.0

M icrosoft 57,000 $39,788.0 698035.1

Sony 162,000 $66,923.0 413104.9

Disney 129,000 $30,752.0 238387.6

Time W arner 84,900 $42,089.0 495747.9

General
Electric

307,000 $151,300.0 492833.9

General
Motors

324,000 $193,517 597274.7

Monsato 12,600 $5,457.0 433095.2

Haliburton 97,000 $20,464.0 210969.1

each year, almost ha lf would go unfilled (Oberm ayer, 2000). In the Internet sector 

that includes companies such as AOL primarily, more than 100,000 new jobs were 

created between 1995 and 1997. Despite the high growth o f jobs in the computer 

industry, there arc few examples o f  labor unionization; workers are instead lured with 

promises o f stock options and public offerings (Ross, 1999). The service sector in the 

United States accounts for more than 75 percent o f the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP). The high tcch and dot-com  industries have been a substantial part o f this 

(M cCammon & Griffin, 2000). However, in 1998, the wild growth that the industry 

had been experiencing came to a dramatic halt and, ultimately, led to layoffs (Race, 

2001). These layoffs have spelled difficulty for the industry.
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The software publishing sector, which includes video games, is ranked by the 

U.S. Departm ent o f Labor as the fastest growing industry in the U.S. economy. But, 

in fact, it represents only a small portion o f overall employment in the United States. 

According to the U.S. Bureau o f  Labor Statistics, there were 128,827,360 employed 

individuals in the U.S. However, less than one percent o f the population is involved 

in the video game industry and their wages are largely comparable to other sectors o f 

the economy (BLS, 2005a, 2005b).

M oreover, as with video games, the software industry as a whole is 

consolidating, with less than seven percent o f employers accounting for more than 

two-thirds o f employment (DOL, 2005). Employees in the video game industry arc 

typically younger than workers in other industries (Zito, 2000). In addition, as jobs 

begin to migrate overseas, the perception o f employment in the software industry is 

becoming more and more negative (Konrad, 2005).

But the industry has used a peculiar measure o f success - revenue per 

employee. As Table 6.2 shows, however, this measure skews the value o f  companies, 

allowing even small companies to appear disproportionately valuable. A small 

company like Atari, with a small revenue, appears more productive to investors than 

industry giant EA, agricultural giant M onsata, and industrial titan General Motors.

Such a m easurem ent allows an industry which produces a small part o f  the nation’s 

Gross Domestic Product to much more instrumental, even as jobs its jobs are being 

moved increasingly overseas.
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This chapter examined the nature o f employment within the video game 

industry. It began with the assum ption that such employment would be an ideal 

example o f information labor, as it is creative, requires a high degree o f  education and 

skill, and because it relies heavily on the creation and m anipulation o f information 

itself. It m ust be noted that virtually all studies o f labor in the computer and video 

game industries have focused on software production rather than hardware.

One o f  the most important things to realize about the production o f video game 

commodities is that they are heavily driven by the value added o f highly skilled 

employees. The overall cost o f manufacture for video games comes almost entirely 

from labor costs. This m akes the labor market one o f the most important factors in 

understanding the video game industry. Video games workers m eet the criteria o f 

information laborers but do not have the power in either markets or production that 

theories o f the information society suggest.

The study o f  the video game industry confounds the myths o f information 

labor’s giving workers more pow er and satisfaction. Not only do industry studies 

show that an increasing num ber o f video game employees experience decreasing job 

satisfaction, but they also show that as the economy falters, the perceived benefits o f 

such em ploym ent are progressively eroded. The fall in the value o f  stock options and 

bonuses in the industry following the dot-com collapse o f the late 1990s is only one 

example o f this.
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It is also significant that gendered patterns o f employment can be seen in the 

industry, with the most technical and creative positions not only going to males, but 

often with significant wage disparities. Com bined with the skewed gender 

representation in video game employment, it seems likely that the industry’s desire to 

m arket more effectively to wider audiences may suffer due to lack o f  representation 

within the industry.

Both o f  these concerns are related to the industry’s current labor disputes, 

which have brought the question o f unionization to a sector o f the economy known for 

its wariness to unionization. Although attempts at unionization have thus far been 

ineffective, because the industry is strengthening its tics with already unionized 

entertainment industries such as film, television, and recorded music, this may change 

in the future. The potential for unionization faces one other limit which is 

increasingly globalized production. This system o f  organization has proven 

particularly difficult for skills-based unionization to overcome, which may suggest a 

change in union tactics and organization are needed to more adequately respond to 

high tech industries.

Finally, the question o f what it means to work in video games is influenced by 

the challenge o f value added labor by players. W hile player added value is currently 

limited to players o f M M ORPGs, as the sophistication o f new systems continues and 

the convergence o f technologies into consoles and portable devices allows them to 

become media hubs, the problem  will grow. And the industry will find themselves 

faced with questions about both the ownership o f content created by paying players.
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION

This study has attempted to contextualize the production o f  video games within 

the framework o f  the cultural industries. This view sees video games as commodities 

produced according to particular logics with particular goals. It is hoped that by 

explaining these logics that some light can be shed on the more common questions 

surrounding games. But this study has also argued that video games do not function 

like other cultural industries, but are, in fact, representative o f information industries.

In addition to describing how the industry is organized, this study has tied the 

video game industry with other media and communication industries. There are a 

number o f limits on the success o f video games, and because o f this, the video game 

industry seeks ties with other successful media industries. Because video game 

popularity has led to the rise o f  game studies, and to the rise o f academic programs, an 

understanding o f  how the industry and its processes relate to other forms o f 

comm unication is important.

In order to better understand these areas, this study has relied on a variety o f 

methodologies. It has drawn on institutional history to help provide some 

understanding o f  how the video game industry developed and why. In-depth 

interviews were used to help understand the process o f production and to docum ent the
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experience o f individuals w orking in the industry. Document analysis was used in

conjunction with both o f these m ethodologies to help discover not only what the

industry has said and done in its development, but to help understand how the industry

is perceived by other institutions. By studying the documents o f the companies and

individuals involved in the industry as well as the historical documents describing the

industry’s formation, a very detailed understanding o f the system o f organization and

negotiation within the industry was made possible.

In order to address these issues, this study focused on six research questions.

These questions helped to structure the study and its organization. The research

questions were as follows.

R l)  What is the structure o f  the video gam e industry?

R2) What is the relationship between the video game industry and other 
comm unications industries?

R3) What are the commodities produced  by the video game industry?

R4) What markets are involved in the video game industry?

R5) What is the production, distribution, and prom otion process involved in
the

comm ercial video game industry?

R6) What is the role o f  labor in the production o f  video games?

R 11 Industry Structure

As Chapter Four discussed, the industry has been organized into a system  that 

draws on the com puter industry, the toy industry, and, in particular, the film industry.
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Chapter Three demonstrated that this evolution was not accidental. Rather, the 

industry actively tried to m irror these industries, drawing particular on logics o f 

production into their own industry in the process. The major sectors o f  the industry 

arc hardware manufacture, software developm ent, software publishing, and retail.

Power within the industry has been concentrated in the hardware manufacture 

and software publishing industries. Four companies, Sony, M icrosoft, Nintendo, and 

Electronic Arts, dom inate the industry, accounting for a majority o f  revenues. The 

first three companies represent both hardware manufacture and software publishing, 

while Electronic Arts has m anaged to achieve its success based solely on software 

publishing. Currently, a majority o f the revenue for the industry comes from software, 

but this owes to an intense competition between the three console makers which has 

driven them to drop the prices o f their consoles to a point that they gain little profit 

from them.

The concentration o f  power maintained by Sony, Nintendo, and M icrosoft has 

allowed the companies to insulate them selves from market shocks, regulatory 

demands, and efforts from other sectors to influence how the industry functions. 

Because all three companies manufacture both hardware and software, they arc less 

subject to demands from the software sector about control o f content and questions o f 

labor practice.

W hen negotiations between these sectors does occur, it is typically through 

strict licensing deals, with hardware manufacturers dealing with software publishers 

rather than smaller developers. Again, this has served to limit the ability o f small
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companies and their workers to exercise pow er within the industry. This has led to 

increased consolidation in which software publishers have bought sm aller developers. 

In contrast, the retail sector o f the industry has had to deal with both hardware and 

software manufacturers. It remains largely unaffiliated through ownership or 

licensing with cither the hardware or software sectors, and while concentration is high, 

there is still a significant am ount o f room for small vendors to enter the market.

The industry is also highly globalized, relying not only on international 

audiences, but on a system o f production and ownership which is also international in 

scope. This has led to interest from a variety o f  government initiatives, particularly in 

Europe and Australia, hoping to draw production to their countries . At the same time 

governments around the world are struggling deal with issues o f public perception 

about the industries (such as m edia violence).

Regulation o f the industry is primarily accomplished through self-regulation. 

The industry’s rating system is one o f  the m ost stringent o f any communications 

industry. And retail associations have responded to consumer pressure by increasing 

regulations and punishm ents for retailers selling games to inappropriate individuals.

But there is still intense scrutiny from various State sources, both within the U.S. and 

outside W hile their investigations initially focused on violent content, increasing 

attention is being given to w orker’s rights and to matters o f intellectual property.
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R2: Relationship with Other M edia Industries

As Chapter Three demonstrated, even from its earliest days, the video game 

industry relied on its ties with other media industries. Ties between the industry and 

film extend back into the late 1970s, when film companies first began to explore the 

possibilities o f video games as licensed properties. The relationship has not always 

been successful, however. Both the film industry and the video game industry have 

experience losses in the process. Setbacks hit the video game industry first, almost 

ending one o f  the major companies, Atari. But Hollywood has taken its lumps, as 

well, having bought into and then sold out its interests in the video game industry in 

both the early 1980s and the mid-1990s.

But as the video game industry stabilized, video games again became attractive 

to other media industries. And when the industry recently surpassed Hollywood box 

office revenues, it was seen as a signal that the industry was around to stay. A 

relationship between video and film provided a number o f advantages. Video games 

have becom e important to other industries as well. Both television and recorded 

music have experimented with licensing their products through video games. The 

advantage o f these ties is three-fold. First, it allowed the creator o f  a brand to earn 

additional profits. Second, it has allowed the product o f one industry to piggy-back 

on the m arketing o f the other. Third, reliance on such products has been seen as a 

means to minimize the risk o f  releasing products for both industries. The downside o f 

this alliance has been an over-reliance on licensed content in spite o f consumer
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demand as discussed in Chapter Five. Industry concentration and strategic alliances 

with other industries has served minimize the industry’s responsiveness to consumer 

and labor demand in the market.

The impact o f video games on other media industries goes beyond their 

licensing ability. In part this is due to the industry’s ability to bring technologies 

together, allowing their products to be used on a variety o f platforms and to mimic the 

functions o f  a num ber o f  other industries. The release o f the next generation o f 

consoles by Sony, M icrosoft, and Nintendo is expected to bridge the gap between 

video games, television, and personal computers among other devices. In part, 

M icrosoft’s foray into video games can be seen as an attempt to ensure its influence 

over as many computer devices as possible. Two other examples o f  this convergence 

can be seen in the growing ties between the video game industry and the mobile phone 

and online markets. This has allowed video games to draw audiences away from 

other media. Studies have shown that increasing numbers o f  people in the 18 to 34 

demographic, one o f  the most important groups for advertisers, arc shifting their time 

away from television and other media to video games.

The cultivation o f this dem ographic by the video game industry has led to 

increased interest from advertisers. Currently, the majority o f  video game revenue 

comes from the sales o f the games, but it is expected that advertising revenue will 

become a m ajor source o f income in the future. Already a num ber o f experiments 

incorporating  advertising into video games are being conducted. O f these, the most 

problematic is the creation o f  advertiser driven games. The rise o f advertising in video
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games will likely result in further insulation o f  the m ajor companies from consumer 

demand while also raising the question o f advertising’s impact on content.

Video games also pose other problem s to other media industries. The 

increasing sophistication o f  video game technology coupled with the frequent inclusion 

o f game engines has resulted in unexpected consequences for other industries. Players 

can now produce their own m ovies using tools included in their games. This 

developm ent has been dubbed “m achinim a” and is drawing increasing attention from 

film makers and advertisers.

R3: Commodities

As Chapter Four demonstrated, the prim ary commodities produced by the 

industry arc video games. But there is increasing focus on licensed products related to 

video games, including specialized hardware. These products, however, arc typically 

licensed to smaller producers who shoulder most o f the risk.

As the industry has matured, other product lines have emerged. Increasingly, 

the industry licenses its products to toy manufacturers and other media industries for 

conversion into film and television. Such products are prone to becoming advertising 

driven. In the television and film industries, this has resulted in a reliance on formats 

seen as most reliable, such as the action film, at the cost o f innovative content. It is 

not hard to imagine such a fate befalling the video game industry. Typically, these 

licensing deals have originated from industries other than video games. But an 

example o f the video game industry moving its commodities into other areas can be
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seen in M icrosoft’s announcement that it would produce its own film based on its 

“Halo” franchise.

But increasingly the industry has developed its second commodity: the 

audience. This is similar to the dual-product market formula characteristic o f  most 

m edia industries and will force the industry, albeit not unwillingly, to consider the role 

o f  advertising in its games. For some game genres, such as sports, this shift will be 

less problematic, but for others, it may prove particularly intrusive.

The other m ajor concern for the industry has been the increase o f player created 

content. This value added problem  is particularly crucial for online role-playing games 

in which players devote increasing hours to creating virtual goods. These goods, 

which often include the avatars that players use, have started to seep into the real 

world. Items are being traded on eBay, and some companies are beginning to work on 

ways to negotiate the ownership o f  these goods.

The comm odification process is a means o f  making social relationships 

concrete. By producing video games as commodities, not only are items being created 

for exchange, but eventually, the way in which they are created and how they arc used 

comes to be seen as a natural state. At the same time, the relationship between labor 

and m anagem ent undergoes a similar process. In the video game industry, the 

production o f video games as a commodity has evolved into a system in which 

dissatisfied laborers come to view their dissatisfaction as natural and unassailable. But 

there is a second relationship which is also cem ented by the creation o f  the video game 

commodity: the relationship between the consumer and producer. In this case,
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Costs, planned obsolescence, and what types o f games are made seem natural. This 

results in the view from outside the industry that video games do not function as art, 

nor do they function politically or as acts o f  speech. They are simply playthings, with 

nothing to say and unworthy o f consideration.

R4: Markets

Increasingly, the video game industry is developing international m arkets for 

its products. However, m ost markets are currently in industrialized countries. The 

industry has worked to m aintain distinctions between these regional markets. This has 

been accomplished in two ways. First, products developed for one platform in a 

particular regional market do not work on platform s in another regional market, a tactic 

also seen in DVDs. Second, there is an increasing tendency to localize a product, 

tailoring a gam e’s contents to particular local attitudes and practices. Product markets 

have focused on platform developments, and as the industry seeks out tics with other 

media industries, it is incorporating a variety o f capabilities not previously seen in 

video games such as the ability to play music, display photographs, and access the 

Internet.

But as Chapter Six showed, one o f the most crucial markets for video games is 

labor itself. W hile the video game industry seems the ideal example o f an information 

industry, the ability o f workers in the industry to influence production doesn’t match 

the myths o f the information society. In an information industry, labor is seen as
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having significantly more power then in other industries. Labor is seen as having 

higher mobility, higher education and skill levels, and higher job satisfaction. And yet 

this isn’t the case in the video game industry. Because the development o f software is 

structured with most m ajor producers owning or licensing with small, production 

groups, this has resulted in a situation in which workers need to work harder to ensure 

they will continue to find new projects. It is significant that workers in the industry 

arc expressing increasing job  dissatisfaction and often view the industry as a stop over 

on their way to more stable, lucrative careers.. The rise o f game studies program s in 

universities is seen by the industry as one way to address the continuing need for labor. 

But the high levels o f  industry concentration will continue to limit the effectiveness o f 

labor to influence the production process.

R5: Production. Distribution. Promotion, and Retail Processes

The typical production time for a video game is increasing, now taking as much 

as two years for a product to be created. As the developm ent time for games has 

increased, so has the cost o f  development. Because o f this, the industry is looking for 

licensed content from other media industries. This allows the industry to both 

minimize risk and take advantage o f  m arketing and advertising paid by others.

Game developm ent involves four main phases, with the labor required 

increasing as the project nears completion. It is at the end o f the process that 

localization o f products occurs. It is also during this end period that the “crunch time” 

which is at the center o f  much o f  the job  dissatisfaction in the industry centers.
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During this period, employees are often called upon to work 80 hour weeks with no 

days o ff and no compensation for overtime.

The promotion o f games has became a major part o f the process, and budgets 

often equal that o f production costs themselves. Like the toy industry, the video game 

industry has focused the majority o f its production on the Christmas buying season, 

and to a lesser extent to tie ins with H ollyw ood’s summ er blockbuster films. This has 

resulted in a majority o f advertising dollars by the industry being spent during the 

holiday season.

The production o f games is driven by the capability o f the hardware. The 

hardware sector has worked on a system o f  two to three year periods o f planned 

obsolescence. As the capability o f hardware increases, the demands and costs o f 

software developm ent rise as well.

D istribution o f products is handled by the major companies - the hardware 

manufacturers and the software publishers. As with DVDs and recorded music, large 

general goods stores like W al-M art and Best Buy have come to make up an important 

part o f  the retail process. But rental o f games is on the rise, and here concentration is 

similar to video and DVD rentals. At this time, the major companies in the industry 

have expressed little interest in gaining control over the retail side o f  the industry, but 

this may change in the future, particularly as the cost o f development rises.
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Labor in the video game industry exhibits a number o f interesting 

characteristics. Theories o f  the information society would suggest that labor should 

be highly satisfied, educated, mobile, and compensated. But industry studies suggest 

that not only employee dissatisfaction is on the rise, but that compensation has been 

limited to models based on the overarching computer industry. W orker m obility is 

increasingly limited by industry consolidation and transnational production practices.

Beyond this, however, there is a distressing breakdown in terms o f  gender. In 

this sense, the video game industry is sim ilar to the computer industry. Less than ten 

percent o f  the video game industry’s employees are female, and in alm ost every career 

track, arc paid less m oney even with similar levels of experience. The industry is also 

dom inated by younger workers, on die lower end o f  the pay scale.

Contrary to what theories o f  the information society would suggest, the best 

paying jobs are not the creative, highly skilled positions. Instead, m anagement makes 

considerably more though it makes up a sm aller part o f  the industry as a whole. And 

because employees arc increasingly treating the industry as a stepping stone, fewer and 

fewer employees arc reaching the higher pay levels contingent upon experience.

In part the desire o f  employees to find more stable jobs in other industries owes 

to the video game industry’s measure o f its own success as revenue per employee.

Such a m easure overvalues the industry’s production, as compared to other companies 

and industries indicates. This m easurem ent provides disproportionate value to
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smaller companies with even a single big hit because it doesn’t account for other debts 

o f  the company or for fluctuations in audience demand. As such, m anagement must 

seek to drive employees to work more at lower costs in order to guarantee favorable 

productivity within the industry.

Because labor makes up the bulk o f  production costs, as game complexity 

increases, so will industry costs. This has prompted the industry’s reluctance to 

change its wage and benefit packages In spite o f this, unionization is not seen as an 

option by most people, including workers and managers, within the industry. This 

may change, however, as video games become increasingly tied to licensed Hollywood 

products and Hollywood labor, which is highly unionized. But unions themselves arc 

embedded within historical contexts. Present union formulations may not w ork well 

with the video game industry, but a shift in organization - from trade unions to 

industrial unions, for example - m ight allow unions more success in gaining members 

from the video game industry and other high tech industries.

Limitations

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in this study was the problem  o f  gaining access 

to sources within the industry as well as in supporting industries. The structure o f the 

industry creates a num ber o f disincentives to em ployees’ open discussion o f  industry 

practices. W hile interviews were conducted, it became very difficult to find anyone 

willing to go on record about industry practices in regards to labor. To help address 

this problem  a variety o f  primary sources were used, including reports by industry
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organizations and companies. These included reports on labor practices, employee 

satisfaction, annual reports, industry responses to regulation, as well as testimony in 

court cases. Am ong the groups consulted were the Entertainm ent Software 

Association, the International Game Developers Association, the European Leisure 

Software Producers Association, as well as the M otion Picture Association. The 

historical section also relied on documents from industry observers in the time period, 

particularly news reports and industry discussion. In addition, the posts by ca_wifc 

and others were invaluable in framing the discussion o f labor in the industry.

This study did not attempt to address concerns o f  audience reception or effects. 

W hile an understanding o f  production certainly helps explain the nature o f some video 

game content, it is not sufficient to account for audience demand or the impacts o f 

exposure to such games. W hat is provided by this study is a description o f how video 

games arc created as commodities. Institutional constraints that affect these other areas 

o f  concern -  effects, audiences, and content -  can only be understood through such an 

examination.

Suggestions for Further Research

There are a num ber o f  areas suggested by this study which warrant future 

observation. M any o f these relate to the industry’s exploration o f other media 

functions. In particular, a more thorough examination o f the impact o f  advertising and 

video games is needed. Similarly, the ties between media industries are increasing, 

and while ownership is currently distinct, it seems likely that cross-owncrship may
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again become desirable, particularly to already large media conglomerates seeking 

greater control o f  their licensed products.

The impact o f video gam es’ convergence with other forms o f communication, 

including telecommunication, also warrants further study. As the industry vies to 

create “media hubs,” the scope o f what video game hardware may incorporate is likely 

to increase in unforsecn ways. But this should also result in increased competition 

from outside the video game industry. Such moves are already being seen from the 

online industry, as companies like Yahoo begin to explore ways o f incorporating video 

games into their business model.

Finally, there has been little concern given to the impact o f  video games outside 

a very few countries. Because the industry is becoming increasingly international, the 

demand for an understanding o f  the formation o f national industries, markets, and 

audiences will be needed. M oreover, the current focus has been on industrialized 

countries. There is little data on the reach o f  games elsewhere in the world, though it 

seems likely that they are beginning to play a more vital role in a variety o f other 

cultures.
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